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Summary
The present research was conducted. with the aim of better under-
standing of Linear B texts through the help of the Near Eastern parallels.
The method chosen was the comparison between individual texts and
groups of texts and not between the "models" reconstructed for this
or that society. Several restrictions for such a comparison were
set up. The comparison itself was limited to the problems of manpower
(lists of personnel, ration lists, land-surveys). The best parallels
for Mycenaean records of work-teams (male and femal were found among
the Sumerian documents from the period of the Third Dynasty of Ur,
for the quotas of conscripts from specific villages - in Ugarit, and
for the texts dealing with the land tenure and the organisation of
the cultic personnel - among the Hittite cuneiform texts and Luwian
hieroglyphic Kululu lead strips.
The attempt was made to reconstruct the structure of the productive
population in Mycenaean Greece and to find its place among other societies
of the Ancient World.
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I PRINCIPLES OF COMPARISON
1. The reasons for comparison
Ever since the discovery that the Linear B texts were written
in Greek, they have been studied for this very reason by Greek scholars.
No student of Greek can however resist the impression that a huge
gap separates Mycanaean written documents from the classical literary
tradition: to begin with the material used for writing, the curious
and inadequate system of the script and above all the subject of the
texts themselves - all are completely unfamiliar to him. I suspect
that the underlying reasons for some of the early rejections of the
decepherment were the feelings of frustration its results created. Indeed,
the Mycenaean "documentary evidence" looks dull and uninformative
in comparison with the impressive monuments of Greek classical literature,
1
as has been emphasised by Levin
Unfortunately, thirty years of Mycenological research have
produced as a convincing answer to hostile critics, neither a universally
accepted picture of Mycenaean society, nor yet an unambiguous interpretation
of almost any important Linear B document. The Mycenologists should
not be blamed for this situation since the restrictions imposed by
the material itself are severe: the Linear B corpus is too small to
provide material for a fully independent elucidation of the meaning
of each word from the context, while the writing system Is too inadequate
for Greek phonology to secure the identification of each word with
its Greek equivalent. Even more Important are the limitations imposed
by the nature of the texts: the first surviving documents of a similar
type were written In Greece only about 2,00) years later, during the
Byzantine period2 , while the chronologically closest Greek texts and
main pool of etymologies are Homeric epics. Obviously, the context
and the vocabulary of the heroic epos differs so much from the Mycenaean
inventories that even if etymologies could be safely established,
the meaning of many words would remain obscure.
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However, for a atudent of Assyriolor the situation is reversed:
everything but the language is familiar to him in the Mycenaean archives -
from the use of clay tablets as writing material or the system of
writing based upon the combination of syllabic signs with ideograms
to the very types of texts which constitute more than 9) % of all cuneiform
material uncovered to date.
The idea of comparing these documents with the Mycenaean ones
serves a very simple primary purpose of elucidation: if the interpretation
of any particular text in the Linear B corpus is, for some reason,
difficult or doubtful it would be surely helpful to check comparable
texts written in a better understood language from a contemporary
or near contemporary society. The first stage in such research Is
text to text comparison with the aim of achieving a better understanding
of the individual Linear B texts through the help of Near Eastern
parallels. The next stage is an overall assessment of all the texts
which have been found to be similar, in order to establish some kind.
of typology.
Though the benefits of such a comparative method are generally
acknowleged the actual work has never been done 4 . The state of publication
and research of the Near Eastern economic archives must bear the blame:
priority has always been given to the literary arid historical texts
while the vast majority of economic texts relevant for such a comparison
still remains unpublished, and those that has been published are rarely
transliterated and even more rarely translated Another problem is
what kind of texts and from which type of archive are suitable for
comparison. Is it justified, for example, to compare Linear B texts
with the Hammurabi Law Code or any other Near Eastern legal documents?
What has been said above may be regarded as a justification
of the need for a comparative approach to the Mycenaean archives;
what follows now is a discussion of several methodological problems
which may Present themselves to the researcher pursuing such a course.
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2. The types of archives ("chancellery" and "economic" archives)
Both the major Linear B archives, from Knossos and Pylos, were
found in structures conventionally called "palaces" and almost exclusively
within their storehouse areas. Remains of similar archives have been
found also at Thebes, Mycenae (01 series) and Tiryns. Only at Mycenae
were several groups of tablets found In "private houses" in the lower
town apart of the small number of fragments from the "palace" itself.
Yet even in this instance the "private" character of these tablets
should not be overestimated: they may well constitute private archives
of palace officials - a phenomenon well known from the Near East6.
All the tablets, including the "private archives" from Mycenae,
deal solely with economic activities: the control of income and out-
goings, keeping stock of various goods or the orgaxiisatlon of work-
teams. This fundamental fact determines the first important restriction
for any attempt at comparison.
In the period from the invention of writing - about the end
of the IV-th millennium B.C. - up to the middle of the III-d millennium
B.C. all written documents from ancient Mesopotamia are of exactly
the same type as the Linear B corpus. Only with the emergence of the
Sumerian "school" - -dubba, probably during the Fara period (about
2600 B.C.), the first non-economic "scholarly" texts composed during
the process of teaching began to appear. Later, although economic
texts still continued to constitute the vast maj ority of all cuneiform
documents, the use of writing for communication was utilised by the
government bureaucracy too. The tradition of writing for non-economic
purposes, which goes back to the ear:17 Sumerian j-dubba, produced
not only a flourishing literature but also gave birth to the royal
chancellery which issued letter8, instructions, orders and other
administrative documents.
By contrast, the complete absence of such documents in the Linear
B corpus suggests either that writing was restricted to economic needs
-4-
as in the earliest stages of Mesopotamian writing or that some perishable
material other than clay was used for non-economic purposes. Since
the Linear B script represents the very end of the Aegean tradition
of writing which goes back to the Cretan hieroglypha in the early
II millennium B.C., the first possibility seems unlikely. As for the
second possibility, we have only a few pieces of indirect evidence
in its favour. First of all the linear form of the signs is hardly
suitable for writing on clay, and the history of writing shows that
the form of signs tends to accomnodate itself rapidly to the material
used for writing: cuneiform signs developed probably independently
in Mesopotamia and Ugarit for use on clay, while in Egypt the original
pictorial signs were converted to the cursive (hieratic) form for
writing on papyrus 7 . Secondly, the Linear B inscriptions found on
stirrup jars were painted and not scratched by stylus as on the clay
tablets, which suggests that an alternative method of writing was
also in use. Finally, the traces of parchment imprinted on the clay
sealings from the Minoan deposit at Zakro show that they were used
to seal parchment scrolls8.
If different materials were indeed used for writing economic
arid non-economic documents in Mycenaean Greece, this hypothetical
situation agrees very well with the widespread Near Eastern practice of
writing different types of documents on different types of materials
and even in different languages 9. Thus, in the Neo-Assyrian Empire
(VIII - VII cent. B.C.) the royal chancellery at Nineveh worked in
Akkadian and in the cuneiform script, but the economic documents were
probably written in Aramaic on some perishable material and did not
survive. For this reason, according to Parpolas calculation' 0 , among
the 5170 non-literary texts from Nineveh the largest groups are letters
(3100) and legal documents (645), while the so-called "administrative
documents" (450) consist in large part of descriptive appendecea (land-
surveys and census lists) to royal grants11.
A similar situation is found in the Hittite Empire (xv - XIII
cent. B.C.) where the great archive at Bogbazk6i consists of literary
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texts and chancellery documents written in cuneiform script on clay
tablets, while the economic documents were written probably in the
Luwian hieroglyphic script on wooden tablets. The latter are frequently
mentioned in the Hittite cuneiform texts where they are called
	
-
"(wooden) carvings", or	 ____ - "(wooden) writing board" 12 . The
context of such documents is sometimes described in Hittite as kapuessar
A(Suinerogram SID or .Akkadogram MINUTI)
	
- "account" or by the Luwian
word lalami - "receipt"14. For example, in a legal text KUB XIII 35
(I 2-5) the subject of the wooden writing board ('LE?u) is described
as a list (lalamt) of chariots, bronze vessels, linen garments, bows,
arrows, weapons, "deportees" (NAM.RA), oxen, sheep, horses and mules15;
or,in the letter of queen Puduhepa (KtJB XXI 38 1 19-20), wooden carvings
(i3) 
are clearly opposed to the cuneiform texts (---j.) -
the former are in this case the lists of "deportees", oxen, sheep,
and the latter are letter?6.
Unfortunately for any possible comrison, these wooden tablets
did not survive, and the only available example of documents of this
kind are the so-called Kululu lead-strip?7 from the later Neo-Hittite
period (Ix - VII cent. B.C.). The most serious implication of this
observation is that the comparison of any Mycanaean text with sources
from non-economic archives is niethodologi.a1ly unjustified. The greatest
"loss" in this sense is of course the Hittite archive from Boghazki -
the most attrctive one from the comparative point of view, since
geographically and chronologically it is the nearest to Mycenaean
18Greece
The distinction between "chancellery" and. "economic" archives
is not however so absolute. Some economic documents were copied for
a variety of reasons by chancellery scribes or quoted in the chancellery
documents. The land-surveys surviving as descriptive appendices to
the Neo-Assyrian royal land-donations or to tax-exemptions have been
mentioned above. In other cases it can be successfully demonstrated
that some Hittite cuneiform texts are based upon Luwian hieroglyphic
-6-
prototypes. Most explicitly this is stated in the Hittite inventory
text IB0T I 31: "An account of the garment is written according to
the wooden carving. Thus (said) the queen: 'When I shall put It in
the house of the seal, they will make a clay tablet'" (I 13-15) 19•
On the other hand, some texts of the "chancellery" type can
be occasionally quoted in the economic documents. Thus, in the Pylian
land-survey Eb 297IEp 704 the dispute over the legal status of the
land between the priestess (i-j-re-j) and the "people" (-.)
is recorded. We do not know of course whether this is a quotation
derived from the verbal Btatement or from the written law-court record,
but in a Hittite land-survey in the parallel place it states simply:
DI-NU-kn i'-tar-na - "sub ludice" ("text A" Rs. IV 11)20.
3. The types of the texts
Not all the "economic archives" available from the Near East
are suitable for comparison with Linear B texts: one of the most peculiar
features of the Mycenaean archives is the almost complete lack of
any traces of trade.
It might seem strange to some readers that I call such documents
economic at all, and indeed most scholars prefer the word "administrative"
for the definition of this kind of archives. However only in the modern
capitalist system Is the market the most essential part of the economy,
but in many ancient societies a non-market sector of economy existed21.
Our texts deal primarily with the organisation of production and with
the circulation of goods through such non-market exchange mechanisms
as tribute in kind and rationing. Both activities must be regarded
as economic in the full sense of the word, and I prefer this term
to "administrative" since many chancellery documents deal with the
administration proper - royal letters, orders and instructions.
Almost all the Linear B texts belong to three broad categories:
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1) stock-keeping records ("inventories"), 2) registration of income,
and 3) outgoings through rationing. Most of the contemporary Mesopotamian
economic archives however consist mainly of purchase contracts and
are thus unsuitable for comparison.
In the II millennium B. C. relevant texts can be found only among
the relatively small group of Middle-Babylonian ration lists from
the Kassite period22 in Mesopotainia properp and in the periphery of
the "cuneiform world" in Marl, Chagar-Bazar, Tell-Rimah, Nuzi, Alalakh
and Ugarit. It is especially texts from Alalakh and Ugarit that are
more readily used by Mycenologists for comparative purposes since
they are almost contemporary and were found near to the Mediterranean
cost where some contacts with the Aegean might be expected. When I
began my research, holding no preconceived opinions on the matter.
I found to my own surprise that the most relevant texts for comparative
purposes are those from the Sumerian economic archives from the III
millennium B.C., especially some of the texts from the Third Dynasty
of Ur (the last century of the III millennium B.C.). Ci the other
hand, many very similar documents are found in the much later (509-
4.58 B.C.) Achaexnenian archives written in Elamite, from the extreme
Eastern periphery of the cuneiform writing area (Persepolis).
since the main aim of the present research Is the establishment
of typological similarities and not a search for direct links between
the Mycenaean written sources and parallels elsewhere, the chronological
and geographical inconsistencies should not disturb us too much. In
fact, some kind of typology is already implied in the chronological
and geographical distribution. shown abovet comparable texts are found
only in those periods and in those regions where rations were drawn
for the maintenance of work-teams recruited for a compulsory corve
service. This so-called "ration system" flourished In III millennium
in Mesopotamia where it generally died out in II millennium surviving
23
only in the above mentioned places of the periphery . In the case
of the Achaemenian archives from Persepolis, we can actually see how
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the old ration system reflected in the "Fortification archive" written
in 509-494 B.C. was partially replaced by payments in silver in the
"Tretisury archive" from 492-458 B.C.24
Sumerian economic texts are usually classified according to the
key-words which describe the type of activity recorded: u ba-ti -
"received", zi- - "paid out", "spent", 	 - "came in", kururn7-
- "inspected", r1--ak - "accounted" and so on. Such a classification
Is Impossible for the Linear B material since verbs in general are
extremely rare in the Mycenaean documents. Exceptionally we know in
some detail only about the activity of one Pylian official - Akosota
who "saw" (-wi-de, Eq 213), "received" (----, Pn 30) , " gave"
(-do-k, Un 267) and "allocated" (---to, Wa 917) "objects" varying
from fields (a-ro-u-ra, Eq 213) to perfumes (AROM, Un 267). From the
non-verbal statement a-ko-so-ta-o a-k- pa ("collection of Akosota",
Cn 453) we also know that he "collected" she-goats since the substantive
can Interchange with the verb a-Ice-re (-ytpei. - "(he) collects",
Cc 6&)). Unfortunately, most frequently only the dative case indicates
the recipient and if the written form of the word does not distinguish
between the dative and the nominative, the direction of the movement
of "goods" remains unknown. This precisely happens in Va 482 where
the same Akosota is involved in the transaction of Ivory: --p
a-no-p2 a-ko-ao-ta ZE - "Ivory, Anopo to Akosota or Akosota to Anopo,
(one) pair". According to the terminology of the so-called "archival
approach" these six texts constitute the artificial "personal file"
of Akosota. All three main groups of records are present here: inspection
of the static situation, reception of the income and the distribution
of rations.
But such a well defined group of texts is an exception rather
than the rule in the Linear B archives. For this reason the Mycenaean
documents are traditionally classified according to the ideograms
which they contain. The main groups of texts according to this classification
are: lists of personnel (A and B series), land-surveys (E series at
Pylos and Tirjns), animal texts (C and D series), records dealing
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with distribution, reception or stock-keeping of wheat (KN E), barley
(Py
 Fn), olive oil (KN Fh, Fs, MY Fo, PY Fr), spices (G series), metals
(J and K series), cloth CL series), flax (N series), wool (0 series)
and weapons CR and S series).
All these types of texts are well known from the Near East.
Some differences are the result of the different climatic conditions
or diet habits. Thus, in Mycenaean Greece women usually received rations
of wheat and figs while men's rations consisted of barley, sometimes
with olives, but in Mesopotainia barley was the most standard commodity
used for rations (h-ba) 25. Of other commodities used as rations,
figs, olives and wine naturally are not found in Southern Mesopotatnia,
while beer (ka) and dates (su11-lum) are found only there.
If we are now in the position to know what kind of texts we
are looking for, the next question is how to compare the individual
texts. Where, for example, does one expect to find the above mentioned
key-words and ideograms?
4. The arrangement of the texts (colophons and headings)
To compare any pair of texts with one another we need first
to clarify what we mean by saying that two particular texts are "similar".
Ce problem is that in different scribal traditions the same information
could be expressed in different ways in a text.
The typical "page-shape" Linear B tablet consists of the following
elements: 1) the heading, 2) the 8yflabic signs written in horisontal
lines from left to right, 3) the ideograms written to the right of
the syllabic signs, 4) the numerals written on the extreme right of
the tablet, 5) total at the bottom of the tablet (often absent). The
normal arrangement of the Mesopotainian cuneiform tablet is almost
exactly reversed: 1) the numerals at the left, 2) ideograms and syllabic
signs are written in horisontal lines to the right of the numerals,
3) the colophon at the end. The most important fact is that the colophon
combines the functions of the heading and the total, 1. e. it represents
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a brief summary of the whole text. Its position at the very end of
the text underlines the general rule of the arrangement of the cuneiform
tablet: from the particular information to the general one. Thus,
the supervisors of the work-teams appear In the text after their workers,
the senior supervisors after the junior ones and so on.
The Mycenaean practice was exactly contrary to this. Let us
examine, for example, the text KN As 1517:
r. l.t
	 J -no re-qo-me-no
2.E 3-si-re-u 1 a-di-nwa-ta 1.
3.[ ]-sa-ta	 1 ti-qa-jo	 1
4. da -Wa-no	 1 [. J -wo	 1
5. qi-qe-ro	 1 wi-du- E 3 1
6. ku-ra-no	 1 da-wi- [ J 1
7. e-ru-to-ro	 1 ku-ta-i-jo 1
8. ku-pa-nu-we-to 1 qa-ra-jo	 1
9. ri-zo	 1 pa-na-re-jo 1
10. ke-ka-to	 1 to-so VIR 17
11. 0-p1 e-sa-re-we to-ro-no-wo-ko
12. p0-to-ri-jo	 1 pe-we-ri-jo 1
13	 a3-ni-jo 1
V. 1.
2. za-mi-jo VIR 9
3.
Line 1 is the heading, its begining is broken and the preserved
part reads: "the remaining (men)" (Aci n4tcvoi) . Lines 2-10 are the
list of the 17 names which are summarised on line 10: "so many men -
17". Line 11 is not a colophon as might be expected in a cuneiform
tablet, but a second heading which includes the name of the senior
supervisor: "at (the disposition of) Esareu the chair maker". Lines
12-13 list the junior supervisors, and finally line 2 of the reverse
is the total of the unnnamed workers of the second work-team which
is under the second heading:
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Table I (KN As l5l'
reqomeno	 opi esarewe toronowok
17PN	 3PN
9 zamijo
The use of headings is found occasionally in the Near East
outside Mesopotamia proper: in Alalakh, Ugarit and Persepolia. The
Ugaritic practice was especially close to the Mycenaean one - in the
alphabetically written Ugaritic cuneiform texta not only were headings
used instead of colophons but numerals were written in the right-hand
part of the tablet. These similarities
	 indicate some direct links
between the two scribal traditions, but what is more likely is that,
as will be demonstrated below, in both cases these particular non-
Mesopotamian features go back to the Egyptian influence.
In Egypt economic documents were normally written from right
to left and, taking into account this reversed direction of writing,
the tdxt was arranged in exactly the same order as in Linear A and
Linear B: 1) the heading, 2) the text written phonetically in horisontal
lines, 3) the ideograms, 4) the numerals.
To clarify the similarities and the differences in the physical
shape of the texts from different traditions, four texts are represented
here on page 23: Egyptian (Kahun XXII 49_6l)26, Ugaritic (PRU V l06)27
Mycenaean (F! An 1) and Sumeriar7NAT 449, Ur III from Nippurj. All
four texts &re lists of workers. The Egyptian and the Ugaritic texts
consist of the names of the supervisors, the Pylian one of the places
of origin of workers, and the Sumerian text consist of the legal status
of workers ("hired men") and the names of the supervisors with their
titles. The numerals in all four cases refer to the number of workers,
but in the Egyptian text the additional colomn of numerals on the
right-hand edge robably refers to the length of their service (in days).
The three headings read subsequently: (Egyptian) "1 3 in the district
department of the corve work, the fourth month of winter, the first,
second and the third months of summer", (Ugaritic) "the list of men
who enter the house of the king, and in the list let them be placed",
(Mycenaean) "the rowers are going to Pleuron". The colophon of the
Sumerian text which begins on the fifth line of the reverse reads:
"the first day of the inspection, the middle field, the seventh month,
12 days passed, the inspector Err-me-me, the second year of IbbT-Sn".
Thus, the Egyptian formulary of the economic text appears to be the
most similar to the Mycenaean one while the Mesopotamian scribal
tradition is the most different. Since the formulary of Linear B texts
was most likely to be inherited from the Minoan Linear A 8any possible
Egyptian connection should be searched on Minoan Crete which is
obviously beyond of my scope.
As can be seen from the examples discussed above, the date is
the important integral part of the Egyptian heading and the Sumerian
colophon, but the Ugaritic and the Mycenaean texts are undated.
5. The dating systems
There were three most common dating systems in the Ancient World:
eponYous years (Assyria, Greece and Rome), regnal years (Babylonia
and Egypt) and the naming of the years by events. The last system
was the earliest one in Egypt29 and it was used in Mesopotamia during
the second half of the III millennium B.C. and at the beginning of
the II millennium B.C. 30. Thus, the date formula of the Sumerian text
NAT 449 which was translated as "the second year of Ibb!-S±n" actually
says: "the year when the	 priest of Thanna of Uruk was chosen".
The Linear B texts are normally not dated at all, but one
expression which is found as a heading of the set of 13 tablets from
Pylos, looks suspiciously like a date: "when the lord appointed Aukewa
as da-mo-ko-ro" (P1 Ta 711). The actual meaning of the titles involved
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(wa-na-ka - "the lord" and da-mo-ko-ro) are not very clear, but what
is certain is that this phrase was used as a time indication of the
inspection of numerous utensils and pieces of furniture. The appointment
of a certain official was used as one of the "standard events" in
the Sumerian date formulae 31 . On the other hand, it is not impossible
that	 was an eponymous official. However this isolated
evidence is insufficient to conclude either of these two dating systems
was used in Mycenaean Greece.
Other methodf indicating time in the Linear B texts are dating
by month (almost exclusively in the libation records EN Fp, F! Fr)
and by one of the three following expressions:	 ("this year"),
-ru-si-nu-/o ("last year") and	 ("next year") which
are found in connection with taxation (PY Ma series), female work-
teams (EN Ak series), sheep (EN Do, Df, Dg, Dh, Do, Dp Dv series),
textiles (KM Lc, Le, Ln, L series) and chariot wheels (KM So .4442),
either in full phonetic writing or in the abbreviated form (, p32.
This peculiar system of dating is usually interpreted as an
avidence of the fact that in Mycenaean Greece the written records
were not kept for a long span of time and all the texts found at one
particular 1te must all have been written during one single year33.
Such a conclusion has very serious Implication with respect
to the quantity of Mycenaean written documents • The Linear B corpus
is always regarded as a very small one in comparison to the impressive
numbers of cuneiform tablets from the Near East, We must remember
however that these numbers are the result of accumulated scribal activity
over tens -or even hundreds of years at the same site.-The Linear B
corpus consists of about 4600 tablets and fragments from five sites:
about 3400 from Knossos, 1100 from Pylos, 73 from Mycenae, 40 from
Thebes and 24 from Tiryns. Almost the same number of tablets (4')0)
caine from the period of the Akkadian Empire (or Sargonic period) in
Mesopotamia, but they belong to 20 archives from 16 sites and cover
a period of about 2W years (about 2h00-2200 B.C. )34• Of course, the
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life-time of each particular archive was much shorter. Thus, three
archives from Sargonic Umma studied by Foster, consist of 487 tablets
written during 34 years altogehter35, which gives us an average of
13 tablets per year! One may argue however that the Umma tablets were
not excavated but acquired on the market so that these archives are
probably very incomplete.
But "single-year archives" are also known in the Near East.
The archive from Tell-Rltnah36
 consists of 340 texts, 120 of which
are economic (the rest are letters), about half of which are dated
by the names of eponym officials (liinjnu). Though eight names of eponyms
are found, 77% of the dated texts mention only one name (abuni), while
all the rest appear from one to four times only. A very similar
situation is found at Chagar-Bazar 37 : among about 100 texts uncovered
there (all of them economic), 76 are dated and again 80% of them belong
to the same eponymous year (of the lirninu Adad-b.ni), while the rest
are distributed among seven years (from one to three texts in each
year). Both archives were found in situ and in both cases the average
is around 100 texts per year.
In fact, about 100 texts per year seems to be the most realistic
average for the economic archives of the type discussed. It fits the
archive from pre-Sargonic Lagash - one of the earliest dated archives
of this type (1646 texts in 18 years)38 and the "Fortification tablets"
from Persepolis - probably the latest example of the non-monetary state-
run economic system in the Near East (2087 texts in 15 years)39.
Thus 4 from the comparative point ofview, a single-year archive
is much more likely to be of the size of the Linear A archives (146
tablets from Hagia Triada, 85 from Thania) than the size of the major
Linear B archives. Only the 73 tablets from Mycenae are close to the
expected "moderate" size of the single-year archive. However, only
a negligible number of tablets (9) were found at Mycenae inside the
palatial area, which su.ggests that the main palatial archive of the
type discussed wa destroyed either in antiquity or during the XIX
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century excavations (the same is true in respect of Tiryns). The rest
of the tablets from Mycenae constitute three small "private" archives:
"House of the Oil-merchant" (31 tablets), "House of Sphinxes" (17
tablets) and the "West House" (U tablets).
Thus, it should not cause astonishment that the mere 1100 tablets
from the second large Linear B archive, at Pylos, appear to be an
enormous quantity for a single-year archive. Only the Ur III period
produced the comparable scribal activity. The exact nutnbet of the
Ur III tablets in various public and private collections is unknown;
it is certain only that there are hundreds of thousends of them40.
All these documents were written during about one hundred years (the
last century of the III millennium B.C.) on five principal sites:
Girsu, T.Tnima, Puzrish-Dagan (or illush-Dagan), Nippur and Ur. Scribal
activity on the Pylian scale would produce during the same period
of time and on the same number of sites more than half a million texts,
which is roughly the actual amount of texts written during the Ur III
period.
I have no Idea how to explane the 3400 tablets and fragments
from Knossos. If all of them were really written during one single
year, this scale of the bureaucratic productivity would be unprecedented
by any standards. We cannot be sure however that the references to
the "last year" and "this year" are sufficient evidence that all Linear
B texts on each site were necessarily written during one year.
Occasionally this type of dating is found In the Sumerian economic
texts in a very similar context: in association with some unidentified
commodity NUxU-si (TS 627, Fara period), fish CD? 280, 281, pre-Sargonic
Lagasli), sheep and wool (AB XXV 43, RTC 266, Ur II . The Sumerian
exprasions which were used in these cases are ( -- ("last year")
and	 ( this year) . However, pre-Sargonic texts are dated by
the regnal years of the Lagashite rulers as well, and Ur III texts
are dated by the year formulae. Only the text from Fara (ancient Shuruppak)
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is otherwise undated, as are the rest of the economic texts from this
period. Nevertheless, the texts from Fara were not written during
a single year, since the few purchase contracts from this site are
dated by at least seven different eponyms ("ba1a-formulae"). It
is true that the Mycenaean usage of dating by the types of expression
discussed was much more extensive than the Sumerian one, but the possibility
that the tablets of Knossos, at least, were written during several
successive years is still not out of question.
Yet anohter Implication of the assumption that all the Linear
B texts on each site were written during a single year is that this
year was the last one before the final destruction of the Myceiaaean
sites, and that it is thus possible to find some textual evidence
of the "emergency situation" on the eve of the invasion which led
to the destruction of the palaces.
6, The "emergency situation"
Supporters of the "emergency situation" theory believe that
they can demonstrate such evidences at least at Pylos. I am aot
prepared to discuss the evidence itself in this methodological chapter.
though in my view it is so elusive that it could easily be dismissed
as completely insufficient in the absence of a comparative study44.
But this may be the proper plaoe to clarify the broader question of
whether any real emergency situation could be reflected in dociaments
of the type found in the Linear B archives. Crisis situations such
as famine, foreign invations or Internal rebellions frequently occurred
In Near Eastern history. Our 1cncMledgf them largely depends ci hiatorio-
graphical accounts and other narrative souces, but how were sueh
situations reflected in the contemporary economic documents of the
type discussed?
One of the rare instances when information from different types
of sources is available, is the reign of the last king of Ur, ibb!-
This king reigned for 24 years before the destruction or Ur
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by Elainites, but his empire virtually disintegrated, much earlier,
during years 5-11 of his reign. The years 7 and 8 were partioulary
ominous: nomadic incursions and famine caused the collapse of the
bureaucratic machinery of the empire and the secession of many cities.
A vivid account of this emergency situation is found in the correspondence
of the king with his offielal Ibi-Erra (the future king of Ii)6.
Among the published economic texts from the city of IJr itself, about
4(0 texts are dated to these two years 47. The only indication that
the situation was unusual is found in seven purchase contracts which
show the prices to be sixty times higher than normal48 . All the rest
of the texts are of the most routine character: the rations were issued,
the work-teams supervised, the offerings made, the sheep counted and
so on.
One can argue that after all the city of Ur survived the crisis
and the king continued to rule in his capital for the next 15 years.
The most obvious impact of the loss of empire was on the number of
texts issued during these years. which fell drastically. Only four
published texts are dated by the 23-d year of Ibb!-S±n. They deal
with transactions of silver (UET III 711, 712), copper (IJET IX 410)
and reeds (UET III 863). Among them two records of the delivery of
silver for the making of rings and other pieces of jewelry were issued
in the 12th month of this year 1. e. only a few months before the
final destruction of Ur.
This short account of one real emergency situation shows that
such a situation can be reflected in chaneeflery documents such as
letters,- orby the indicationof unusuaL prlcesin tihe purchase contracts.
Neither of these two types of texts is found among the Linear B documents,
which means that even if the conditions were those of a state of
emergency when the texts were written, it is most unlikely that one
would find any traces of such an "emergency situation" in the Mycenaean
archives.
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& titles
II LISTS OF PERSONNEL
1. Women with children
Among numerous lists of personnel marked by the ideogram
"man" (VIR) and "woman" (MUL) in two major Linear B archives were
found closely connected sets which recorded work-teams of women
accompanied by their children. In Pylos, these sets are classified
as Aa, Ab and Ad, and in Knossos as Al, Ak and Ap. Set Aa is sub-
divided into two groups - tablets No E0-98 and 21.0-1182 written by
two different scribes (No 4 and 1 respectively), according to two
provinces of the Pylian state, as is evident from two clay-labels,
Wa 114 and 1008, both written by scribe 1. All Ab tablets correspond
only to the second sub-group of Aa, and they are distinguished from
this set by addition of rations of wheat and figs (ideograms GRA and
NI). It is possible that these rations were summarised In the fragmentary
tablet Fg 253, written also by scribe 1.
Set Ad as a whole corresponds to both sub-groups of Aa. It
differs from the two previous sets, as it records not women but only
their male children represented by ideogram VIR or the word
(boys), according to their age. Groups of chi1dren are described in
this set by the same words as the women of Aa and Ab tablets, but
in Ad they stand in the genitive plural feminine before the word
which in this case may be translated as "sons of ...". The mutual
relationships between these three sets may be illustrated by the
following example:
Aa 792	 ki-nI-di-ja MUL 21 ko-wa 12 ko-wo 10 DA 1 TA 1
Ab 189 pu-ro ki-ni-di-ja MiJL 20 ko-wa 10 ko-wo 10 GRA 6T7 NI 6T7 TA DA
Ad 683 pu-ro ki-ni-di-ja-o ko-wo VIR 5 ko-wo 4
Words preceding the ideograms theoretically may describe women
in four different ways:
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1) a place-name that marks the actual location of the work-team,
usually p-ro or -u---, according to the "provinces" (these
words are omitted in Aa, and were prefixed in Ab and Ad);
2) the place of origin of women and children in the form of
a feminine adjective derived from the geographical name, or a place-
name in the ablative (---wa-;
3) an occupational term;
4) a feminine derivative of a male personal name.
All four possibilities are realised only in one case - Ad 664:
pu-ro ra-u-ra-ti-jo ze-pu2-ra-o ko-wo ri-ne-ja-o VIR 1 ko-wo 3
is Pylos itself - the capital of the kingdom;
is derived from the well-attested place-name Rawarata - one of the
seven principal "towns" of the Farther province; --j Is one of
the few understandable Mycenaean occupational terms and it means "flax-
workers" (from X(vov, Mycenaean	 or
Aa 61) is uncertain but may be derived from the attested male name
Zepu2ro (Ea 56). The whole sentence may be translated as: "Pylos,
Rawaratians, eons of female flax-workers of Zephyros, 4 men, 3 boys".
Knossos sets which roughly correspond to Pylian ones are much
less homogeneous, and it is much harder to establish relations between
them. Rations are recorded only in five Al tablets (Al 75), 751, 752,
5543, 'D26), but they consist only of wheat without the addition of
figs, as in the Pylian Ab set. The rest of the Ai tablets have no
correspondence at Pylos, since both rations and DA and TA ideograms
are absent. It is likely that at Knossos monthly rations were recorded
separately as totals for large groups of women, in the E series, marked
by the Ideogram GRA (E 777, 847). DA and TA ideograms are found in
the Ak set, thus corresponding to the Pylian Aa set. No correspondence
to the Pylian Ad set is found at Knossos, but one tablet, Ap 629,
seems to be a summary of female children from various Ak tablets:
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Ak 624 1. ri-jo-ni-ja TA( ) VA (
2. ne di 3 ko-wa nie-zo-eC
3. ko-wo di 3 ko-wo me-zo-e[
Ak 630 1. tu-ni-ja 1
2. ne di 3 we-ko-we-ka-te[
3. ko]-wo di
Ap 629 1. tu-ni-ja tu MDL 4 ne di 3 ko 1 ri-jo-no tu MUL 3 ko-wo 3
2. do-ti-ja tu MUL 4 no di 6 [
"" is the abbreviated form of the Greek word for daughter which
is attested in full phonetic writing at Mycenae as tu-- (MY V 659)1,
and such writing as tu MUL looks like the "female" correspondence
to the Pylian expression 	 VIR in the Ad set.
Absent women (a--a-) are recorded twice at Knossos (Ak 615,
Ap 618). At Pylos another expression (o--roor its abbreviated form
0)2 was used in the Ad Bet (Ad 671, 679, 690) for counting the absent
boys, but in the fragmentary tablet Ae 634 it is used in connection
with women: 32 MUL 7 E . Written by hand 13, this tablet is associated
with the "textile" La series, otherwise related to Aa, Ab sets.
The major difference between scribal habits in the two archives
is in the division of children of Knossos not only by sex (- and
ko-) as at Pylos, but also by age as 	 (bigger) and - j -j -
(smaller). Perhaps this division corresponds to the Pylian distinction
between VIR and ko-wo in the Ad set.
Anotherpeculiarity of Knossos scribalpractiee is represented
by the use of syflabic signs as abbreviations, which are particu1ar.y
numerous in the Ak set. The meaning of many of them is atifl unknown
or doubtful. The 	 sign as an abbreviation for the word "daughter"
was discussed above; the signs	 and	 most probably stand for the
words --j (old) and ne-wa (young) respectively, both words attested
in full writing in the same context as descriptions of women at Thebes
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(TH Of 34). The signs	 and za are presumably abbreviations for p.s-
-si-- (last year) and -we- (this year), both written in
full in the Pylian "taxation" set Ma3.
The progress in interpretation of different words which describe
the women in all Pylian and Knossos sets is very slow, and many
occupational terms are still unintelligible, while the proposed
explanations for others are based on mere guesses. After the discovery
of the Theban Of tablets, more such words were recognised as feminine
adjectives derived from male names, and thus Pylian terminology Is
found to be more closely similar to the Knossian than was earlier
thought, because at Knossos male names in the genitive frequently
precede the ideogram MUL4.
The major progress in the interpretation of the women-set as
a whole was made when Palmer found a satisfactory explanation for
the DA and TA ideograms. He succeded in showing that the presence
of these signs causethe addition of 5 and 2 units of wheat and figs
respectively, or in other words of 2,5 and 1 ration for a grown-up
woman5 . The most plausible explanation of this fact, proposed by Palmer,
is that both Ideograms represent male and female supervisors of work-
teams.
However, the main problem of the social status of the women
who worked In these teams remains obscure. The earlier hypothesis
of Tritach that Pylian women of Aa, Ab sets were refugees from Asia
Minor and other parts of the Aegean6 was proposed before the discovery
of the real nature ofDA and TA ideograms, and now Is generally abandoned.
The most accepted view in modern scholarship is that these women were
slaves.
The arguments on behalf of this view were clearly summarised
by Chadwick:
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"It is hard to imagine women and children in this situation,
fed and presumably housed by the palace, unless their status
was effectively that of slaves... The fact that in all cases
they have their children with them argues against any system
of corve labour; for if the women were required to do 80
many days' work a year for the palace, and were fed by the
palace only for that period, it is surely incredible that
they would have brought their children and drawn rations
for them too • A community will always ensure that old women
look after the children in their mothers' absence, apart
from babies in arms. It is thus most likely that these women
were permanently dependent upon the palace, and whether they
were actually known as 'slaves', then matters little. The
group of young men mentioned above would hardly have had
such a curious description, unless they are the eons of slaves.
The absence of male slaves, apart from these, is some
confirmation of their status. It is one of the facts of
ancient life that it requires a high degree of social
organisation to keep men in a state of permanent slavery.
Thus on capturing a town or conducting a slaving raid, it
was customary to put to death all adult males, and to take
captives the women and children."7
As is evident from this passage, as well as from many others,
the conclusion about the servile status of women is based entirely
on formal structure of the texts and common-sense considerations.
In such circumstances the mostnaturaLprocedure,in my opinion,. is
to check what kind of people were recorded in any other groups of
texts, outside the Linear B corpus, of'rthe same or similar structure,
namely: work-teams of unnamed women accompanied by children, without
men, under supervisors, and separate lists of children described by
occupations of their mothers.
Regrettably, such a comparison has never been done. Only from
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the opposite direction Linear B "women-texts" were utilised by Gelb8,
as the sole existing parallel to one particular group of Sumerian
economic records, known to Sumerologists as "etn-dumu" texts. These
two groups of texts, one Mycenaean and the other Sumerian, are in
fact similar to each other even in minor details more than any other
parallels elsewhere, despite the absence of any connection between
the two civilisatlons and. the time-gap of about one millennium.
Although the great maj ority of the relevant texts came from the
period of the III Dynasty of Ur, the term "em" which was applied
to women in these texts has a long history which goes back to the
end of the IV iniflerinium B.C. The history of this word was recently
summarised by Gelb who came to the following conclusions:
"I do not know of a single word in the broad field of
Sumerian lexicography that has been mistranslated more
consistently than the word gern. Since gems is the female
counterpart of the masculine ard 'slave' in legal texts,
it has been taken for granted that gems means 'female
'slave woman' wherever else it occurs, and that
includes masses of administrative texts pertaining to
large public households...
While I have no statistics to substantiate it, it is
my feeling that the translation of gems as slave woman fits
no more than about two per cent of all texts ...
In innumerable cases, gem is simply the counterpart
of guru'. As ruru' means 'man' (in the sense of vii,, Mann,
not hoino, Menech), so gemS means	 The classical
examples are texts that deal with rations of the dependent
personnel...
The term gem ' denotes not women, generally, but women
of dependent classes, specifically, as gem is usually
sharply distinguished from the term SAL used for women of
independent classes... In my reconstruction, the Sumerian
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term em 'woman' came to be uaed, probably already in
protohistorical times, for all sorts of women of dependent
classes, from the qualified dependency of wifes of free
peasants, to serfdom, to chattel slavery."9
For the first time texts that bear the colophon re-ba gem-
dumu - "the barley rations for women and children", appear in pre-
Sargonic Lagash'°. However, they cannot be regarded as exact parallels
to the Mycenaean texts, since when women with children are listed
in Lagash separately, they are usually named, and when unnamed they
are grouped together with other people (--, 1]. etc.)
During the Sargonic period named and unnamed women with children
are usually listed together with men. Only in two small fragments
from Susa they are listed separately (MDP XIV II, 61), but these
could be fragments of larger lists such as MDP XIV 51, which include
both men and women.
Only from the period of III Dynasty of Ur we have plenty of
texts which are the most exact parallels to Mycens.ean "women-sets":
separate lists of unnamed women with children in occupational
context, and separate lists of children with niatronymics.
This relatively short period in Mesopotamian history is best
documented with its economic texts. Women (gein'e) are recorded in two
different types of texts: "labour records" and "ration lists" • Texts
12
of the first type (most of them from Unima) recorded the work
prepered by women, in the same way as by men, according to the formula:
X gem/guru u4-l-i - "X women/men for one day"
which is followed by a description of the work, its location (often
the name of the field), the name of the supervisor and date (day,
month and the year). Women are always recorded in these texts with-
out children, but this does not necessarily mean that they were not
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accompanied by them during the work. Numbers of men or women in "labour
records" are often expressed by fractions, and so it is clear that
scribes recorded not actual workers but some sort of work-power units,
like the modern manpower-day. For example, in the labour-record UET
III 1404 a group of women under supervisor (-band) Tram-il is
recorded without children, but in ration-lists BET IX 45 and 65 the
same women under the same supervisor appear with children.
Ration-lists record distribution of different commoditiea, usually
barley ('e), but also emmer	 flour (
	
, bread (ninda) , oil
(i), fish (), dates (su11-lutn), wool (
	
, and cloth	 , to
the personnel of different "households" (f.) - temples, palaces, or
other state-managed economic units.
Women are recorded in these lists in many different ways: named
and unnamed, separately or with men, with or without children. I was
able to find among such records 21 separate list of unnamed women
with children (most of them from the district of Lagash): UET IX 45,
63, 65; MVN VI 71, 426, 456, 532, VII 341; YOS IV 67; RA XXIV p. 45;
tJ1T 18; ASJ II 54, 60, 62, 75, III 3.08, CTXS III 95; BM 13837, 14526,
159.32, 15245 (unpublished) 13 . A further 13 texts record women together
with small number of men, quite uncomparable with the number of women:
IJET IX 76, 107; MVN VI 96, 105, 335, 359, 16, 492; MV1 V 266; USS
IV 18; tINT 3.5; Szlechter p1. LIX (iS 37); BM 28417 (unpublished)34.
Among all these texts, the most important is BM 28417 which is
a summary of 6621 fea1e weavers (gem-u-) with 3141 children
in all five "towns" of the province of Lagash: Girsu, URUXKR, Lagash,
Guabba and Kinunir or Nina (this place-name is broken), written during
the 48th year of u1gi. 31345 women of Girsu with 626 children reappear
again on UNT 18 issued during the same year, and 1019 of them with
666 cildren are recorded on tINT 15 from the ninth year of Amar-Stn
or ten years later.
Some other texts constitute closely related sets dealing with
the same groups of women during relatively short periods of time.
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UET IX 45, 63, 65 from Ur record work-teams under the same three super-
visors (nu-band	 Piai1, Iiram-ifl, and L-gina. MVN VI 71, 426,
456, 532, VII 141, are records of female millers ( gem-kikkr øf the
"new palace" (e--gibiO under two supervisors (ugula) Lu- Nin-subur
son of Ur-aa6-ga and L-in-ubur son of Ur-ba-gar, from the tenth month
of year 33 of u1gi to the twelfth month of the following year. MVN
VI 105, 335, 492 are records of large team of women under the same
supervisor (ugulaj u-na and five small teams of men and women, each
under its own supervisor, in -nam-duniu ("house of the prince") during
the second, fifth and eleventh months, but without dating by the year.
MIJN VI 96 and 359 are exact duplicates, as far as they are preserved,
which record women of two "households" - -gem-ba and --na-ki-na,
under two supervisors Ga1-u-ga-ri-si and u_dNin_ubur (the last
name not preserved in MVN VI 96) . HSS IV 18 and MVN V 266 are very
similar records of ten and six groups each, consisting of one to three
men and 20-30 women with children. However, precise relations between
the two documents cannot be established since MVN V 266 does not bear
a colophon, and the names of the supervisors are different.
ASJ II 54, 60, 62, 75, III 108; CUOS III 95; BM 13837, 14526,
15245 are all very similar small tablets, each recording one group
of women with children. ASJ II 62, III 108, CUOS III 95 and BM 15245
are lists of female weavers under the same supervisor Ur_dDa_mu, from
the seventh month of the 34th year of 'u1gi, the second month of the
following year and the tenth month of the 43rd year of 'u1gi (CUOS
III 95 is undated). ASJ II 54, £0, BM 13837 and 14526 record the same
team of female millers from the ninth month of the 34th year of 'u1gi
to the eighth month of the following year.
BA XXIV p. 45 and YOS IV 67 are parallel records of 113 women
with 59 children described as captives (--j), and presented
ex-voto (a--) to the temple of ara at Umma. lOS 37 is a list of
totals (u-nig n) bearing the colophon: kurum7-a gem-dumu -
"inspection o.f women and children" in the temple of Nin-urra. BM 15902
is the earliest example of this kind of document - it is dated by
— 33 —
the eleventh year of ulgi, and deals with distribution of woo]. to
three teams of women and children, each under a suprvieor. Finally,
MVN VI 406 is a letter (as such, it is transliterated and translated.
by Soliberger in TOS I 33) ; but the list of women and children
its elf can be regarded as a quotation of an actual record. (which is
mentioned: in se-ba-a — "the tablet of rations"). The regular formula
"say to PN" (PN- 	 is not placed at the beginning as
usual, but after this list.
As a good example of the simplest form of the texts discussed
above, BM 15245 can be represented here:
Obv, 1. 9 gein 0 (sifá) e (gur)-lugal-(ta)
2. 7 geni 5) (sil.)-ta
3. 77 gem 40 (si])-ta
4. 24 gem 30 (sil)-ta
5. 3 gem	 30 (si))-ta
6. 5 gem u-gi4 20 (sil.)-ta
Rev. 1. 33 dumu 15 sil'a-<t7
2. 30-l-2 dumu 10 (si])-(ta
3. e-bi 18 (gur) 255 si]i-gur
V
4. se-ba geme-us-bar
5. ugula ur_dda_mu
6. iti ezen- sul-gi
7. mu kr_arki a-r-3-kam-a' iDa-hul
"9 women per 60 (quarts) of barley (according to) 'royal' (bushel),
7 women per 50 (quarts),-77 women per 4O (quarts) -, 24 women per 30
(quarts), 3 women of half-wage per 30 (quarts), 5 old women per 2)
(quarts), 33 children per 15 quarts, 28 children per ]fl (quarts),
their barley: 18 bushels 255 quarts, barley rations (for) female
weavers, supervisor Ur_dDamu, seventh month, year when Karhar was
destroyed for the third time (ulgi 34)"
a
The place-name is not indicated here, but the tablet is dated
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by a month of Lagashite calendar, and this work-team must be located
in one of the townships in the district of Lagash. Division of women
and children according to the quantity of their rations, as well as
separate indication of old women (-iQ and young women with half
rations (-è) , are typical for this kind of document. Children are
sometimes divided by sex: duinu-nita and dumu-m (boys and girls,
respectively), or by age - duniu-aba or duinu- (sucklings). In a
few cases sucklings are divided by sex, as well: duinu-nita-aba and
dutnu-rn:(- gaba (UET III 1033, 1040, UET IX 66, 91), BE III 307, 1)0)16.
/The most frequent professions of women are milling (geme-kikkeri
and weaving ( gem-u'-	 , but many other occupational terms are
mentioned elsewhere17 . Ugula (written by the ideogram PA) is the most
usual title of a supervisor, but officials of high rank (-bandL
abra, end) are also inv1ved in supervising and inspection of work-
teams ; fa e supervisors (zilulu, written PA+ULU ) are mentioned
as well (C"8344, UET III 1519, STA 10, MVN II 176) . In long lists,
groups of women are frequently described as libir - "old", in the
sense "previous", or "original ones" - as opposed to
	 - "additional".
Among the texts represented above such division is present in MVN
VI 105, 335, 492, and is found in numerous other lists of named men
and women (the best example is MVN II 175).
Separate lists of children with matronyinics are much less
frequent than lists of women with children. Three such lists are very
similar, and seem to be connected in some way: STA 4, HLC I 248 and
HSS IV 49. STA 4 and HSS IV 49 are records of distribution of wool
to children in the first year of Amar-Sn (STA 4 is dated by the fifth
month and HSS IV 49 is undated by month). HLC I 248 records barley
rations issued from the first to eighth month in the 45th year of
&lgi (two years earlier). In HSS IV 49 and HLC I 24.8 children are
called	 ---1ugal - "personnel of the household of the king".
Some idea about the purpose of such lists can be gained from STA 4
and HSS IV 49, where a few old people (7 and 1 respectively) are
listed together with children (83 and 57), as recipients of reduced
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rations. However, both children and their mothers in this group of
texts are named, unlike the children of the Pylian Ad set. More
similar to the Pylian material is the text MVN VI 538, where ncthers
of the named children are mentioned in most cases only by their
professions: gem-'-sur-ra, gem-kikkn, gein-u '-g-da. These
children are divided among five "households", among them e- inanna
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and e-	 -bar-e, and women of the same two "shrines" (among eight
others) are recorded as recipients of wool in MVN VI 131, some of
them under the same professional designations. These two texts are
thus connected in the same way as the Pylian Ab and Ad sets. But the
most exact parallel to the Ad tablets is found in CT IX 21250, where
among other recipients of barley is mentioned a large group of
people called un-1 dumu em '4_ibi1 located in Guabba in Lagash
district. Un-2 is the social term which probably denotes some
21definite fraction of "gurus class" • Their mothers, called "women
of the new house", may be the same women who were recorded as ____
--gib11 ("women of the new palace") in MVN VI 71, 426, 456, 532,
VII 141 (though the text is dated by the 45th year of 'ulgi, 1. e.
eleven years later).
The problem of the social position of these women and childen
is naturally connected with the problem of the social status of
guru', and it is a very difficult one. The word guru' in itself is
not a social term, and it means simply "man in the age of full maturity",
but men and women called RurJ and em were recorded as members of
work-teams and recipients of rations in so uniform way that it seems
they belong to some definite social class.
Concerning the nature of this "guru' class", three different
views have been advanced. Most Soviet scholars from Struve 2 o Djakonov23
argue that though guru were legally distinct from slaves ( or ard),
from an economic point of view their position was not much different,
since most of them worked twelve months a year for royal or temple
"households", and had no means of maintenance other than rations.
According to Ge1b24, people called uru ' and Eem constituted a seperate
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social class of semi-free population, distinct both from slaves and
from free peasants (engar). On the other hand, Grgoire sees no
difference between gurus and other groups of free population25.
The crucial question, whether guru had any means of maintenance
other than rations, cannot be positively solved since private lands
are not recorded at all in the Ur III documents, but both Djakonov
and Geib argued for different reasons that such lands existed in this
26period . However, the answer to the second important question, for
how much time guru worked in teams, can be found in ration lists.
Let us first examine BM 28417. This text has a colophon:
1	 v,	 %	 / Vse-ba-kilib-ba geme-us-bar as.ag U
	 -se--e-us-bar - "final
account of barley rations of female weavers, fullers and personnel
of house of weavers". All rations are subdivided into "monthly
ratjons" ('e-ba-iti-) and "annual rations"	 27
Recipients of monthly rations belong to three large groups: getne-us-
(female weavers) - the largest group which includes thousends of
women and children and, surprisingly, small number of men (guru ;
un-l--u.'-	 (-i of the house of weavers) - in the colophon
they are probably called "fuflers" (a'lag); I-s---u'-bar
(personnel of the house of weavers)- only totals (-nig) for this
group are preserved. Recipients of annual rations are very few, they
are called nu- •j- "not holding (plots of land)" 28 , and their
professions are: -g - "flax-workers". 	 - "tailors" and
- "porters of the house of weavers".
It follows from this illuminating text (which is tabulated on
Table II) that only very few apecialised workers in the "house of
weavers" received annual rations and had no plots of land , while
all the rest, including all women with children received their
ration on monthly basis. Is it possible now to determine more
precisely for how long they worked for the state?
In comparison with the Mycenaean material the Sumerian economic
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Table II (BM 2841'
e-ba-iti-da	 Girsu	 URUXKR	 Lagash	 J Guabba	 totals
geJ-u'-bar
gein 3DO si1	 1329	 1	 17
gem 60 si1
	 149	 4	 209
gein 50 s11.	 8	 19
gem 40 si1.	 684
	
32	 98	 660	 1574
gurus 40 siiA	 61
gem 30 sili	 199	 31	 74	 526 3381	 44
guru '
 30 si1	 48
duinu 20 si1.
	 199	 1	 3D	 54	 183	 473
dumu 15 5if	 141	 10	 20	 93	 700	 1035
duinu 10 si1.	 f J4	 5	 23	 124 1019	 1633
gem-'u-gi4 20 sil	 52	 2	 16	 123	 198
un-(l
guni 60 sil.	 3	 25	 255
gurus50sila	 2	 60	 20
guru'4O si1
	 2	 42
gir-s e -ga
gurus 60 s11	 1	 32
guru 50 s11	 1	 15
guru'40si1.	 2	 7
gurus3osila	 1	 9
puma 20 si1
	
2
duinu 15 si].	 6
dumu 10 si1	 8
e-ba-zag-mu-ka
nu-dab
gurus4gur
	
U	 11
guru2gur320sjfa 6
	 6
garu2gur	 1	 1
lu-gu 2 gur 12.) sila 2
tg-du8
 2 gur 120 8. 1
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texts have a great advantage, since they have time dimention, and
series of aeveral texts concerning the same work-team during a con-
siderable period of time can be established, and such series can be
found among lists of women x'epresented above. The most informative
of them is a group of texts dealing with two teams of female millers
in the new palace during the 33rd and 34th years of u1gi (MVN VI
71, 426, 456, 532, VII 141). Monthly distribution of women and
children in these two teams is represented in Table III.
Table III
u gula	 L _dNin -ubur	 L_dNin -ubur
V	 /dumu Ur-sa6-ga	 dumu Ur-ba-gara
year	 . 33	 u1gi 34	 . 33	 ulgi 34
month	 1].	 1 2 3 II 12 10 11 1 2 3
gems 40 si1.
	 10	 9 6 3 29 35	 32 14 20 18 7
gems 30 si].	 -	
- 1 - 3
	
3	 6	 1	 5 4 4
dumu 20 si1.
	 2	 6 5 1 5	 5	 14 1	 18 18 12
dumu 15 siJ	 3	 6 3 1 6	 7	 12 4
	
10 1( 7
dumu]Dsila	 -	 2 2 - 1
	
1	 7	 3	 5 4 3
geme-su-gi4 20 sila -
	 1 1 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - 1 1
geni-u-gi4 10 sil. -	 - - - -	 1	 -	 -	 - - -
Additionally, the first supervisor employed 16 women with 2
children for 24 days during the first month of the year 34, and the
second - 40 women for 6 days in the tenth month of the year 33, 9
women with 2 children for 14 days in the first month of the following
year, and 4 women for 10 days in the third month of the same year.
Numbers differ so much from month to month that they can hardly
represent the permanent staff of the "household". This case is self-
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evident since the mill-house of the new palace empicyed different
number of women during the year, but other "households" employed
approximately the same number of workers during several years. For
example, the weaving establishment at Girsu emp1yed 1045 women in
the 48th year of ulgi (BM 28417, TiNT 18), 1051 in the following
year (HSS IV 3, total only, without children), and 1019 in the ninth
year of Amar-Sn (UNT 1 . Many other documents recorded the issue
of rations for twelve months by the same "household" for its personnel.
One of the most interesting of them is the text from Umma (Nebraska
42) which records month after month 153-157 geui per 30 silk and 19
EeTne-a-, twelve times a year. But can we be sure that in such cases
the women are the same all the time? To answer this question, we must
proceed to lists of named persons.
The most interesting example of this kind is a unique series
of 25 texts which records day-by-day account of work-power in a
single mill-house (-kikkn) at Sagdana (district of Lagash) during
one year (Amar-Stn 9). This mill-house employed from 31 to 49 men
and women throuthout the year, but more than one hundred different
persons are mentioned in the whole group of texts. Distribution of
their names in chronological order shows clearly that only 12 workers
constitute the permanent staff and. are present in all the texts. 14
worked from the fourth month to the sixth; they were replaced by 16
others, who worked from the ninth month to the eleventh. All other
workers (about 60) were employed for a month or even a few days. Since
I studied this remarkable group of documents in a separate article,
in the present discuss.-ion I restrict myself to the representation
of female workers employed in this mill-house. Distribution of their
names in the texts is shown on Table IV.
, d
Only one name - Geme-Ba-U - appears throughout all the year,
but most probably two different women bore it, since GemdBa$ that
appears from 10/9 has a child (Ama-du 8). Thus, the mill-house at
Sagdana did not employ women at all in 3/4, 8/9, and again in 8/4
of the next year. From 13/5 to 30/6 three women were employed, in
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Table IV
year	 Amar-Stn 9
month
L (total)
:j	 ,
Tha -U
L-LAR-a6
-na
-zi -mu
i_a6_a6
ii.n] -ab-k -ga
i .LjL6 . 28 6 10 12	 30 8 10 11 22 25 26 28 5 C 11123 9E
5 515 5 5 66 6 6 6 99 9 9 9 9 9 l0l01]JU]JI] 4
3 3 3 3 3 33 C3 3	 3 3 3 3 3 3 C3
	
2 2
xxx xx xx C3 (:x	 xt]C:x xx xx xx
x x x x x xx
x x x x x xx	 x
x x (JLx x x x	 x x
, f.3[3x
ic:ir
(total)	 i a. i	 i CJCJi 1 1 1
x x CJCJIx x x x 3x x x
10/9 they were replaced by another three, one of them with a child.
After a month one of them (Nin-l-a 6-'a6) was again replaced by
another woman (with partly broken name), and in 23/11 we find a team
reduced to two women. Replacement rate of workers in these documents
caDnot be explained by their decease, since dead persons (-.g6)
are mentioned in the chronologically first (3/4 Ainar-Sn 9) and last
(8/4. u-Sn I) texta and they arethesame iirboth cases.
Another set of four texts from Umma (STA 14, 15, 16, NY 120) records
the same team of women in the second and the twelfth month of the
second year of Ibb!-Sn. Unfortunately, women are not specified by
any general term in this group of texts. Oppenheim31 and after him
Ge1b32 proposed that they were lukur33 women in the temple of ara.
However, this view is tsed on the assumption that this set is connected
with two lists of lukur of ara (An. Or. VII 296, Ashm. 1924.668)
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written in the second year of u-Sn or nine years earlier. Though
18 names are common to both groups of texts, Sumerian onomastics
(especially in the texts from the same city) is a poor guide for the
identification of the same persons. Under close examination it becomes
clear that these two groups of texts are arranged in a different way:
in An.Or. VII 296 and Ashm. 1924.668 women are divided into two teams,
each under a female supervisor, and in both teams group of women with-
out patronymics is foflowed by women with patronymics; in 5Th 14,
15, 16, and NY 120 supervisors are not mentioned and patronymics are
not regularly used, but most of women are specified by some obscure
professional designations (AR, BA, BI, DAB5, GU4, fB, TG, ZA) which
are found only in this group of texts.
Chronologically the first text STA 14 is dated by the second
day of the second month of the second year of IbbT-Stn, and 47 women
are listed there. The next two texts, NY 120 and. STA 16, are almost
duplicates and are dated by the Uth and 13th days of the same month.
43 women of STA 14 reappear there again, but now they are called libir
("old"), and another group of 47 women (first 41 in NY 12) and then
6 more in STA 16) was added. In the twelfth month of the same year
STA 15 records 61 women, but only 18 names are common to all four
texts, and only seven of them belong to women that can be positively
identified as the same persons. Altogether no more than eleven women
were present from the second to the twelfth month in this team.
Distribution of barley to these women is shown on Table V.
It is sufficient to compare this situation with pre-Sargonic
Lagash where the same names appear again and again, year after year,
to understand that something is different here.In fact, the absence
of men and children from the set discussed cannot constitute evidence
that these women were unmarried and childless • We know for certain
that in some cases children could be ignored in such lists. For
example, HSS IV 17 records the same women under the same supervisors
as MVN V 266, but they appear in the first text without children,
and with them in the second. Above all our set comes from Umma, and
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Table V
text No	 STA lb NI 120 STA 16	 STA 15
day2
	
11	 ________ ______________
month	 2	 2	 2	 12
ama-kaj.-].a	 30 sj]	 30 ej1	 0	 10 silk
a-gab-ba BI
	 20 ai1	 0	 0	 10 sll
nin-ezen TG	 30 si1	 C 1	 30 i:]1 201 ella
nin-ezen GU4 	0	 0	 0	 55 ella
nin-me-lani INA1A
	 30 si1	 30 siJ.	 0	 4 silk 10 g
na-au-na MU	 30 si1. 30 sil	 20 si1	 5 si1
sag-nin-kalam-ina u-1 30 si1. 30 silk 20 sl1. 13 2/3 si].
nln--ga1-e BA	 -	 0	 20 si1	 10 siJ
genie- nln-ur4-ra AR	 -	 30 ella 20 ella 10 ella
nln--g1 ZA
	
-	 0	 2) si1	 10 sila
geme- nin-ur4-ra DAB5
 30 sila	 -	 -	 10 ella
in this town only captive women	 RA XXIV p. 45, lOS IV
67, TCL V 6139, Nik. II 329, YBO 128,366 were recorded with children,
but all indigenous women are listed without them.
Nor does the absence of men necessarily mean that the women listed
were unmarried. Men and women are listed together only in long lists
including several work-teams, which are in any case separate according
to the- sex of the workers Sometimes separate lists -of men- and women
are related to the same "household" or even the same supervisor. For
example, women from Ur are recorded in three separate lists (UET IX
45, 63, 65) under three supervisors (rrii-band): Piai1, ram-l]L
and La-gina, but in UET III 141,9, the three nu-band appear as the
supervisors of male weavers (guru '-J-bar). Moreover, two women in
STA 16 are described as wifes (dam) of certain men: Nin-ab-ba-na dam
(II l8) and Aina-kal-la dam Lugal-m-gur8 -rl (IV 19).
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In general, family relations are mentioned extremely rarely
in Sumerian economic texts. In his study of Sumerian kinship terms
Gelb 6 mentions only one text for the entire Ur III period (TCL V
5666). Three more texts may be added now: ASZ III 3.69, MVN VI 423,
EM 14626 (unpublished)37. The most interesting are MVN VI 1+23 and
ASJ III 169. The first isiat of 9 uru (three of them dead), 11
gem (one dead) and two dead sucklings (dumu-). All women are
described only through the names of their husbends as	 PN (wife
of PN). Six of these names appear also in the list of gurus. ASJ III
169 (still in its unopened envelope) is a ration-list of personnel
of the temple of Nm-mar. As recipients of barley are listed 16 ern-
TJR-[TtTR3 and 3.9 dam-eri38 . Since eri seems to be one of the fractions
of "guru' class" 39, both texts confirm that ruru' could be married,
/
and according to !4VN VI 423 theIr wives were called geme.
We have to keep in mind that Sumerian economic texts were not
written for the purpose of sociological reaserch, but for very practical
reason of registration of actual work-teams where men and women were
always separated according to the division of labour common to most
primitive societies. Therefore,family relations of male and female
workers were in most cases irrelevant to the scribes. They are mentioned
only in some extraordinary situations, such as presents for wives
of certain people (DP 132, 133, 173, 226 = An. Or. II p. 40-49) or
transfer of entire families from one place to another (Nik. I 3.9).
The conclusion that women listed separately could be married
can be confirmed also by the earlier (pre-Sargonic or Sargonic 7)
material from Ebla and later material (Old Babylonian) from Chagar-
Bazar. In Ebla women listed in work-teams were called not gem but
dam (TM 75.G.273, the expression	 -kikkn in this text being
Iparallel to geine-kikken in Ui' III material). Despite such designation
I	 40
wivesj, the women are listed without men and without children .
In Chagar-Bazar women with children listed in four parallel texts
(A 974, 982, 987, 993) are called in the colophon aat ward 'arrim
____	
- "wives of the servants of the king, their
eons and daughter"41•
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Several conclusions can be drawn from the texts discussed above:
1. The most plausible explanation of the high replacement rate of
Of workers in short terms is that a great part of men and women
of the "gurul class" were conscripted for corve work on behalf
of different state-managed "households" for limited period of time.
Only a relatively small portion of them constituted permanent
personnel of these "households", like gems in pre-Sargonic Lagash.
2. Men and women worked in separate work-teams according to the primitive
division of labour, but most likely they were married to each other.
3. Children were normally present in work-teams with their mothers,
according to the same system of division of labour. For this reason,
when listed separately, they usually bear matronymics or are described
by the occupations of their mothers.
The presence of captive women with children (--) in our
texts does not contradict this picture. As was shown by Geib in his
study of prisoners of war in ancient Mesopotamia 42, immidiately after
the capture prisoners of war were kept in consentration camps (karat,
written KI.GURU.UG6 - tiplace where men die") where many of them starved
to death (group of texts from Uinma TCL V 6039, Nik. II 329, YBC 128,
3666). However, the survivors were normally released and assigned
to land as colonists, subject to corve work like indigenous population,
or were distributed to the temples as	 "votive offerings" (HA
XXIV p. 45, YOS IV 67). In general, Geib concludes: "Is it possible
to turn POWs into slaves? The answer is theoretically, yes, practically,
no!"45.
*	 *	 *
If now we return to Linear B material, several Important cor-
respondences between Sumerian and Mycenaean terminology can be established:
1. All three groups of women in Sumerian texts - incLigenous women,
votive offerings In the temples and	 prisoners
of war, - are found In the Mycenaeaxi material as well.
Women are described by female derivatives of local place-names
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more commonly at Knossos (a-mi-ni-si-j, d-te-wi-j, da-j-j..
-i-i	 -i-.t-iA ai-i! '	-Lt2
th-ni-j), but also at Pylos (e---j-j,
The Mycenaean equivalent to Sumerian 
-i- seems to be
This word, is attested only twice in PY Tn 316 and TH Of 26. The
Pylian text records a donation of several gold vessels together
with two men and eight women to different shrines. The nearest
parallel to this text is Hittite KBo XVI 6546, but the Sumerian
texts BM 16376 and 17741 published by Gelb47 are quite
similar. In the Theban text this word (written there u-re-si in
the dative plural) describes women as recipients of wool, like
other women employed in textile industry.
It is less certain whether a Mycenaean equivalent of Sumerian
nam-ra-ak captives exists. Several groups of women at Pylos are
described as ki-ni-di-, ra-mi-ni-j and 	 and one
goup as 
--i.-iA. It is possible that the first three words
are derived from veil known place-names in the Eastern Aegean:
Knidos, Lemnos and Miletos, and the last one is a Mycenan form
of Greek ?zc (Doria ){'cx) - "booty". However, this word with
equal probability may be a feminine occupational term derived from
Greek iov (Doric dtov) - " cornfield" 48 . As for the place-names
(if they are place-names and not unknown occupational terms), other
possibilities than references to captive women are not out of
question. They may be ethnics of peaceful settlers from Asia
Minor, or, alternatively, references to-otherwise unknown local
place-names inside the Pylian kingdom like ko-- (Ad 921), which
is not the famous Grec city Korinthos but some village of the
same name in Messenia.
2. Supervisors of work-teams represented by ideograms DA and TA at
Pylos and Knossos are unnamed, and their rations are included in
the rations for the whole team. The same position in Sumerian texts
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is occupied by female supervisors - zilulu (PA.ULU 3), but male
supervisors - ugula (PA), are always named and are not counted
in the calculations of rations. Only at Thebes are DA supervisors
named: once by a male name	 Of 34), and once by a
female (rie-a-ri-da, Of 3 . The position of the men whose names
are used as feminine adjectives (at Pylos and Thebes), or in the
genitive (at Knossos) for description of women, is uncertain. They
could be supervisors of high rank, like Sumerian nu-band for
instance, or "owners" of women, i. e. persons on whom women were
dependent in some way.
3. Division of children by age and sex, and women by age, thugh
present in both Mycenaean and Sumerian texts, differs in details.
Sumerian women are more regularly specified as young (4) and
old (-gj 4). Such division is not found at Pylos at all, but at
Knossos and Thebes	 (young) and --j (old) are occasionally
distinguished. Children, on the contrary, are regularly divided
at Knossos into four groups, according to age and sex:
me-zo-Jme-wi-j ..e (boys/girls big/small). In Sumerian texts, they
are normally divided only according to the quantity of rations
(20, 15, ]0 sif), and occasionally, boys and girls (duinu-nita/
or sucklings (dumu-gabJg) are specified. The overall ratio of
children to women at Pylos is about 1:1, which is higher than in
Sumerian ration-lists (0.5:1), but lower than in "family texts"
(2:1)51.
4. The distinction between libir ("old") and 	 (additional) women
in Sumerian texts probably corresponds to the 	 and	 abbreviations
at Knossos, if they mean "previous year"	 , and
"this year"	
-I!-;.&
These parallels can be summarised in the form of a short
Mycenaean-Sumerlan "glossary":
VIR	 guru
/
MUL	 gems
ko-wo	 dumu-nita
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ko-wa	 dumu-m
ko-wo me-wi-jo	 dumu-nita-gaba
ko-wa me-wi-ja	 duniu-m-gaba
ne-(wa)	 gemn--1
pa-(ra-ja)	 gem-u-g14
pe-(ru-sj-nu-wa)	 libir
za-(we-te)	 da
p0-re-na	 a-ru-a
ra-wi-ja-ja (?)	 nam-ra-ak
DA ('1)	 zilulu (PA.IJLU3)
TA	 ugula (PA)
Despite all these similarities, we cannot simply transfer the
social posision of Sumerian em to Mycenean Greece; any such
conclusion must be based on Internal evidence. Nevertheless, our
conclusion that women recorded in the same way as in Linear B documents
were not slaves, has great significance. The formal structure of the
texts cannot now be used. as decisive evidence for the existence of
large gangs of female slaves at Pylos and Knossos. Though
theory must be rejected for different reasons, his arguments against
the servile status of Pylian women require reconsideration.
First of all, women recorded in the Pylian Aa, Ab series are
too numerous - about 700 (plus almost the same number of children),
550 of them at Pylos itself. The Pylian palace could hardly employ
such a great number of slaves. For comparison, the temple of Ba-U
in pre-Sargonic Lagash employed permanently from 141 to 228 women
during the reign of lJru-inim-gina52.
The Pylian text Aa 779:
	 MUL 3 ]2.-wo 1 TA 1, (lat. inf.)
a-te-re-wI-j,is unintelligible unless we assume that women from
I
Aterewija in the Farther province carried on their corvee service
in Metapa In Hither province. Also it Is hardly possible that the
situation at Knossos differed so drastically from that at Pylos, as
was assumed by Chadwick 53 , anly because feminine derivatives of local
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place-names are less frequent at Pylos than at Knossos; the texts
from both archives are too similar to be records of local conscripts
in one case, and of slave gangs in the other. Masculine ethnics
derived from place-names are also more common in lists of men from
Knossos, while at Pylos the ablatives are more commonly used in their
stead54.
From a marginal comment in Ad 684:
	
-
"sons of rowers from A", we can understand that fathers of boys recorded
in the Ad set were known, but only in this specific case information
about them was important for the scribe for some unknown reason. In
fact, the Pylian "women series" are closely connected by cross-references
to the "rowers set" An 1, 610. Three groups of rowers are described
as a--ne-we (An 1: VIR 7, An 610: VIR 37), e-wi-ri-2. (An 610: VIR
9) and ---j (An 610: VIR 40). The first word is a phonetic
variant of a-u-ne-we in Ad 684, discussed above. -j-j-2 appears
in the form of the feminine adjective	 in Aa 60 as a
description of 16 women with 11 boys and 7 girls. The feminine form
of the third word - -j-ni-j - appears in An 96 and Ad 697 in the
most interesting context: (Ad 697) da-tni-ni-jA ri-ne-j-o ko- i-re- E3
-ro-me-no VIR - "sons of D female flax-workers, (they) became rowers,
men -	 Whatever aU three words discussed above mean (most probably
they are place-names), they indicate that men described by them belong
to the same group of population as women, and most likely they were
their husbands and sons. The absence of a numeral in the last example
has particular significance - it confirms that other boys recorded
in the Ad set indeed worked in teams with their mothers, but one group
of boys,—in-Ad 697.-was exceptionaflyconscripted. aarowers withtheir
fathers, and from the point of view of the scribe responsible for
Ad set (No 23), they were absent from the team of flax-workers.
Two groups of women - ki----j at KnossOs and ti--si-j
at Pylos, have especially interesting cross-references. The first
of them is mentioned in the ration-list KN E 777 together with --
ti-ri-j, the Knossian variant of a-ke-ti-ri-j, one of the most frequent
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occupational terms both at Pylos and at Knossos. Three groups of j--
--j. -j (dat. p1.) from Knossos, Amnissos and Phaistos are recorded
in this text as recipients of 100 large measures of grain each (an
amount sufficient for 500 women, if calculated without children) for
one month. At Pylos ki-ri-te-wi-j women appear in two parallel texts
Eb 321 and Ep 704 as collective holders of land:	 2--
ia-t9_-.	 GRA 1T9 - "K-
women have (p1.) plot of keketiena 1otna (kind of land) at/rrom the
Ipeoplet, so much seed, 1.9 large measures".
9	 women are recorded at Pylos in two paraflel texts
Aa 699 and Ab 190, and seven of their sons - in Ad 684, where this
word appears in a slightly different variant - -j-j-o (gen.
p1. f.). In the last text, these women are also specified as i--j -
(
"female web-weavers'1
 (from Greek w'ro - web-beam). We find their
male counterparts described as 	 --j,-j ("T-men of At&')
in the ration-list Fn 324, where they receive 1T2V (8 small measures)
of barley. Since 2V seems to be a ration for one man in this text6,
we have a group of four men here. These men are found again in Ea
810: ti-nwa-si-12 GRA 3T5. The Ea set is a land-register like Eb and
Ep, but Ea 810 is unusual for this type of record: it does not use
the verb e-ke ("has" or "holds"), neither the kind of land nor the
type of holding is indicated, and the size of 3.5 GRA is too large
for an individual holding. It is possible that we have here a record
of a collective holding, as in the case of ki--te--j women. The
meaning of both words is disputed 57, but what is important is that
women recorded in our "women series'1 or their male counterparts could
be Tound as iand-holders.
Some other features of the "women series" can be counted against
the servile status of the women in question. If men whose names are
used as descriptions of women were slave-owners, it Is hardly poSsible
to understand why their private slaves were recorded at all in royal
archives, as workers in palatial "household". Registration of absent
women and children Is more likely to be found in connection with corve
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work-system than with slavery.
To summarise our discussion of Mycenaean and Sumerian women with
children at work, we can conclude that in both cases our sources most
probably reflect primitive division of labour by age and sex. Neither
records of separate work-teams of women with children nor separate
lists of children with matronymics can be used as evidence that they
were slaves. Their social position has to be clarified by other evidence,
and most of them speak in favor of corve systei rather than slavery.
2. Lists of men (classiricationj
The lists of male personnel marked by the ideogram VIR are classified
as Ac, Ae, An, Aq at Pylos, Am, As, B at Knossos, Au at Mycenae, and
Al at Tiryns.Many texts without ideograms (class V) are in fact also
lists of personnel. Unlike the lists of women these texts show a great
variety of patterns and any inteflegible discussion of them must be
preceded by some classification of the material.
Such a classification can be arranged in two different ways:
1) according to the formal structure of the texts, and 2) according
to the purpose of the texts. These two principles of classification
are at the same time two stages of research, since its second part
cannot be executed before the first.
From the formal point of view all lists of personnel are divided
into three1arge groups 1) lists of names, 2) lists of unnamed persons,
and 3) mixed lists of named and unnamed persons.
I Lists of names.
Texts of this kind are subdivided according to their formula
into the following groups:
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1. Simple lists of names.
a) Lists of names without heading. They are particularly numerous
at Knossos: As 566, £03, 607, 645, B 801, 802, 8)3, 8)5, V 147, 466,
479, 482, 488, 492. 503, 652, 831, 832, 961. Three øuch lists are
found at Mycenae: Au 609, 653, 660, and only one at Pylos: An 192.
All the texts from Knossos and Mycenae are fragments of different
size and they are probably included in one category artificially,
only because their headings are broken. As for the single Pylian text,
it is recognised as a list Of some officials by its prosopography:
almost all the names which are listed there are found in many other
texts with different indications of their elevated position in the
58
society
b) Lists of names with headings: KN As 1516 (three subsections with
their own headings each: (1) -no-j-j	 (2 ) 3 -ti-j
(3)
As 1517 Obv • 1-10 (( 3 -no re-.q-me-), B 799 (--- ke-do-s1-j),
B 804 (L 3 -i- ke-do-si-), B 82)6 (fl -do-s i-j);
MY Au 657 (i-i.2.-.&;
F! An 209(ko-ri-si-j ta-te-re), Vn 865 (na-u-do-).
All these texts are probably records of work-teams. Their headings
refer either to the type of the team (ra-wa-ke-j . , -si-re-wi-,
59ke-do-.j-j.) or to the type of workers (--- - "ship-builders
ta-te-re - "worker of araOpo 61) , or it indicates whether the workers
are already assigned to work	 - "going",	 - "re-
maining162).
Most of the fragments from Knossos which were classified as
I.1.a) probably belong to this category.
c) Lists of names without heading but with totals used as colophons (?).
KN As 1519 (U. (J -j--wo	 (32) to-so VIR 3D), As 152)
(to-so VIR 10), B 800 ([ 3 -a-no VIR 30), B 806 (ko-( 3-ka-ra-te-ne
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VIR 20);
MY Au 102 (a-to--q), Au 658 (to-so VIR 20 si-to GRA 4).
The beginning of all the texts from Knossos is broken and if
they had beading they actually belong to the group I.].b). In this
case the "co].ophons" provide only some additional information, such
as the location of the work-team (As 1519: "to the house of Marineu")6
and the totals (in all four texts).
The prosopography of the Mycenaean Au series shows that the
texts Au 653, 657, 658, 660 record the same work-team as Au 102 and
therefore all the men listed there are probably "bakers" (___q)64•
2. Lists of names specified b y place-names.
KN As 40, (04, V 655;
FE An 5, 172.
Texts KN As 604 and V 655 have a heading --d- of unknoin
meaning. The beginning of As 40 is broken but it has a total (-
VIR 10 - "so many men - ten"). The heading of I'! An 172 is only partly
preserved: [ 3-	 --j- (the tailor from W"). The first
word was probably the name of the man in charge of the whole group.
In FE An 5 and 172 the place-names are in the ablative-instrumental
indicated by the plural ending - (- - j,	 --]i-i)
which means that these texts deal with summoning of the workers from
several villages. In the Knoasian texts however the place-names are
in the nominative which does not help to understand their purpose.
3. Lists of pairs of names.
They are further subdivided into the following groups:
a) Pi	 VIR 2 TELA1 1
KN As 602, .605.
b) GN -ti-ro PN1 1 PN2-g 1.
KN V 756, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1043, 1583, 7670, 7964.
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c) PN1(d&t.) PN2 (gen.) j-j2 PN3 (nom.) 1.
KN V 1523.
d) -ro PN1(dat.) PN2(noin).
PY An 340.
The texts of group (a) are probably connected with the textile
industry6 since they record one cloth (TELA1 ) in some connection
with two men: "PN1 and PN2 - two men, one cloth". These texts have
their "female" correspondent in KN Ap 5748 which records three women
with one cloth: "PN1 PN2 PN3 I4UL 3 TELA1+TE 1".
The purpose of the texts from group (b) cannot be determined
since the meaning of the key-word remains obscure 66, but
the presence of the indication of place in each text connects them
with group 1.2.
The texts of groups (c) and (a) are records of work-teams since
they have a hierarchical structure. The preposition	 with the
dative in KM V 1523 probably means "at (the disposition of)" 67 and
the preposition -ro with the dative too has a very similar meaning
in PY An 34068. The only difference between these two texts is that
in the Knossian one all the workers are specified by the patronymics:
j-nia-na-ro 1-j - "son of Pimanaro".
II Lists of unnamed persons.
1. Lists of ethnics or place-names.
KM Am 568, 597, EGO, 601, 819, B 807, 81CJ, 813, 827;
PY Ac series, An 1, 18, 35, 37, 852.
All the texts from Knossos are lists of ethnics, i. e. the
masculine adjectives in -j derived from geographical names. Among
them the Am tablets constitute the homogeneous set characterised by
the addition of the phrase: "-	 ---" (Am 568, 6W,
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601) of unknown meaning, or the ratiis of barley for one month (Am
597, 819). The only thing that can be aaid about the obscure word 6
a-mo-ra-ma is that it probably explains the absence of the rations
KN B 8]O, 813. and 827 record present (--e-o-) and absent (-
!-2-& workers from different places.
Nine Pylian tablets of Ac series have a similar structure. Each
of them consists of the geographical name (all of them are well-known
"towns" of the two Pylian provinces), the ideogram VIR, a numeral,
the word o--ro ("deficit") followed again by the ideogram and numeral.
Since the tablets of this group were found outside the main archive
in the so-called "bureau 99" which was used as a leather work-shop',
it can be concluded that these are the records of present and absent
workers summoned to this work-shop from the different "towns" of the
Pylian kingdom.
PY An 1 Is a list of five place-names in the ablative-instrumental
(--j) followed by the ideogram and numeral under the heading:
e-re-ta p ,-re-u-ro-na-de -j- - "rowers are going to Pleuron",
which probably means that these rowers were conscripted from various
places for service at Pleuron.
In An 18 the place-names are in the dative-locative (re-si-we-i,
-ki-j. -) and the text is subdivided into four sections: the first
section records the workers "released" from service (e-re-u-te-ri-[j . -
AEuO(p iot), the øecond - "the absent builders" (to-ko-do-mo a--o),
the third and the fourth - the workers actually present. In the first
two sections one worker is reco 1.ded against each place-name, while
in the last two - 90 ox-herds at Tino and 245 unknown workers (maybe
- [--j - "carpenters") at Pakijana are listed. The same place-
names under the heading 32-u-ko-ro[ (ox-herds) are listed in the
fragmentary An 852. In An 35 place-names in the allative
are listed under the heading ---a
	 -
"the builders who have to build". The heading of An 37 as well as
the endings of the place-names listed there are too broken to decide
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what was the purpose of this text.
It seems clear however that the purpose of most of the texts
in this group was the registration of the presence and absence of
the workers conscripted, for service from one place to another.
2. Lists of occupations.
KN As 5941, B 101, 755, 779, 7036;
PY Ae 574, 765, 995, An 1282.
As 5941 is a list of rowers (e-re-) like PY An 1, but the
text is very fragmentary. B 779 and '36 mention the __71 and
-si-re-we whose position in society seems to be relatevely high.
An 1282 seems to be a record of the wheel-making work-shop,
if we may judge from the term a-mo-si (dat. p1. "wheel-niakers")'72.
The meaning of the other words mentioned there is unknown '73 , but it
is clear that the workers were organised in five teams of eighteen
men each.
All other texts of this group are very small tablets which mention
one or two occupational terms each, most of them of unknown meaniig74.
3. Lists of place-names and occupations.
KM Am 826, B 808, 815, 816, 985, 5752, 7035, 7043, 8006, V 56,
159, 8651
PY An 207, 298, 424, 427.
In Am 826 and V 159 te-re-ta are mentioned again as in the previous
group, but now they are found in rather unexpected company with
"carpenters" (te-ko-to-ne), "planters" (--), and tailors (i-2.t-
) and they are specified by place-names.
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V 865 is a list of local officials with the titles ko-re-te,
a-ke-re-mo-no and -ro-ko-re-te at the two well-known places: Rukito
and Qara. ko-re-te and 2-ro-ko-re-te are well attested Mycenaean
titles75 , they are always attached to a place-name and their respective
meaning is probably "local mayor" and his deputy.
on the other hand is a local Cretan title, it is not attested out-
side Knossos and according to our text its holder was in a position
somewhere between ko-re- and his deputy.
All eight Knossian B tablets constitute a single set which
records teams of	 (in full writing in B 815, 816, 985,
7035, 8006, and in abbreviated form 	 in B 808, 5752, 'O43) from
different places.
The team of u-ku-ta appears also in Pylian An 2)7 among such
professions as potters (---), gold-smiths
arrow-smiths (to-ko-so-wo-ko), and tailors (ra--re) from at least
nine places. The texts An 298, 424, 427 have a similar structure.
In all of them the place-names appear in the dative singular, which
can mean either the present location of the workers or refer to con-
scription from these places, since the ablative and locative singular
are not distinguished in the Mycenaean dialect.
4. Totals (at Knossos only).
KN B 817, 7034, 7047.
These three small fragments are characterised by the exceptionally
high numbers (900 and 130 men) or by the word	 (ouaTpo4)
which was used in Linear B for the indication of the grand total.
III Mixed lists of named and unnamed persons.
1. Three levels of hierarchy.
a) "o-ka tablets": PY An 519, 614, 654, 656, 657, 661.
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This is the largest single set of documents anng the Linear
B lists of personnel. It is called after the name of the teams (2-b)
which are recorded there. The meaning of this word is unknown78.
The fragmentary An 614 is a record of the absent members of the
personnel and each one of the other five tablets records two such
teams. The hierarchy of each	 includes three levels: 1) the head
of the whle team: personal name in the genitive before the word
o-ka ("the o-ka of PN"), 2) list of names (from three to eight),
3) list of unnamed persons specified by the five unintelligible words79
(from 10 to uø).
b) "ke-ro-si- tablets" :PY An 261, 616.
Like the previous set this one is called after the name of
the teams 8° which also have a similar structure: 3) the heads of
the teams (four in number), 2) named members of 
-2-J.-j (eighteen
men) and, 3) unnamed personnel without any specification; they appear
only through the totals (51 according to An 261, or 50 according
to An 616). The reverse of An 261 and the obverse of An 616 are
duplicates and they record the totals for each --j-j.
c) "za-mi-j texts": KN As 1517 Obv. 11-13, Rev. 1-3; PY An 129.1-4.
These two sections of the two texts from Knossos and Pylos
deal with the team of workers called in both cases --i.2.81. Their
hierarchy is also similar: 1) the head of the team, introduced by
the preposition o-a at Knossos and 	 at Pylos (both with the
dative), 2) two (An 129) or three (As 1517) personal names, 3) unnamed
za--j2 (ten in An 129, and nine in As 1517).
The texts of groups (a) and (b) are apparently similar to
those of group I.l.b), especiafly those of them which use the name
of the work-team as a heading: ra-wa-ke-j, -si-ri-wi-j (As 1516),
ke-do-si-j (B 799, 804, 8206).
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The texts of group (c), on the other hand, have their cor-
respondencea in the pair of texts classified as I.3.c) (KN V 1523)
and I.3.d.) (PY An 340). Both Pylian texts (An 129 and 340) use the
prposition 
-2.' and both Knossian ones (AB 1517 and V 1523) - the
preposition 2- in a very similar context.
The purpose of all these texts was probably the same - the
control over the supervision of work-teams of different types.
2. Two levels of hierarchy.
KN B 798, 1055;
P1 An 7, 39, 594, 610, 724.
In the texts KN B 798, P1 An 7, 39, and 594 several groups
of men specified by their occupations are listed together with a
few personal names. In An 39 these names appear after the groups
of unnamed persons, and in the rest of the texts the names precede
them. In An 7 the rations of olives are added and this text is closely
connected with the ration list Fn 1427 which records the distribution
of barley to the same groups of men. An 39 and 594 are also connected
with the ration list Fn 50.
The named persons in these texts are probably the heads of
the groups, but since the unnamed workers are specified by different
occupationa they cannot constitute a work-team. Most probably all
these texts represent lists of personnel of various households'7
or "eltabllihinents", soinewbatsinii1ar to a record of the work-shop
An 1282 (class 11.2).
KN B 1055 is written according to the principle of the ke-
ro-si-j tablets: unnamed persons appear only in the total after
the list of names, under the heading -- •j-.j2 -a- - "followers
from Knossos" which refer probably only to the named personnel82.
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Finally, F! An 610 and 724 together with An 1 (class 11.1)
constitute a set of so-called "rowera t tablets". An 610 records the
rowers (e-re-ta) present, and An 724 - the absent ones, those who
failed to assemble at Roowa. In An 610 the rowers are specified by
social terms (Id-ti-
	
nie-ta-ki-ti-ta,	 place of origin,
or the names of officials in the genitive (Wedanewo, Ekera2wono).
In An 724 the rowers are listed against names (Ekera 2wone, Tatikoweu),
or titles (me-nu-wa, ra-wa-ke-ta, ki-e-&.
3. Lists of men (discussion).
If we try to reclassify the lists of personnel according
to their purpose, it will now be relatively easy to demonstrate that
almost all of them belong to three broad categories83 : 1) records
of work-teams, 2) quotas of conscripts, and 3) lists of personnel
of "households".
a. Records of work-teams.
KN As 602, 605, 1516, 1517, 5941, B 101, 755, 799, 804, 1D55,
8206, V 1523;
MY Au 102, 653, 657, 658, 660;
PY Ae 524, 765, 995, An 129, Z)9, 261, 340, 519, 614, 616,
654, 656, 657, 661, Vn 865.
Many fragmentary lists of names of uncertain character probably
belong to-this category- as-well
KN As 566, 603, 607, 645, 1520, B 800, 801, 802, 803, 806,
V 147, 466, 479, 482, 492, 503, 652, 831, 832, 961;
MY Au 609.
Five types of work-teams are attested: ra-wa-ke-j (probably
should be read ra-wa-ke-(j) -jA),	 -
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1-si-j and. -. The teams of the last type deserve special attention.
Since Leonard Palmer proclanied in 1956 the so-called
tablets as "perhaps the most important historical document yet dis-
covered in Linear B script" 84, probably no other single set of Linear
B documents has drawn more attention than these six tablets from
Pylos (An 519, 614, 654, 656, 657, 66i). The circumstances of the
destruction of the Pylian kingdom85 , its military organisation86,
taxation system87 and geography88, and the sources of the Homeric
"Catalogue of Ships" 89
 are some but by no means all of the topics
that have been discussed in connection with this group of texts.
The military character of this set seems now to be generally accepted.
on the grounds of the translation of the main heading, and of the
analysis of the formal structure of the texts. Let us examine care-
fully each of these considerations.
The heading of the whole set, which is found on An 657, reads:
o-u-ru-to o-pi-a2-ra e-pi-ko-wo
In this phrase the first syllable o- only can be safely in-
terpreted as the introductory particle o-/j-, which frequently
opens the headings of separate tablets or whole sets of texts,
but all the rest raises serious difficulties of interpretation.
e--ko-wo is found on KN As 4493, and a closely felated. form (may-
be even a variant) o--ko-wo on P1 Jn 881. Both texts are small
fragments and contribute little to the undrstanding of the word.
A3 4493 will be discussed later in connection with a word. e--ta,
which is also found both on that tablet and in the o-ka set • Mean-
while, it is relevant to point out that the occurrence of both words
in As 4.493 cormects it with the o-ka set, while the occupational
term e-ro--ke-u connects it with the "textile" tablets KN Lo 534
and Ld 595 where the corresponding feminine form 	 is
found91. The Pylian tablets Jn 881 and Jn 829 comprise a small "set"
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of two, introduced by the heading of Jn 829 and dealing with delivery
of bronze by different officials 92 . In Jn 829 ko-re- and 2.-2-
-m-te are listed, while in what remains of 3n 881 o--- and
o--su-ko are found93 . If o--au-ko means "those in charge of figs".
and since ko-wo in Linear B normally represents the Greek word for
boy (K6pFcC), o--ko-wo probably means "those in charge of boys",
hence "foremen". 	 may easily be the phonetic variant of
this word94 , but its traditional interpretation as ir(KOFot (from
KOFCW, to hear) - "overseers" 95 - is of course equally possible,
and the difference in meaning between the two interpretations Is
minimal.
-u-ru-to and	 -ra are hapaxes, and therefore, even if
their etymology 'could be firmly established, their meaning in the
Mycenaean dialect cannot be fully understood without safe contextual
support. The root	 is found in the words 2-j- (An 724) and
(Eq 213), and in several geographical and personal names
%---t.	 2'	 is probably
a designstion of men listed as "absent rowers" (-- a-p-o-te),
and	 is a description of fields (---
	 2-a-
seems to be related to these words In the same way as o-pj-
da-mi- (An 830, On 608) is to da-mo ("people"), in which case it
would mean "the territory where 2-j- fields are located and which
people inhabit"; or it can be understood as a collective
term for the inhabitants of such a territory. Some connection with
the sea (&'AC) is possible, considering that a -j- are rowers, but
by no means obligatory .
-u-ru-k is probably a verbal form (3 p1. pres. med. ?) and
the same root seems to be found in the word e--u-ru-te-we on Ub
]3l8, where it indicates the "destination of two deer-skins (2-
ra--jA e--u--- E 2). Ub 1318 is a record of a leather work-
shop where different animal skins 	
-zi-	 e-ra-2-j)
are listed against their "destinations" which stand in the dative
or in the nominative: though, besides the undoubted datives 98 and
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nominatives 99 , several words can be intrpreted in either way.
--u---we falls into this last category; but since both
personal names and names of "objects" are found in all three cate-
gories, we cannot even decide whether it is an occupational term
or the name of a leather object. Two Greek roots FpO - "to protect"
and "to draw" - have been proposed as possible etymologies for both
word?01, but neither derivation can be decisively proved, or help
US to make sense of these words in a given context.
It seems that at the present stage of understanding of Mycenaean
Greek no unambiguous translation of this sentence is possible, and
any far-reaching conclusions are hardly justified when they are based
on such a loose foundation. Even if we accept the traditional trans-
lation, "supervisors protect (in what sense?) the coastal regions",
this contains nothing "military" and is open to different interpre-
tations.
It is not difficult to understand however why most scholars
have urged a "military" interpretation of this phrase, for the hierar-
chical structure of the teams after which the whole set is named
(o-), and the decimal round. numbers of their personnel, certainly
give the impression of military unit?02.
However, despite many efforts the precise structure of these
units has never been fully elucidated. Each tablet records the per-
sonnel of two teams introduced by subheadings, which consist of a
personal name in the genitive, the word. o-ka, and, in five cases
at least, a place-name which indicates the location of the team.
Since An 624 is a small fragment and seems to be a record of the
absent members of	 personnel (--2-j), we have ten such teams.
Each o-ka is sub-divided by a blank space into several paragraphs
which, theoretically, may consist of three elements:
1) a list af personal names (conventionally called "officers"), in-
cluding one with the title --g
	
(An 519 .2);
2) a list of unnamed persons ("soldiers") represented by the ideo-
gram 'fIR and numbered from 10 to 110 (though in one case, An 656.4,
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without number). They are invariab cafled by one of the six
following words: 1-wa-so, ke-ki-de, ko-ro-ku-ra-1-, ku-u-we,
(or o-ka-ra, on An 657.13), and u-u-j-j-j, which
are frequently specified by ethnics and/or an additional place-
name in the locative (a2 -ru-wo-te,	 --j, 11i2i)
or allative (ne-do-wo-ta-de, 	 --u-de). Five such groups are
called -di-j-we (An 654.14, "plainsinen"), two groups are de-
signated _*34_104 (An 519.11, 654.3), one group is said. to
be	 (An 656.15, "young"), and in one case the word
stands instead of the ideogram and numeral (An 656.4);
3) the phrase --q	 -i e-q -ta PN (uT^-T( 4ciC CnTc PN) -
"and with/among them the follower PN". All "followers" but one
(An 661.13) are named, and their names are frequently specified
by patronymics arid ethnics • One e--ta appears to be called by
an ethnic only,	 (An 656.16, "from Pleuron").
In practice, most groups of "soldiers" are accompanied either
by "officers" or by a "follower", which probably means that the pro-
noun -1 refers only to the last group of "soldiers", and e-g-
holds the same position in the hierarchy of o-ka as the whole group
of "officers". Thus, the tablets An 519, 654, 657, and 661.1-7 have
the following structure:
An 519	 toroo oka roowa
I-	 I	 I	 I
kadasijo	 zowo	 kirijaijo	 watuwaoko	 inutona
moroqa
I	 I
okara3
 a2ratuwa VIR no
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kewonojo oka
kakeu tusljeu	 a2tepo dewijo
	
eqeta rouko
poteu etawoneu	 komawe	 kusainenijo
I	 I
apitewa Iwaso o_*3h_ta urupijajo pirute kurewe
VIE 20	 oruinasijajo VIE 30	 VIR 50
An 654
	
kurumenoj o oka
peruteu wonewa	 eqeta arekuturuwo
atijawo erutara
	
etewokereweijo
I	 I
o.*34_ta metapijo
	 upijakirijo kurewe
kekide VIR 50
	
VIR 60
tatiqowewo oka
towa (?) pokiroqo perino deukarij o rapedo daqoro perirawo enowaro
kekide urupijaj o kurewe Iwaso Okara3
VIE 10	 VIE 10	 VIE 10 VIE 10 VIE 10I	 I
tosode pedij ewe wawoude
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An 657	 marewo oka owitono
1	 I	 I	 I	 I
aperitawo oreta etewa kokijo 	 suwerowijoI	 I	 I	 I	 I
owitonijo okara3 VIR 50
nedawatao olca
ekemede
apij eta marateu
taniko
a2ruwote kekide
kuparisij o
VIR Z
eqeta keki.jo
a3tareusi
kuparisij o
kekide VIR 10
aeriqota erapo
rimene
okara owitono
VIa 30
a3kota eqeta
kekide apu2kane
VIR 30
An 661.1-7	 ekinojo oka
I	 I
	eoteu atiro-C 3	 eqeta worotuminijo
idaijo eserea2
	
enaporo iwaso VIR 70	 zaetoro korokuraijo
C 3 .-orijo korokuraijo VIR 30	 VIR 20
karadoro korokuraij o VIR 10
An 656 and 661.9-13 have a more complex structure: three groups
of "soldiers" are accompanied both by "officers" and by 2a-;; (An
656.2-9, 12-16; An 661.10-13). At first sight it seems that the e--ta
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holds a position intermediate between those of the "commander" of
o-ka and the "officers". However, in two cases different locations
are indicated, for the itself and for the group of "soldiers"
accompanied by e-g-, and in the third case the "soldiers" are
called -j- without either ideogram
or numeral. The word -j-da here probably explains the absence
of this group, though it may simpiy be another indication of place.
To show the structure of these texts, we must take into account
the location of each subgroup of perecEnel as well as its hierarchy.
Table VI (An 656)
location	 waparoj o oka
newokito	 erikowo	 eqeta diwijeu
a2dij eu
akiwonijo wowija korokuraij o
VIR 20
sapida (?)	 eqeta pereqonijo
(absent)	 areijo
wakatijata kekide
duwojojo oka
akerewa	 a2kunijo	 eqeta kaesameno
perimede	 apu2ka
pu2tija	
- korokurailo VIE 80
porai	 eqeta dikonaro
adaratij o
apu2kane kekide VIE 20
uwasi	 pereuronijo eqeta
kekide newo JIR 10
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Table VII (An 661.9-1.3)
location	 ekomenatao oka
titnito akei	 ma-r 3-u
roqota
ake-t 3-u
akewato
nedowotade	 eqeta
a2kaa2kirijo urupijajo VIR 30
If this is the structure of the o-ka units, the "general impression"
of their military character needs some confirmation from other evidence,
anfonspicuousiy from any military texts or group of texts of similar
structure. Webster105
 made an attempt to identify such texts, and
he pointed to one small group of cuneiform documents from Alalakh
(AT 180-182), known also as the "SA.GAZ texts", as the only close
parallel. These texts are the lists of named warriors, among them
several charioteers (bl	 under the heading: ____
1USAGAZ bl kakk!m . However, any resemblance between them and
the	 tablets exists only in Wiseman's English translation of this
106
sentence: "armed forces of (amelSA.GAZ" . Later it was proved
by Bottro107 and Greenberg108 that the logogram SA.GAZ bould be
read piru which signifies not the title of the commander but the.
type of the warriors. Hence the new translation accepted by CAD:
"weapon-carrying SA.GAZ soldiers" (VI p. 84).
, the SA.GAZ texts from Alalaich are to be compared rather
with the list of charioteers (a-ni-o-) from Knossos (V £0) than
with the 0-ha tablets, since they lack a hierarchical atrueture.
This feature is typical of other Near Eastern economic archives,
where soldiers are mentioned frequently, but in a limited number
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of contexts: as recipients of food-rations, as land-holders, in quotas
of conscripts from specific villages, or in lists of the distributlon
of weapoms (especially in Ugarit )) ; but never in actual military
formations, which are found in entirely different types of documents -
110royal letters, orders, and instructions
Because of the great importance of this observation, which concerns
the very nature of the Mycenaean archives, let us clarify the point.
The Hittite texts KBo XVI 66, KUB XXXI 33 and 62	 are apparently
similar to the o-ka tablets, in that they consist of repeated para-
graphs written according to a formula:
"PN, man of GN, under him so many soldiers" (KBo XVI 66, KtJB
XXXI 33), or:
"so many soldiers from GN, in front of them PN" (KUB XXXI 62).
However, these are the texts of the oaths (li-in-ki-j . , KtJB
XXXI 62, 1.38) taken by Kafka - mercenaries of the Hittite king -
and are used as adjuncts to the treaties with their tribal chiefs.
Nothing of this sort has been found in the Linear B archives, and
such documents cannot be expected there, since they belong to a dif-
ferent type of archive, which I would call "chancellery" as opposed
to "economic"112.
If we turn to non-military texts in economic archives from
the Near East, very close parallels to the o- tablets can easily
be found, notably in the so-called ern texts from the period of
the Third Dynasty-of 1Ur.-Ironicafly7 in the-early days-of -Sumerian
stuies, these texts, like the o-ka tablets, were regarded as lists
of soldiers113 . The word erCn itself, and its Akkadian equivalents
bu and uminnu, indeed, mean "soldier" or "army" (in collective
sense), but only in literary texts114 . In Sumerian and Akkadian
economic texts these words have no direct connection with the mili-
tary sphere, but are used as designations of workers of a certain
type and of tieir work-teams 115 . Since the largest number of ercn
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texts of different kinds come from the time of Ur III, it may be
best to restrict our comparisons to that period6
The structure of lists of erI'n is described by Maekawa: "The
basic unit in an errn-troop was the group of ten people (nam-lO)
whose foreman was called seX-gal (-nain-lO). As an ideal type, an
er^n-troop was composed of ten nam-lO groups and was directed by
an inspector (nu-banda)" 117. Both of the titles of the supervisors -
e-g ("big brother") and nu-band (Akkadian laputi -& like the
word ern itself, are borrowed from the military vocabulary, where
they designate certain ranks of officers. Both workers and supervisors
may be listed named118
 and unnamed119 , or supervisors only may be
named°. The last type of record is the most relevant for our pur-
pose, and the text MVN VII 41,2 can be used as a simple example: it
records two groups of irrigation workers, one of them stationed on
the main canal (j-da	 -) and the other'on its side-ditch (ern
ga-ba kun-zi- . Three supervisors are involved: one with the title
ugula is in charge of both groups and two	 under him, each
in charge of 10 erCn-workers.
MVN VII 442
	
li--gibil
(ugula)
-	 '
	
lu-Tha-U	 ur- nin-tu
	
(e '-gal)	 (e-gal)
10 i7-da gub-ba
	
	 10 ern gub-ba
kun-zi -da
Structurally, the	 tablets differ from this text in only
one respect: the named supervisors are there listed together, so
that we do not know how many people each one Is responsible for.
However, this type of record can be found among erin-texts as well.
For example, WIN VI 469 baa following structure:
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MI/N VI 1+69	 lugal-im-ru-a
(girl)
ur-nig'mn-gar
(nu-band)
a-tu	 11dba
(ugula)	 (ugula)
10 guru (ern-nu-uru4-me)
This text belongs to a 3et of twenty three -, Issued during
the 36th year of ulgi and dealing with transactions of barley rations
from the granary-keeper (ka_Q Ad-da-mu on behalf of aeveral teams
of workers (guru, described also as "not-ploughing erin" (er?n-
through two officials (Lugal-im-ru-a and Ur_dBa_U) called
girl, which is not a title but a bureaucratic term meaning "through,
vla" 2 . The complete structure of the manpower unit under the res-
ponsibility of Lugal-im-ru-a can be reconstructed from the texts
MI/N VI 183, 189, 469, 472; MVN VII 75, 245, It Includes four nu-
banda (Ur-gar, Ur-nigin-gar, KA.KA and Na-ba-aa4 ) , six ugula (Ku-li,
/	
.1
Ur-mes, A-tu, Lu- Ba-U, Ur-' a6-ga, and Lu-dingir-ra) and 2 gurus.
This paramilitary hierarchical structure and the military titles
of supervisors (-banda and 	 -g) are so typical of the lists
of ern that, even when a small group of ern is attached to the
team of milThouse workers (ThT 139), they are listed unnamed (the
only such persons in the text), so that they appear only through
123the names of four sesa with two erin under each .
ern were distinguished from the rest of workers of the Ur III
period In that they were never specified by occupational terms, but
frequently listed together with oxen and in connection with the fields
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Table VIII (TuT 139, IV.l6-21)
ugula	 ].-dingir-ra
'e-ga1 e-ia1-la uru-ni. -1a -g ur'iur ur-a -
erri	 2	 2	 2	 2
on which they were working 4. This type of text may be represented
by BM 13661 (unpub1ished) 5 which has a very complicated structure.
Two large groups of workers are there recorded: one under Sanga-in-
126gir-su worked on the field (a-sa) En-nu-lum-ma , and another, under
A-gu-gu, on the field Lugal-nam-tar-ri. The first group consisted
of er1n, t-	 (ox-drivers), un-(1 and iru--g (hired men),
and the second of dumu-dab5-	 . Each one of these five categories
of workers worked under a separate supervisor, but both fields were
also subdivided into 13 smaller plots (g , each under the respon-
sibility of a '1 cultjvator" (engar) 8 , so that the work-teams were
distributed not only among the supervisors but also among these plots.
To leave aside im-1, guru-- and dumu-dab5-ba, the structure
of the teams of eri and -g (in total they are listed together)
is tabulated on Table IX.
This paramilitary structure of the work-teams and the use of
the military terminology in a non-military context were not restricted
to ancient Mesopotamia. I have chosen the material from TJr III only
because this periQd is the bestdocumented; but Egyptians, for example,
preferrdd a "naval" terminology: during the Old Kingdom period the
work-teams of private households (pr t) were called svt, literally
"the crew of the ship". They were even subdivided into j - "watches" -
called according to the parts of the ship: "bow" (w;t), "stern"
(mt ridst), "starboaard" ( j -Q and "larboatd" (
	
These
two unrelated examples may indicate a reality common to several ancient
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Table IX (BM 33661)
lelda	 oxen	 men
•1
-sa
lum-ma
nin-g(r-su
v-	 d	 'sara- ba-U
V
nin-gis-zi-da
1-duinu-se
ba-U
ki
-mar -ka
in 17 -zal
ki) -gu-la
	
guç.	sanga_dnjn_g(r_su (ugula)
	
numun	 I
d	 a '1uga1-ti-ra-a a-kal-la ur- nane lugal-aipa jr-mu ur- ba-U
(ugula)	 (ugula)	 (ugula)	 (ugula)	 (ugula) (ugula)
5	 7	 4	 4	 3
12
15
t,)
	
6	 14
	
13	 11
9
5
	
5	 5
5
	 9
4
3
2
2
2
1
3.
1
societies, of organising workers, recruited for compulsory corve
service, in paramilitary fashion.
In fact, if we set out to find parallels to 	 tablets among
non-military texts, we do not need to go far beyond Pylos. For a long
time the -ka tablets were artificially dissociated from the rest
of the Mycenaean lists of personnel and were regarded as unique in
the Linear B corpus. However, as we have seen, the tablets belong
to class 111.1 of "mixed lists of named and unnamed persona with three
levels of hierarchy" (p. 56)which they share together with two groups
of texts of a very similar structure:
	
tablets1' (PY An
261,	 and "za-mi-j2 texts" (KN As 1517 Obv. 11-13, Rev. 1-3; F!
Au 129.1-4).
The Pylian text An 261 is written (on the obvers) according
to a formula:
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PN1(gen.) -Ea-i-a 2(rm VIR 1
The reverse gives the total for each j2--j-ja:
PN (gen.) ke--j-j VIR x
Four heads of ke-ro-si-j (PN 1) and eighteen of their members
are listed by name on the obverse, but the totals on the reverse
are much higher - 69 unnamed men (68 according to An 6l are numbered
against the four names. In other words, the hierarchy of ke-ro-si-j
includes three levels:
1) four heads of k.-r.2.-i-iA;
2) 18 named subordinate supervisors;
3) 51 (or 5C) unnamed workers.
otwoweo
kerosija
I	 I
a3numeno qotero a eta odu_*56_roI2I
VIE ]O (
tawesijojo
kerosija
vat
	 t	 jwaneu tewat ] turuweu
VIR 15
apijoto kerosija
I	 I	 I
kutereu owoto araijo rizoI	 I	 I
apiqotao kerosija
a3sonijo at ]te aC l C )1aC 3 opaC 3
VIE 12
"-j-j texts" are two small sections from larger tablets:
PT An 129.1. pa-ro ti-ki-jo
2. a-ta-ro-we	 VIE a.
3. pe-re-wa-ta
	
VIE 1
4. za-mi-jo pu-ro-jo VIE 10
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"At (the disposition of) Tikijo: Atarowe one man, Perewata one man,
zamilo from Py]Ds ten men",
KM As 1517 Obv. 11. o-pi e-sa-re-we to-ro—no-wo-ko
12. po-to-ri-jo 1 pe-we-ri-Jo 1
13. a3-ni-jo 1
Rev. 1.
2. za-mi-jo VIR 9
3.
"At (the disposition of) Esareu the chair-maker: Potorijo one (man),
Pewerijo one (man), Ainijo one (man), zan&jo nine men".
tikij 0
I	 I
atarowe	 perewata
zamijo purojo
VIR 10
esa1ewe
poto'rj 0 Peerii o an1j o
zamijo VIR 9
Yet another text with a aimilar sticture (MY Fo 101) is a ration-
list, which records the distribution of olive oil to thirteen named
women and three groups of women called only by the following occupational
terms (in the dative plural): 	 and --
-j-j-j. One woman flea2) receives three small units Cv) of oil,
the rest of the named women one unit each end the groups of unnamed
women six, eighteen and four units respectively. If one small unit
of oil were the standard ration for one woman, we have here one head
of the whole group, twelve named supervisors and twenty eight female
workers:
anr2
mano totija keraso	 tum5t J komata
panaki ana_*82
	 natarama peter 3
weiwesa	 pukaro otaki
I	 I
6 plwerisi	 18 eropakeja	 4 aketirijal
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Many detailø are unclear in these four texts (we do not know
what -si-j	 stands for, nor the meaning of most of the oc-'
cupatlonal terms 131) but none of them has ever been regarded as P mili-
tary", to say nothing about the list of women from Mycenae.
The purely structural approach which has been used up to this
point, though it makes the military interpretation of	 tablets
increasingly improbable, has not revealed the real occupation of the
o- personnel. Occupational terms are lacking on the a- tablets,
and in their stead are found five unintelligible words, probably of
non-Greek origin; but some valuable information can be drawn from
the connectns of the o-ka tablets with other do cuinents in the
Pylian archive.
The clearest relationships exist between 	 tablets on the
one hand. and, on the other, the N series dealing with flax132 , Cn 3
which is a list of oxen, and Aq 64-218. The subject of this last-
mentioned text is disputed, but, as we shall see later, it is probably
also connected with oxen. The cross-references between the o-
tablets and the N series are as follows:
519.1 ro-o-wa	 Nn 228.2 ro-o-wa SA 35
519.8 a-pi-te-wa i-wa-so VIR 20 	 Na 1021 a-pi-te-wa	 3
656.13 ke-ki-de po-ra-i VIR Z	 Nn 228.6 po-ra-pi SA 10
657.7 ma-ra-te-u	 Na 245 ma-ra-te-we ra-wa-ke-si-jo
o-u-di-do-si SA 30
657.8 ke-ki-de ku-pa-ri-si-jo VIR	 Na 514 [ku]_pa_ri_so ke-ki-de e-lco-si 5A30
657.10 ku-pa-ri-si-jo ke-ki-de VIR ID
654.3 me-ta-pi-jo ke-ki-de VIR 50
654.15 wa-wo-u-de ke-ki-de VIR 10	 Na 103
	
ke -ki-e SA 16
656.4 wa.ka-ti-ja-ta ke-ki-de
sa -pi-da
656.15 ke-ki-de ne-wo VIR 10
657.13 ke-ki-cle a-pu2
-ka-ne VIR 20 Na 3027 e-na-po-ro SA 17E61.3 e-na-po-ro i-wa-so VIa 70
	 Nn 228.6 e-na-po-ro SA 33C 3
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661.5 ka-ra-do-ro ko-ro -ku-ra-i-j o Na 5l3 ka-ra-do-ro ko_[ro] -ku-ra-i-j o
VIR 10	 e-ko-si SA 30
661.4 ] -0-ri-jo ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo Na 516 C	 J ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo e-ko-si
VIR 30	 SA 10
661.6 za .-e-to-ro ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo
VIR 20
6L4.4 ko-ro3 -ku-ra-i-jo VIR ]J.	 N 396 wo-no4e-wa ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo
656.7 wo-wi-ja ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo	 e-ko-si SA 30
VIR 20	 Na 405 to-ro-wa-so ko-ro-ku-ra-1-jo
656.18 a-ke-re-wa ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo 	 ko-si (
	 3VIR &
519.11-12 u-ru-pi-j a-jo 0-ru-ma-si-
ja-jo VIR 30
654.16 u-ru-pi-ja-jo VIR 10
661.12 a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-jo u-rti-pi-
ja-jo VIR 30
661.10 ti-mi-to a-ke-i
Na 928 a2-ke-wo-a-ki u-x'u-pi-ja-jo
e-ko-ai SA 10
Na 361 ti-mi-to-a-ke-e SA
All three terms which describe the unnamed members of the o-ka
personnel (-d-de, o-ro-ku-ra-i ...j, u-ru--j-j.) are found in
the Na tablets (sometimes with the same ethnics) in connection with
the formula "-9-j SA x" - "they have so much flax". According to
the most plausible explanation of this formula, offered by Chadwick133,
it refes to a holding of land-plots which produce (or need for a sowing)
a certain amount of flax. This view is supported by the use of the
land-holding term --j- with the word 	 on Na 926, 1086, and
the use of the similar formula "PN e-ke to-so-de a-mo GRA x" - "PN
haveso much seed" - in the land-survey Es 650.
Several place-names known as locations of -ka units (Enaporo,
Porapi, Roowa, Timito-akei, and possibly Apitewa) are found in the
Na tablets with another formula - "GN SA x" - or on Nn 228 which has
a heading "2-2--- --" - "they owe flax (as) a deficit" -
followed by a list of place-names recorded according to the same formula.
All these teicts refer to the tax-duties of different villages, though
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in the Na tablets the amount of flax actually contributed is recorded,
while Nn 228 is the summary of a deficit in tax-payment.
Finally, on Na 245 a group of people called	
---
si-j (nom. p1.) - "maratewe belonging to lawaetas" - from Ewiteweijo
is recorded as those who "do not give" 	 ten SA-units
of flax, while on An 657 the same word in the singular is used as a
name of one of the "officers" in the o-ka of Nedawata. Since another
group of people mentioned on Na 568 who did not pay their tax is --
do-inc (ship-builders), this word is probably an occupational term
used on An 657 as a proper name'34.
Cn 3 is the text most obviously connected with the o- tablets:
Cn 3
e-re-u-te-re di-wi-j a-we
a2 -ra -tu-a o -ka -ra3
pi-ru-te ku-re-we
e-na-po-ro i-wa-si-jo-ta
An 656 e-qe-ta di-wi-je-u
An 519 o-ka-ra3 a2-ra-tu-wa VIR 110
An 519 pi-ru-te ku-re-we VIR 5)
An 661 e-na-po-ro i-wa-so VIR 70
o-ru-ma-to u-ru-pi-ja-jo	 An 519 u-ru-pi-ja-jo o-ru-ma-si-ja-jo VIR 30
a2 -ka-a2-ki-ri-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo An 661 a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo VIR 30
All five groups of people, who are certainly the same as in the
o-ka tablets, are listed on Cn 3 against one ox (BOS 1) under the
heading:
Cn 3.1. jo-i-je-si me-za-na
2. e-re-u-te-re di-wi-je-wo qo-o
Like many other sentences in Mycenaean Greek, this one permits
several different interpretations. Most probably It says that some-
body sends (--j-i 3 p1. pros.) oxen (-2. aec. p1.) to Diwljeu,
whose title is ereuter dat. sing.), while
the syntactical position of -za-na is uncertain 5. The use of pro-
clitic j- which opens the sentence shows that this could be the first
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tablet in a set, of which the others did not survive or were never
written. At Knossos oxen are frequently ailed -ka-ta - "working"
(Ce 5), 59, C ]D44, 1582, 5734; in abbreviated form we in Ch 89e
but no such texts have been recoised in the large and well-preserved
Pylian archive; which is surprising, especially since even among the
only 24 fragments found at Tiryns one is a list of oxen (Cb 4). Perhaps
Cu 3 fills the gap, and the oxen recorded there were used for ploughing
and not for foodl36 or sacrifice137, as is usually supposed.
Another text, c]sely associated with the tablets, which
may confirm this view is Aq 64-218. These two tablets constitute a
single document which is subdivided into four sections by headings:
1)[g j -	 -ii-i.2.- - "those holding office of gasireu";
2) o--
	
	
- "those having kotona (kind of land)";
a-e o--- - "those owing to lead up (men);
4) o-da- e-ke-j-to -2-2.-
	
- "those ... without kotonaflU8.
Two first sections are written according to a formula: "PN (followed
by 1tle, etimic or patronymic) 	
--
re-se ZE 1 *171 x (from 0 to 12)" - "PN took/did not take this year
one pair, x *17111139. The third section has the structure: "PN VIR 1"
("PN one man"), and the fourth section, "PN ZE 1" ("PN one pair").
The following names, titles and ethnics are common to Aq 64-218
and 2- persoime].:
Aci 64
---ia _2.-gA i-te-re-wa
ko-re -te
j5j9 j_*65 po-so-ri-jo-no
te-ra-ni-ja
-ki-ro-qg e-qe-o a-to-mo
e-ta-wo-ne-u
ne -qe -u -te-wo-kere-we.i...ja
An ó54ici-ru-me-no--o -ka
An 519 ka-da-si-jo --a
An 656 -ri-me-de
An 654
An 519 e-ta-wo-ne-u
An 654 e-qe-ta a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo
me-wi	
-;;_p_
ki-e-wo
Ag 218
ne-wo-ki-to i-j e- [re) -u
da-i-j a-ke-re -u
[rca -u-ko ku-sa-iiie-ni-j me-ta-pa
Zia2![
	
] i--
3-i2-;	
---t3i-i1
pa-ku _102
[ -i--!
*34_te
:i -a-i
--;-
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An 654 a-ti-ja-wo	 o-34.-ta
nie-ta--j ke-ki-de VIR 50
An 656 wa-pa-ro-jo o-ka --j-
An 519 e-qe-ta	 ku-aa-nie-ni-j
An 657 a-e-ri--ta e-ra-po ri-me-ne
o-ka-ra o-wi-to-no VIR 30
An 656 e-qe-ta di-ko-na-ro
An 657 
-2- e-qe-ta
An 519 a2-te-po de--j
An 66]. e-ko-me-na-ta-o o-ka
a-ke-re-u
An 657 e-qe-ta ke-ki-jg
An 656 e-qe-ta ka-e-sa-me-no
An 657 nia-ra-te-u
Seven of the men here are almost certainly the same persons as those
in the o-ka tablets (Kurumeno, Pokiroqo, Etawoneu, Rouko, Aeriqota, Aikota,
Marateu), while five others are most probably eons (Posorijono son
of Perimede) and brothers (Neqeu and Arekuturuwo, Aikota and Dikonaro,
Pakuro2 and A2tepo, Akareu and Ekomenata 0) of the members of the
o-ka staff.
The best interpretation of Aq 64, in my opinion, was offered
by Melena14' and it includes several important obarvations:
1) the verb a-ke-re-se refers to the ideogram *171 and not to the
sign ZE -(when *171 is absent,- this verb takes a. negative forni, o-u-
2) the syllabic sign ZE is used here as an abbreviation of the word
rEyoC, "a pair", as in all other references in Linear B, where it
stands for apair of wheels (F! Sa series, KM Sg, So series), of oxen
KM Ce, Ch, C series) or of horses (KM Sc series);
3) the ideogram *171, which Is closely associated with galirigale on
KM Ga 464 and 519 (written ideographically PYC on Ga 464 and phoneti-
-cally ku-m-ro on Ga 519), means some kind of measure unit (pack?)
of this marsh-plant. Since it is known from P1 Fa 16 and classical
sources (od. IV O3, Hesych. iiwiçx,v) that galingale was used as
fodder for horses 142 , Aq 64 probably records the distribution of fodder
for animals - horses, if the context is military, or oxen if it Is
agricultural. The latter possibility Is more likely, since agricultural
terminology is found in the headings of Aq 64-218:
and a-ko-to-no.
In fact, some more Information about the purpose of Aq 64-218
can be gained from the way in which Its four headings relate to each
other. Headings (2) and (4 mentioned above refer to rights or obli-
gations towards the land ("those with and ithiat kotona"), but
headings (:1) and (3) deal with the responsibility over men, since
gasireu is a title of supervisors in P1 Jn 431, 601, 845, and qasire-
wi1a is a type of work-team in KN As 1516. On the other hand, headings
(1) and (2) have a positive meaning, while headings (3) and (4) are
negative, since 
-2- in Linear B usually indicates the failure
to fulfil certain obligations143.
Table X
sphere of	 Aq 64
	
Aq 218
responsibility § on duty	 off duty
	men	 1 qasirewij ote anakee operote
	
land	 2 kotona ekote	 akotono
This double set of oppositions,	 -
--ro- and	 !-2.- -	 finds remrkab1y c]ise
correspondence in Sumerian terms frequently used in er^n-texts:
b1a--ba (on duty) and ba1a-tu'-a (off duty) lU, on the one hand,
and £-4ab - "those holding plots of land" and	 - "those
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not holding (plots of land)"n the other hand. The first pair of
terms is used to indicate rotation of ern-troops employed in ploughing
or irrigation during their corve evice146. It is conceivable that
A 64-218 reflects the similar system of rotation Involving
personnel47
In short, the texts of the N series, Cn 3 and Aq 64-218, connect
the o-ka tablets with agricultural activity, and specifically with
the cultivation of flax and work with ploughing oxen.
A further item of information about the o-ka tablets can be drawn
from the analysis of the position and functions of e--ta 148 , a title
found twelve times in the o-ka set. There is currently a curious dis-
crepancy concerning the position of e-- at Pylos and Knossos:
at Pylos	 is generally regarded as the military titieU9, mainly
on the basis of the military interpretation of the 2.-a tablets; while,
according to Melena, "e-qe-ta of Knossos are closely related to the
Cretan system of production, perhaps as supervisors of the manufacture
and distribution of goods... The denomination e-e-ta may apply to
those responsible for the different workshops in the same way as it
applies to the supervisors of labour teams working on different crafts
at Knossos"0.
However, the functions of e--ta at Knossos cannot be very dif-
ferent from those at Pylos, since on both F! Wa 917 and KN As 4493
this word, is found in a very similar context:
Wa 9l1.t c
2 .t
As 4493. .i:
2. [
3.1:
1 o-da-sa-toa-ko-so-
Je-qe-ta e-re-u-te-ret. 3
3 e-pi-ko-wo e-qe-ta e-re-u-te- [re)
3 .-da-mo / e-ro-pa-ke-u 1/ VIR 1 ko-ki-
] . jo / ra-wo-po-qo ze-ro	 3
Por aproper understanding of these two tablets, we need to examine
three uxre texts,. P1 An €07.3-4, Cn 3.1-2, and KN Fli 364:
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An 607.3. MtIL 6 do-qe-ja do-e-ra e-qe-ta-i e-e-to
4. te-re-te-we MUL 13
Cn 3 1. jo-i-Je-si me-za-ria
2. e-re-u-te-re di-wi-je-we qo-o
Fh 364 a.0 doJ -ke a-kn-tu-ru-wot
b. [e]-re-u-te-si OLEt
All these five texts have a similar syntactic structure: the
verb, the subject, the titles - eqeta (Diwijeu on Cn 3 is eqeta ac-
cording to An 656) and/or ereuter, which are both in the dative singular
(PY Cn 3, Wa 917, KN As 4493) or plural (PY An £07, KN Fh 364), and
the logical object of the verb. The verbs are: e-- - "they were
sent" - on An 607, i-j-j - " they send" - on Cn 3, da-sa-to - "be
allocated" - on Wa 917,	 -ke - "he gave" (on As 4493 the verb is
probably lost through the fracture at the beginning of line 1). The
logical objects of these verbs are thirteen women (-g-j. do-e-ra
MUL 13) on An 607, oxen (-) on Cn 3, one or more men (VIR 1) de-
scribed by the occupational term e-ro--ke-u on As 4493, olive oil
(OLE) on Fh 364, arid probably the flax on Wa 917, since this clay-
label is closely associated with the N series by the scribal hand
(No 1)-and the "stylus" (No io6). The subject Is certain only on Wa
917 and Fh 364: on Wa 917 it is Akosota, the well known Pylian "col-
lector"51; on Fh 364 the otherwise unknown a-ku-tu-ru-wo should
probably be read as a--ku-tu-ru-wo - 'AAcKTpth? 52 . Cki An 607 the
logical subject is absent since the verb is in the passive; on Cn 3
it is uncertain (me-za-na, or the people mentioned in lines 3-7, or
both); and on As 4493 the subj ect could be	 if the verb
were transitive, or It could be the colleetive description of the
men listed in lines 2-3 if the verb were intransitive or passive.
To clarify the above, the structure of these five texts Is shown in
table XI.
Thus,	 appears In a clearly occupational context as a re-
cipient of men, women (both described by occupational terms), oxen,
oil, and flax, bqth at Pylos and Knossos. The word 	 which
connects once again the type of records discussed with the
tablets, only closes the circle.
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Table XI
As 4493
c
	e-re-u-te-re e-qe-ta	 e-qe-ta
di-wi-je-we e-re-u-te-re e-re-u-te- rr
qo-o	 flax ?	 e-ro-pa-ke-u
VIR 1
An 607
the verb I e-e-to
e reciplent"I e-qe-ta-i
e object"	 do-qe-ja
do-e-ra MUL 13
e subject"
Cn3	 I Wa 917
-1-je-si	 -da-sa-to
Fh 364
[d1 -ke
Ee]-re-u-te-si
OLE
ine-za-na ?
	
a-ko -so-ta	 e-pi-ko-wo 7 I-? -ku-tu-ru-w
Finally, KN B 1055 can be regarded as a Knossian equivalent of
the Pylian	 tablets • This text has a heading 2--j-j
("followers from Knossos") followed by at least eight personal names,
with a large break in the middle and a total:
	 VIR 213
("altogether, 213 men"). Regardless of the actual size of the break,
213 names cannot be written on the one tablet, and it follows 'that
the only reasonable solution is that offered by Chadwick' 53 : as in
the o-ka tablets, several named persons are recorded here, together
with unnamed ones who appear only through the total, and the heading
probably refers only to the named personnel. This interpretation con-
firms our conclusion that e-g-ta were supervisors of the work-teams,
and not "liason officers", on the o-ka tablets as well. It seems that
the vision of ihe Old German "GefolEschaft" rather than the evidence
of the texts themselves has guided the study of the position of e-
ga-ta at Pylos.
Conclusions: The following features are common to the o- tablets
and the Sumerian ern texts:
1) the hierarchical structure of the teams;
2) the absence of occupational terms;
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3) the specification of the workers by ethnics;
4) the careful indication of the location of the team;
5) the association with p].oughing oxen (through Cn 3 and probably
Aq 64-218)
This comparison, as well as the parallels between the o-ka tablets
and other Linear B documents in respect of formal structure and cross-
references and the study of the term e--ta, reveal nothing military
in the o-ka documents, but connect them with some sort of agricultural
work, probably plughing. If this interpretation is correct, the o-ka
tablets fill a considerable gap in the information recorded in the
Pylian archive. We are now at last in a position to return to the
heading of the
	 tablets on An 657:1 have no intention of challenging
its traditional etymologies, uncertain as they are, but It probably
means "the overseers supervise the coastal areas (?)", without any
military connotation.
b. Quotas of conscripts.
KN Am 568. 597, 0 , 601, 819, As ZD, 64, B 8J7, 808, 810,
813, 815, 816, 827, 985, 5752, 7035, 7043, ao6. V 56,
159, 655, 756, 1002, 1003, 1004, 100 5,1043, 1583, 7670,
7964;
PY Ac series (nine texts), An 1, 5, 18, 35, 37, 172, 207,
298, 424, 427, 610, 724, 852.
According to the case-endings of the place-names these texts
refer either to the conscription of workera from certain places, or
to their present location, or to their destination. If the names of
the villages are in the ablative-instrumental (PT An 5, 172), the
texts deal with the conscription of the workers from these places,
If the place-names are In the dative-locative (An 1 , they refer
to the present location of the workers, and when they are In the
allative, the texts record the distribution of manpower 	 certain
places (An 35, 724). In one case (An 1) the list of the place-names
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itself refers to the quotas of the consctipts (rower and the heading -
to their destination. Unfortunatly, since the ablative-instrumental
and the dative-locative are distinguished in the Mycenaean dialect
only in the plural (-j and - endings), it is impossible to teil
which type represents those texts where all the place-names are in
the dative singular (An 207, 298, 4.24, 427, 6)1), 852). Ethnics with
the adjectival ending 
-i2. which are very common at Knossos refer
probably to the place of origin of the conscripts.
At Pylos two sets of texts dealing with the workers conscripted
from or present at the same groups of villages can be established:
An 5, 18, 852, and An 1, 610, 724.
Table XII
text No	 An 5	 An 18	 An 852
type of workers	 PN ereuteri[jo] tokodotno qoukoro
apeo
tekotoape/tekotonape 	 C 1	 1	 C
inapi/inane/inanija	 3.	 1	 1
asee	 1	 C 3
terenewe/terenewija 	 1	 C 1
Table XIII
text N
	
An -1
	 An 6iD	 An 724
heading	 ereta pereuronade	 ereta	 roowa ereta
ijote	 apeote
roowa	 8	 39154	 21155
rijo	 5	 24	 31)
tetarane	 6	 31
aponewe/apunewe	 7	 37
akerewa	 25	 2156
woqewe_________ Ca	 C]
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The other five texts (An 172, 2)7, 298, 424, 427) also constitute
a set since they record the same professional groups conscripted from
(or present at) different places. In the following table the numerals
in brackets refer to the number of place-names mentioned.
Table XIV
text No	 An 172	 An 207	 An 298	 An 424	 In 427
raptere	 ]Q (5)157	 20t 1 (5)	 2 (2)	 23C, 3 (3)
dakoro	 12 (1)	 2 (1)	 5 (J)
meridamate/
meridumate	 2 (],)	 2 (1)	 5 (i)
pukawo	 6 (3)	 3 (1)
The best parallel outside the Linear B corpus to the texts of
this group is provided by the numerous lists of conscripts from various
villages at Ugarit158 . There are sixteen such lists in the alphabetic
script (UT 64, 83, 208, 113, 321, 330, 2024, 1118, 2015, 2040, 2042,
2046, 2071, 2073, 20 7E) and two more are written in Akkadian (PRUr III
11.830, PRU VI 93.131). Three types of texts discussed have their
correspondences among them: lists of names specified by ethnics (UT
64, 2071) or place-names (UT 330, 2015, 2046), quotas of unnamed con-
scripts from various places (UT 83, 113, 321, 2040, 2042, 2073, 2076,
PRU VI 93.13],), lists of occupations and place-names (UT 1024).
The purpose of these texts is stated most explicitly in UT 2042
which has a heading: syr	 - "list of the conscription" 159 . Some
of them refer to a military conscription: UT 113, 321 and PRU VI 93.131
are quotas of the bowmen from different ril1ages, UT 64. and 2071 are
lists of soldiers of ertain type (mrin 1O with ethnics • Others
deal with the conscription for corve work: in UT 2040 men (bn'n
with donkeys (bmri are listed, UT 108, 109 and PRU III 11.830 count
months (yrtnn) and days (
	
of service performed by different villages.
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Two Ugaritic texts (UT 83 and 1024) have especially close parallels
at Pylos. UT 83 records the crews of the ships (
	
.nyt) conscripted
from several villages, being thus an exact parallel to the Pylian
"rowers t set" (An 1, 610, 724)161, In UT 1024 several groups of builders
(br 'in) are said to be "those who work" in various places ( tb'in b
GN) just as in An 35.
The most striking feature of the Ugaritic texts of this kind
Is their close connection with taxation: numerous lists of the same
villages record the quotas of various commodities delivered by them
162
as a tax . In other words, the quota of imen for a certain number
oays provided by the village for corve work or military service
was regarded as a kind of "tax" imposed upon them by the central
authority.
This feature too has its correspondence at Pylos. For the purpose
of taxation the Pylian kingdom was divided into two provinces sub-.
divided into sixteen dlstrictsl63. According to the Ma series each
of these districts had to deliver six unidentified commodities In
an unvarying proportion which probably corressponda to the relative
size of the district and its population. This proportion Is known
as the "Law of Oliv1er1164, and the remarkable thing is that the
number of men conscripted from six of these distrists fits this "law"
according to the Ac series (see table xv).
There Is however one significant difference between the Ugaritic
and the Mycenaean quotas of conscripts: at Ugarit the professional
graups-are listed-always- separapely in the--so-called "guild-lists"
(in Ugaritic: KTU 4.174, 4.6]D, 4.752, UT 63, 80, 82, 113, 114, 115,
163, 169, 170, 300, 305, 306, 400, 1024, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1038,
1039, 1091, 2011, 2019, 2084; In Akkadian: PRU III 15.172, 16.257,
PRU VI 93.131, 136) while at Knossos and Pylos they are frequently
specified by ethnics or place-names (class 11.3). The difference is
realised in the most streightforward way in UT 113 and PRU VI 93.131.
In UT 113 the list of villages is followed by the list of professional
groups ("guilds") and In PRU VI 93.131 the villages are listed after
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Table XV
series	 Ac	 Ma
ideogram	 VIR	 E146, RI	 *152	 0	 ME
karadoro	 9L j165	 18	 4	 8	 4	 440
petinijo/	
63	 17	 27	 14	 13J
petono
pj_*82
	
20[ ]
	
28 -	 8	 22	 6	 600
akerewa	 16	 23	 7	 10	 5	 500
temitijo/	
17L j	 24	 7	 10	 5	 500
timito ...akee
inetapa	 29	 28	 8	 12	 6	 600
the "guilds" as separately responsible to equip a certain number of
bowmen in both cases. From KTTJ 4.610 it is also known that these
"guilds" were collectively responsible for the tribute to the Hittite
king (.rnin	 - "tribute for the Sun"). The explanation of this
situation proposed by Heltzerl66 is that the majority of the members
of the professional groups were	 mik - "king's men", i. e. the
dependent population under the direct authority of the tjgaritic king,
while the village-dwellers were probably the members of the free rural
community
Several professional groups were colleetively responsible for
taxation also at Pylos. In the taxation records (Ma and Na series)
they appear separately from the rest of the population. Most frequently
in such contexts are mentioned smiths (ka-ke-we: Ma 90, 120, 123,
124, 193, 221, 225, 365, 378, 397, Na 104, 106, 252, 425, 529, 848,
923, 941); other professions are: ".hunters" (ku-na-ke-ta-1, Na 248),
"ship-builders" (na-u-do-mo, Na 568), and six other words of unknown
meaning: ku-n-we (Ma 90),
	
(Ma 193). &-r-a-i-i.a (Ma 393),
(Na 104),	 (Na 245), and 3---j. (Na 529).
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However, none of these occupations appear in the group of texts dis-
cussed dealing with the conscription duties.
c. Personnel of the "households".
KM As 1519, B 798;
PY An 7, 39, 594, 1282.
By the term "household" I mean any economic unit which employed
permanently or temporarily personnel consisting of different professions.
It could be a palace, a work-shop, or an estate. The )lycenaean word
for such a unit was probably wo-i-ko (oTo() - "house" (KM As 1519,
TI! Of 36), which closely corresponds to the Sumerian or Akkadian
167bitu with the same double meaning.
Three Pylian texts of this group (An 7, 39, 594) together with
two ration lists connected with them (Fn 50, 1427) constitute two
sets which record the personnel of "households" of the same type.
Table XVI
text No	 An 7
	 Fn 1427
head of household [
	
] qarate, paka [
	 J
ideo gram -	 VIR16B OLIV
	 VIR	 OLIV Horn)
patekoto	 C 1 C 1V2	 C !	 C	 C 1
pirietesi
	 5	 JZ3
	 j	 T4
tokodomo	 10	 C. ]Z3	 7C3	 t5	 t ]
The professions of the members of the first "household" (Table
xvi) suggest that it was a work-shop	 - sword_makersflh69,
to-ko-do-mo - "builders", 	 -te-ko-to - "carpenters") as in An
1282 where tIe "wheel-makers" (a-mo-2j were found.
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Table XVII
textile	 An39
	
An594
	
Fn50
head of household kasato qara 2te171 taritiwijo mezane a3kia2rijo
ideograms	 VIE -	 VIR	 VIR	 HOED	 HORD
pukawo	 16	 23	 10
meridaniate/	 io	 6	 4.	 V3
meridumate
rnikata	 3	 6	 1	 V3
opiteukeewe	 4 -	 5	 V2
etowoko	 5	 4	 V2
atopoqo	 3	 V2
porodumate/	
4	 V2
porudaniate
The similar but much more detailed records of the work-shop at
Ur from the 15th and. 16th years of the king Ibbt-Sn can be used for
comparison (UET III 1474, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1488, 1489, 1493,
1494, 1497, UET IX 542, 553, 586, 595)172 These are the lists of
unnamed craftsmen (dub-nagar - "tablet-maker" (?) , ki-d1in - "silver-
smith", zadim - "bow-maker", naar - "carpenter", simnug -"smith",
dingir-dIm-d1m - "cultic Sculptor" (?), agab - "leather-worker",
- "tailor", ad-k3 - "basket-maker",
	
-
"female rope-maker") in the work-shop of Ir_dNanna. All the workers
are called gaani-e-ne - "craftsmen", they are subdivided into £-
3i-me- ("they are for allocation") 173 and -g-kin-ti-me-e
("those in the work-shop") 174, Some of them are specified as "working"
(-) or "sick" (tu- , and few others are called "hired" (31-)
The distribution of the workers in chronological order is tabulated
in Table XVIII (the numerals in brackets refer to the number of sick
workers).
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Table XVIII
year
day/month
ri -1-me -
ru-dub-nagar
175
-za-su -ma
/ 17
-dim
dim
gar
mug
ngir -d(in-d?m
-gi'-kin-ti-ine- 13(3)
-d'm
'gab-un-g
•1
g-du8-un-ga
-kup
m-l-sa-bir-ra
14 I
	
114 1C21 15
c.i 1	 1 CI 1 ci 1
c C] 1 1 1 C,] 1
6	 -	 6	 6 6	 7
1	 -	 2	 2 2 C] 2
2	 -	 2 Cl 2 t] 2
2	 -	 1	 1 Cl 1
C] Ci 1	
•j 1 C) 1
5(1) 5	 r
C] C] 2 CI 2 t] C]
C] - C] C] C]
C] CI 1 CI 1 Ci C]
C3 C] L(1) CI 2	 ,i C]
C] El 1	 1 1 Ci C]
	1s16 C	 .
29/1 C) C]
	
15
	
14 12(3) 11,
	
Ii] 1	 1
	
1	 1
	
1 C)	 ]C]
	7 	 5
	 6 ]3 C] C]
	r2
	
2 2	 1 C]
	2 	 2
	
2 2	 2 CI
1 1 1 1	 1 Cl
	1 	 1
	
1 1	
- C]
5	 5 Ic(]) 3(3)	 5
2	 2	 2 2
-	 -	 -	 -
-	
-	 1 (1)	 [It]
2	 2	 1(.)(2)	 C] C)
1	 1	 1
l2(
C,]
Cl
1
1
1
1
2
Ci
r1
C]
1
IbbT-Sn 15
18/1 119/2
	
3/3 126/31 6/414/5 I16/6124/6l/6
The possibility of any comparison of the "household" of the second
type (Table XVII) is restricted by the lack of comprehension of oc-
cupational terms which appear there. Olivier in his detailed study
177
of this group of texts 	 came to the conclusion that most of them
have cultic significance. However, his interpretation of these words,
as well as any other, i.s very tentative. The composition of the house-
holds" recorded in. some of the ration-lists from P)-los and Mycenae
and which can be more positevely identifisd as cuJ.tic will be dis-
cussed separately in the next chapter.
The occurrence of the same occupations in the conscription lists
(Tables XII and XIV) as well as the use of the allative (wo-1-ko-
in KN As 1519 suggest that these workers were not the members of the
permanent staff of the "households", but that they were conscripted
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for their term of service like any other groups of workers.
The only thing that can be said about the heads of the "house-
holds" is the curious fact that almost all of them appear in two or
more archives in a very similar context. Qara. 2te is found at Thebes
as a recipient of wool (Of 38), Paka - at Knossos as a head of work-
team (V 1523) and at Mycenae in a textile context (Oe 112), the feminine
form	 is found at Thebes in connection with wool (Of
25), ina-ri-ne-we--1 women (derivative of Marineu) are found at Thebes
in the same context (Of 25, 35), finally, Maritiwijo ia found both
at Knossos (Da 1461) and at Mycenae (V 662). All these facts taken
separately have no particular significance, but combined together
they produce a very strange effect. I doubt that in the present stage
of our knowledge we are in the position to solve this puzzle178.
4.- Conclusions.
1. the main difference between the lists of women with children and
lists of men is that the latter are much more detailed. The lists
of women combine the functions of records of work-teams and quotas
of conscripts, since they include information about the supervisors
and the places of origin of women. Among the lists of men the most
similar ones are the texts dealing with conscription: Am series at
Knossos and Ac series at Pylos. The records of the male work-teams
have a much more elaborate structure which sometimes includes three
levels of hierarchy.
Despite thea e-differences the-conneetion-between the Pylian-
"women series" and the "rowers' set" and the even more frequent oc-
currence of the same ethnics in the lists of men and women at Knossos
show that these men and women came probably from the same groups of
population.
2. The registration of men named or unnamed has any significance in
respect of their soeial position only in the lists with hierarchical
structure • When all persons in the text are listed, named or unnamed,
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the choice has to be explained by bureaucratic reasons only: local
officials can be listed unnamed (KM V 865) and tailors - named (P1
An 172), conscripts from the same villages can be listed named and
unnamed (see Table XII). Women, generally, are liBted named much more
rarely than men: there are only a few lists of named women (KM Ap
639, 769, 5748, 5864; MY V 659; P1 'In 851, 1191), and the comparison
between MY V 659 and the parallel text Fo 101 shows that the women
listed there were supervisors of the female work-teams.
3. The careful registration of the absent workers is typical of the
conscription system in any society based on corve labour. It is found
in Middle Kingdom Egypt ('ndt, Kahun XIV 7, XIX 64) 179, Sumer of the
Third Dynasty of Ur (ideogram LxNI) 180 and Ugarit (naii1u, in Akkadian)18
4. The best parallels for the Mycenaean lists of women with children
and the records of the male work-teams are found among the Sumerian
documents from the Third Dynasty of Ur (getn-duinu and erin texts),
but the Mycenaean conscription system is found to be similar to that
of Ugarit. There is no evidence however for the existence of the
"guild-structure" of the dependent population in Mycenaean Greece.
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III C1!LTIC PERSONNEL
(ration lists)
There is an interesting discrepancy between the archaeological
and the documentary evidence conserning the so-called "temple economy"
in Mycenaean Greece: no construction which can be identified as a
"templ&' has so far been discovered in Mainland Greece of this period1,
but, on the other hand, several Linear B documents from Pylos and
Mycenae can be identified with high degree of certainty as lists of
"cultic personnel".
The Pylian text Fn 187 can provide us with a good starting
point:
1. a-pi-te-ja
2. po-si-da-i-jo-de
3. ka-ru-ke
4. pa-ki-ja-na-de
5. ka-ru-ke
6. de-do-wa-re-we
7. ku-re-na-ze-ja
8. u-po-jo-po-ti-ni-ja
9. o-pi-tu-ra-jo
10. au_to_*34_ta_ra
11. a-ma-tu-na
12. te-qi-ri-jo-ne
13. u-do-no-o-i
14. po-te-re-we
15. a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i
16. ka-ru-ke
17. 1-so-e-ko
18. p0-s i-da-i-j e-u-si
19. *34_kebja
20. a-ro-je
21. ka-ruke
HORD [2] NI 2
HOED [T1J NI Ti
HOED t. 3 FAR
HORD T1L]NI Ti
HORD 11 V3 NI Ti V3
HOED Ti
HORD T2	 NI T2
HOED T5
	
NI T4
HOED T3
HORD Ti
HOED Tl
HORD V3
HORD T3
HOED T4
	
NI T4
HOED T1V3
HORD Ti V3
HOED T2
HOED Ti V3
HOED T1V3NI[T1V3J
[H0RJ V3
HOED Ti V3
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This text belongs to the category of "ration lists" dealing
with the distribution of barley CHORD), sometimes with addition of
figs (NI) or flour (FAR), to large groups of personnel. The recipients
are specified by their names, occupations and place-names in the
dative singular (ka-ru-ke, de-do-wa-re-we, te-gj-ri-j-ne, -te-re-),
plural (----i,	 2-si-da-i-j-u-), or aflative
--j--). Despite this distinction between
singular and plural, it seems that most of the recipients listed in
the singular received the rations for groups of people, since, as
was shown by Palmer2 , all rations, if calculated in V-units, are di-.
visible into three, which probably means that 3V was the basic ration
for one man in this group of personnel.
The structure of this text was elucidated by Margaret Lindgren3,
who has demonstrated that the recipients of the rations are divided
into four groups marked by the presence of one "herald" -
( pu). The best candidates for the headings of these groups, according
to her analysis, are two place-names in the allative
and --j-na-) in lines two and four,	 which
is a combination of the place-name	 with the title
(nrvia - "the Lady") in line eight, and the derivative in -eus from
the name of the god Poseidon 	 in line eighteen.
Since the "Lady of Upojo" is found in this text in the same po-
sition as the two derivatives from the divine name Poseidon (ps-si-
da-i-j-de and	 it can be assumed that this is
a name or an epithet of a goddess rather then the title of some local
"princess" 4 .Thus, three of the four "heads" of groups appear to have
a cultic significance, and as for the fourth one - -ki-jA-na- -
this is the well-attested place-name Pakijana - one of the major
administrative centers of the Pylian Hither Province and probably
an important religious center as well 5. The conclusion which follows
from this analysis is that the "heads" of the groups are the names
of the four "temples" or at least "shrines", and each one of them
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is followed by the list of its personnel.
P1 Fn 187 is not the only example of the text where Po8eidon,
"the Lady", or other gods are followed by the list of names or occupa-
tions • The group of 13 tablets belonging to the Pylian Es series6
records the donations (--) of grain (GRA) given by 13 men to
Poseidon and three other recipients. Each table comprises the formula:
1. P(gen.) po-se-da-o-ne do-so-mo GRA x
2. *34_ke_te_sj do-so-mo 	 GRA y
3. we-da-ne-we do-so-mo	 GRA y
4. di-wi-je-we do-so-mo	 GRA y
The last two recipients appear under their personal names in
the dative singular, and both of them are attested Pylian officials:
7Wedaneu - one of the "collectors" of sheep and goats in the Cn series ,
and Diwijeu whose title is egeta according to An 656 or ereuter according
to	 38• The second recipient is the group of personnel, since the
word *34_ke_+_gj appears in the dative plural and it is probably
an occupational term of unknown meaning9. Despite this difference
in the number of recipients all of them receive the same amount of
grain: 9T 3V.
Another record of the donation to Poseidon from four donors -
P1 tJn 71810 has a heading:
1. sa-ra-pe-da po-se-da-o-ni do-so-mo
2._o-wi-deta-L do-so
USarapeda is probably a place-name and. Poseidon as a recipient
of the donation is again accompanied by some obscure word in the dative
plural (2----1) which is probably, as in the previous example,
an occupational term.
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"The Lady" (-ti-ni-) is found in a similar position in
several texts from Pylos, Mycenae and Thebes. In P1 Vn 48.3-7 the
"Lady of Erewijo"	 is oUowed by the list
of personnel:
3. ...	 e-re-wi-jo-po-ti-ni-ja 1
4.t	 -ra-si-ne-wi-ja 1 ki-wo-na-de IL
5. 3-se-ia 1 tu-ra-te-u-si 2
6.C	 J wo-no-wa-ti-si 2
7.C	 ) -ta 6 ka -ra -wi-po -ro 5
Which commodity is distributed here it is impossible to tell,
since there are no ideograms in this text and its heading is broken.
Some of the recipients again appear in the plural and others in the
singular. ki-wo-ria-de could be either the dative singular of a personal
name or a place-name in the allative, -ra--u-j and
are both in the dative plural, the first word being an occupational
term derived from the word 	 - "door" and the second - from the
stem	 - "w1ne", ka-ra-wi--ro is the dative singular of the
wefl-attested Pyllan title sc)aFt4x po - "keybearer"15.
The word --j-j is found in a similar position as the
head of a group of personnel ilL the group of five texts from Mycenae
which constitute the Oi series. This is the only group of texts found
at Mycenae inside the citadel and it records the distribution of some
unidentified commodity represented by ideogram *190 which appears
also on the clay-sealing Wt 700 found together with the Oi tablets.
The distribution of this commodityto the five groups of personnel
is shown on table XIX.
In 01 701 the "head" of the group appears in the form j --
- "the Lady of the grain". AU other recipients are in
the dative plural. In Ci 702 the word
	 is written in the
defective form p-p-i and in 01 701 the word 	 is pre-
ceded by the name of the donor:
	
- "Nopu2ta
gave to K". All these words seem to be occupational terms, but only
- ill -
Table XIX
text No	 701 702 703 '704 706
po-ti-ni-ja	 C) 3	 15
po-ro-po-i	 30	 5
ka-na-pe-u-si	 6	 6
ko-o-ke-ne-i	 5	 5 C.
ku-wa-no-wo-ko-i 2
	
2	 2 C) 2
ka-ria--u-sj ("fuflers") Is attested elsewhere'7 and ku-wa-no-wo-ko-i.
/	 18
can be analysed as "makers of Icucivoc" (whatever this means)
It is possible that the rations to all five groups of personnel
were summarised in MY Ue 661 found In the "private archive" (West
House) outside the citadel:
1. jo-po-ro-te-ke *190 100 *155+NI 15
2. *248 5
"Thus, he put foward 100 units of *19), 15 units of *155+NI and 5
units of *248fl. The Ideogram *155+NI represents the plate (*155) with
the figs (NI) and *248 also Includes the sii for figs in the coma
bination with some uncertain drawing. It s noticeable kat the numbers
of all three commodities are divisible by five.
At Thebes "the Lady" is found in the expression ---j
- "to the house of the Lady" in (Of 36, which Is the only
Linear B reference to the "shrine" 9. As In the previous examples,
the Lady is accompanied by one or more members of her personnel, In
this case a-ke-tI-ra2 , which is the well-attested female occupational
term usually found in connection with the textile industry 20. But
unlike the other texts of the type discussed, only the word
indicates the recipient of wool (LANA), 'i,thile the "house of the lady"
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itself does not receive any separate ration.
The identification of the "heads" of the personnel found in
three other.Pylian texts: Un 219, Xe. 1.419 and Gn 428 is much less
certain. Nevertheless, the personnel itself can be identified as
"cultic" on the basis of the comparison between occupational terms
which appear in these texts and those found in the texts previously
discussed.
Un 219 is a record of the distribution of 33 unidentified corn-
modities to 18 recipients. As in Pu 187, this text is opened by per-
sonal name standing outside the other groups of recipients: ---ne,
which is probably the variant spelling (in the dative) of the name
Ekera2wo21 - well-known Pylian official and one of the donors of the
offerings to Poseidon in Un 718. This name is followed by the section:
2. pa-de-we 0 1 pa-de-we 0 1
3. ka -ru -ke PE 2 KA 1 0 6
4. te-qi-jo-ne 0 1 a-lce-ti-ri-ja-i KA 1
The identification of -de-we is uncertain - it could be con-
nected with the word 	 which appears among the other gods in the
lists of offerings at Knossos (Pp 1, 48), but all the other recipients
in the following group are found in Fri 187 among the personnel of
u--ti-n1-j (te-aj-jg-ne being variant spelling of -j-j,-
Xe. 1419 is a fragment, the right-hand part of which -containing
the ideograms and numerals is broken:
Obv. 1. d-wo-nu-so C
2. tu-ni-jo C
Rev. 1. i-pe-ne-o C
2. wo-no-wa-ti-siC
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The identification of d.i-wo-nu-so as Dionysos, despite the striking
similarity of the spelling, is disputed22 , but the following list
of recipients can be identified as a list of the "cultic personnel"
because of the presence of the word wo-no-wa--j which is found
in Vii 48.
Gn 428 records the distribution of wine (yIN):
1 C
2.0	 J-jo	 C
3. ka-ra-te-mi-de VIN 1 S2C
4. tu-ra-te-u-si YIN Si
5. o-ro-ke-we	 Si i-do-me-ni-jo Si
6. ki-jo-ne-u-si	 Si
The heading of this text is broken, but again the presence of
the word tu-ra-te-u-si, found in Vii 48, connects it with the texts
of the type discussed.
Now, we can summarise all the information about the cultic per-
sonnel found at Pylos, Mycenae and Thebes.
Poseidon:
posidaij ode
(PY Pu 187)
karuke
poaidai.j eusi
(P Pu 187)
*34_kej a
aro j e
karuke
posedaone
(PY Es series)
*34keteaj
wedanewe
diwij ewe
pos edaoni
(PY Un 718)
owidetai
Potnia:
upoj o -potinij a erewil o-potinij a (sito ) -pot1nij a potunija wokode
(F! Pn 187)	 (PT Vn 48)	 (MY Ci series) (m Of 36)
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opiturajo
auto _*34_tara
ama tuna
teqirij one
udonool.
poterewe
aketirij ai
karuke
Isoeko
C )-rasinewija
kiwonade
C )-seja
turateusi
wonowatis i
C]-ta
karawiporo
poropol
kanapeusi
kookenei
kuwanowokoi.
aketira2
others:
r,akl-.janade
(F'! Fn 187)
karuke
dedowarewe
kurenaz ej a
padewe
(PY Un 219)
karuke
teqij one
aketirij ai
diwonuso
(PY Xa 1419)
tunij °
ipeneo
wonowatisi
C
(P1 Gn 428)
karatemide
turateusi
orokewe
idomenij 0
kij oneusi
As can be seen from this summary, the lists of cultic person-
nel usually consist of personal names and occupational terms, some
of which are found in several lists ans thus can be positively iden-
tified as "cultic": ka-ru-ke ("herald") is found five times, a-ke-ti-
-j- (or
	
- three times, tu-ra-te-u-si and. wo-no-wa-
- twice each of them. The word o---- can be added, since,
like tu-ra-te-u-si it is probably derived from the word for door
-(Opct) andbotk words nxaybave a very similar meaning ("porter"?)23.
It seems clear that this personnel attached to the gods and
their "houses" represents the members of the cultic households. But
the question remains, how can this picture be reconciled with the
absence of the temples which in contemporary cultures were the normal
location of such households?
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Lists of temple-personnel are of course weU-knon in the Ancient
Near East: P. Berlin 10048 for Egypt (XII Dynasty) 24, HSS IV 4 for
Sutiier (III DynaBty of Ur) 25, and KUB XXXVIII 12 for the Hittite Empire
26(Thdhaiia IV) can be quoted as the best examples. However, the most
exact parallel to the Myeenaean lists of cultic per8Oflnel, and espe-
cially to PY Fn 187, is provided by Luwian hieroglyphic Kululu lead
strip No 2 from the post-einperial Neo-Hittite period (IX-Vil cent.
B.C. )27
This text records the distribution of sheep (OVIS 
-j.-) to
four groups of recipients marked by the presence of "statues" (-
ru-) in each group. All the recipients appear in the text in the
dative singular (-Ia or - endings) or plural (- ending). Those
of them who are listed after the "statueB" are either named or spe-
cified only by their professions. The named persons are often further
qualified by professional or geographical designations.
The most notjceable feature of this text is that the "statues"
themselves appear as the recipients of sheep together with the per-
sonnel attached to them, like the gods and other "heads of house-
holdes" in the Mycenaean texts discussed. In fact the similarities
between this text and some Mycenaean ones go even beyond this point:
the text is opened by two personal names which stand outside the other
groups of personnel 1
 as happens in Fn 187 and Un 219; the donors of
the offerings are mentioned only occasionally (Muwahis to Nis, Lalls
to Parsatas), as in the case of Oi series from Mycenae.
Unfortunatly, only a few professional qualification mentioned
in this text are comprehensible: tariDala - "substitute", watara -
"cup-bearer", hurnala - "hunter". It is clear however that the re-
cipients differ in their relative social position: all unnamed per-
sons and some named ones (Kulis, Thmisis, Kwisais, Tutus, Paluzis)
get ten sheep each, while others (Nunus uriyali, Mainis, Linus watara,
Satanus uzakali, Atiwarainis sarkunaj) receive much more - from 20
to 200 sheep each.
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Table XX (Kululu lead strip No 2)
sheep	 recipient	 qualifications
	
32	 'nI-ia
	
68	 'p+ra/i-s'-ta-ia	 kti-ki-s-ta-za REL-za wa/i-si-i
	140	 7 ta-ru-ti	 -s-ha-ia-1a+ra/i-ti (URBS)
	40	 'nu-nu-ia	 MAGNUS+Rk/I-ia-li
	
30	 3 tara/i-pa-la-za
	
30	 'ku-lI-ia, 'tu-ini-sI-ia,	 sti-na-vaJI+ra/I-za
1tu -tu-ia
	
20	 'ma-mi-ia	 ta-ma-ru-na
	
20	 'nu-nu-la	 wa/i-tara/i
	
20	 'sa-ta-nu-la	 u-za-ka-li
	
40	 4 la-hi-na-la-za
	
20	 2 hu-hu+ra/I-pa+ra/i-ia-za
	
1(X)	 5 ta-ru-ti-i	 mu+ra/I-ti-ia-s(URBS)
I	 I	 '
	
20	 REL-sa-i-ia, pa-la/Qu-zi-ia su-na-wa/i-ta-za (URBS)
	100	 5 ta-ru-ti	 ti-wa/i+ra/i-li-ia (URBS)
	
20	 2 hu +ra/i-na-la-zax
	
20	 2 la-hi-na-la-za
	
141	 3 ta-ru-ta-za	 '-ba-ti-ku-kma+ra/i-za CURBS)
	
15	 ta-RL+RA/I-ta- 1	 -ru-sa-li-ia(tTRBS)
	14	 (?)	 aa +ra/i-ku-na
	
200	 -ti-wa/i+ra/i-mi-Ia	 sa5+ra/i-ku-na -].a
To clarify the relative position of the different groups of per-
sonnel in this text we have to turn to the Hittite ctmneiform list
of cultic personnel found in XtTB XXXVIII 12. The use of the Hittite
cuneiform text for this purpose is justified since the Neo-Hlttite
kingdoms of the I miflennium B.C. continued many traditions of the
Empire period. Thus, in respect of the ctCLtic personnel, the same
term written hieroglyphically In the Iiwian inscription Karkeuii A3
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as (*273) /j+1pjj_p_j DOMINUS-j -j-j ("lords of skill" in the
accusative plural) is found in the cuneiform text KUB XIII 828,from
the reign of Arnuwanda I, yhere it is written in Akkadlan as 1u.meE_
9- (both texts record the donation of personnel to the temples).
On the other band, KIJB XXXVIII 12 is probably based upon the hiero-
glphic prototype, as it is stated repeatedly in the text itself:
gi UR a-tar-ha-i-ta tar-pa-u-wa-an (I 18, II 7-8, 22, III 24) -
"provided according to the pitarhaita(?) wooden carving".
This text belongs to a large group of the so-called "cultic in-
ventories" 29
 composed during the great cult reform of the king Tudhalia
IV. KUB XXXVIII 12 differs from the rest of the texts of this type,
as its main interest is in the recording the cultic personnel of
several temples (LDINGIR) in the city of Karahna. The personnel of
the temples was divided, according to this text, into three groups:
1) lUhazziwitassis3O - the cultic personnel proper, priests and priest-
esses,
2) hilammates31 - "men of the gate-house", listed by professions,
3) NAM.RA - "deportees", listed by "houses"	 hi.a 1.. e. peasants'
households )32
The distribution of the personnel by professions is shown on table
XXI, and it follows from this table that, although some professions
of lUhil	 t personnel are of cultic significance (GALA, 'MU'EN.
' 1	 ' 1'DU, GUDU,	 AL), most of the members of this group served the
"temporal" needs of the temple-complex (scribes, cooks, brewers, bakers,
porters, sweepers, and so on), while the NAM.RA "deportees" were pro-
bably the dependent peasants. cultivating-the temple-lands.
Two important observations can be made on the basis of the comparison
between the !dycenaean material and the last two texts:
1. There is no need to assume the existence of actual temples if we
have the textual reference to the cultic personnel. As we have
seen, in the Kululu lead. strip No 2 such personnel is grouped
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Table XXI (KUB XXXVIII 12)
temples	 dLAMA and the the Storm-god of c
Storm-god	 the Beaven and
the Sun-goddess
of city Arinna
hazziwitassis	 19	 r 2	 C ]
1 sA3 ("temple-steward")	 3	 1
mAMA.DINGIR ("mother of the god")
	 1
SAL"L ]("women of (
	 ]")
1UDINGIR ("god-man")
'hi].arnmates	 26	 6!	 3
( 't spearman")	 1
lU DU ("porter")	 1
("tableman")	 1
lh1j ("lamentation priest")	 1
lU l taflas ("clacker")	 1
lU kmiyalas ("musician")	 1
1 TJNDJ ("augur") 	 1
("potter")	 1
1uGUD.6
 ("anoited man") 	 1
lUUBSAR ("scribe")	 1	 1
lUDTJBSARGI ("scribe on wood") 	 1
("diviner")	 1	 1
lUNAR ("singer")	 2	 1
MUIJALDIM ("cook")	 3
LSAGI PciAbearer"Y
1URNA ("brewer")	 1	 1
1
.LUNINDADUDU ("baker")
	
2	 1
1UA 
'A KI1.LAL ("water-carrier") 	 1
lUXISAJJ.L ("sweeper")	 2
lUEPI' BA.BA.ZA ("porridge-maker")	 1
NAM.RA (h1.a)	 (8)	 32 (3)	 7 (1)
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around the "statues", probably wooden. ones, since the Luwian word
for statue - tarusa is derived from the root taru - "wood".
There is at least a possibility that a reference to a oultic
statue is found in the Py].ian archive as well. The tablet An 1281
has a heading:
p0)-ti-ni_ia 1-qe-ja
2.0
	
3-mo o-pi-e-de-i
'.	 I
The first line can be transliterated as in tvw trrircici -
S C'
"Lady of the horses", and the second - as rrt c6ci. which can mean
either "at the shrine" or "at the statue".
Even more important are the references to the land of gods
which could provide the economic basis for the cultic households,
whether it was marked by some visible symbol (shrine or statue)
or not. In the land-survey PY Eq 36 Poseidon appears among other
land-holders. In the dispute over the status of land between the
priestess Erita and the "people" (-2.) recorded in another land-
survey (Eb 297/Ep 704) the priestess claims that her plot of land
belongs to a god:
e-ri-ta 1-je-re-ja e-ke e-u-ke-to-qe e-to-ni-jo e-ke-e te-o
"Erita the priestess holds and claims that the god holds the etoniio".
It is possible that the word. --j-j was the general
term for the land of gods, ' ince it.is f nin.P! An 724-in the
expression e-to-ni- e-nwa--j where the last word ca be inter-
preted as the name of the god Enyalios which appears in the god-
list KN V 52 (written there as e--wa-1j-j2).
2. The named persons, such as Wedaneu, Diwijeu, Tiqirijo and others,
found in the Mycenaean lists of the cultic personnel correspond
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probably to the Hittite hazziwitassis - the cultic personnel proper,
including the managers of the cultic "houselds" • The unnamed persons
listed by professions probably correspond to the Hittite hilannnates -
the ordinary workers of these "house1lda" • No correspondence to the
Hittite NAM.RA 18 found in the Mycenaean ration flats, which can be
expected, since the peasants dependent on the cultic 1'house11ds"
probably had their own p]Dts of land and therefore they were not in-
cluded among the recipients of rations • Sudh peas8nts were probably
called in Mycenaean Greece
	
("slaves") of more prominent members
of the cultic "households" or of the gods themselves. As might be
expected, they are found in the land-registers as small-holders.
The unnamed "slave" of Wedaneu (we-da-ne-wo -e-) appears
in the land-survey Es 650 as well as in Es 703 as one of the donors
of the tribute to Poseidon, Diwijeu, Wedaneu, and	 (See
p. 109). The slave of Kapatija the keybearer (ka-ra-j--) appears
in another land-survey Ep 539 (see p. 110) lougside two "slaves"
of the priestess (---j .	The "slaves of the god" (-
2.-i2 2.--) are of course the largest group of small-holders in
the Pylian land-registers, but it is impossible to say whether they
were actually connected with some "cultic household" or not.
Conclusions:
1. Several ration lists from Pylos arid Mycenae dealing with cultic
personnel show that despite the apparent absence of temples there
was a sector of the economy which can be called conventionally
"temple economy" in Mycenaean Greece as in contemporary societies.
Unlike Mesopotamla or Erpt however, this sector had only a mar-
ginal importance in Jdyeenaean Greece, since we find only a few
references to the "land of gods" in the Linear B documents. On
other hand, the very fact that the members of the eultic personnel
received their rations from the palace suggests that the Mycenaean
cultic "households" were not independent entities as were the temples
on the Ancient Near East.
2. The organisation of the cultic personnel in Mycenaean Greece shows
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the high degree of similarity with that of the Hittite Empire and
the later Neo-Hittite kingdoms.
3. No texts comparable 'with the lists of the cultic personnel from
Mainland Greece can be identified in the Kzaossian archive, which
probably means that on Crete the cult was organised. along different
lines.
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IV ASSIGNMENT OF MANPOWER
All the texts discussed up to this point are records of a static
situation: operation of work-teams, quotas of conscripts, composition
of "household&'. Three very important and very difficult texts in
the Pylian Archive differ from this point of view, as they record
a change in the position of some men and women. These texts are An
607, 1281, and Th 316. Each of them still resists a generally accepted
interpretation, which encounters considerable linguistic difficulties.
1. An 6071
1. me-ta-pa ke-ri-ml-ja do-qe-ja ki-ri-te-wi-ja
2. do-qe-ja do-e-ro pa-te ma-te-de ku-te-re-u-pi
3. MUL 6 do-qe-ja do-e-ra e-qe-ta-i e-e-to
4. te-re-te-we MUL 13
5. do-qe-ja do-e-ro pa-te ma-te-de di-wi-ja do-e-ra
6. MUL 3 do-qe-ja do-e-ra ma-te pa-te-de ka-ke-u
7. MUL 1 do-qe-ja do-e-ra ma-te pa-te-de ka-ke-u
8. MtTL 3
The problems start with the very division, of the text into
sentences, as this is the only Linear B text where the ideograms (MUL)
and nuraerals are written at the beginning of each line and not at
the end, on the right-hand side of the tablet. It can be assumed,
however, that the genera]. rule of the Linear B script that the ideo-
grams and numerals follow the preceding text written syllabically2
is etill-valid for- An £07. In other words, -each sentenee- probably
ends with the numeral, as is required, but the ideograms and numerals
were transferred by the scribe to the beginning of the following
line probably from lack of space at the right-hand edge of the tablet.
Another problem is the total: MUL 13 (6+3+1+3) which is found
not at the end of the text, as might be expected, but right in the
middle - on line 4. This total however is written over the erased
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numeral "6", which probably means that the text originally consisted
of only four lines, and when lines 5-8 were added the scribe changed
the total, but failed to transfer it to the end of the newly enlarged
text.
In addition to these two irregularities in the arrangement of
the text, the meaning of the crucial word --j repeated six time
in the text as well as the meaning of the two other words in the heading
ke-ri-mi-j and ki-ri-te-wi-j remain unknown.
The situation is not so desperate as it seems to be. Two impor-
tant point are hardly disputed by anybody:
1. The purpose of the text is described in lines 3-4 by the phrase:
a--	 ---i --a	 MtJL 13 -
female	 were sent to the followes to Teretewe (GN
da. sg.), 13 women" 3 . Since the text begins with the attested place-
name me-ta-a, its subject can be understood as the transfer of
13 women from one place (Metapa) to another (Teretewe) to the dis-
position of several unnamed "followers" (-g.--j).
2. The words -te and ina-te frequently repeated in the text represent
the Greek words for "father" (iirtip) and "mother" (uip), which
means that each group of women is specified by their parentage
from both sides. The parents of these women ae described by their
social statue (do-e-ro - "slaves" of different types), occupation
(-j- - "bronzesmiths"), or place of origin (ku-te--u-j
abl.-instr. p1.)4.
Some insight into- the-meaning of the- word do-a-j can be gained
from An 607 itself, where the parallel expressions do--j
and di-wi-j do-e-ra are found. Since di-wi- is the name of the
goddess in the genitive which Indicates the "owner" of one of the
mothers, -g-j most probably should be understood as the name of
the human or divine "owner" 5 of the whole group of women (also in
the ginitive feminine) who controlled them, in one way or another,
before they were trnsferrsd to the authority of the "followers".
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Another pair of correspondences - -q-j Id-ri-to-wi-ia and
do-g- do-e-ra s1ws that the word ki-r1-te-wi- could be used
in the context parallel to that of the social term 	 being
probably an occupational designation of the first group of six women.
Outside An 607 this word is attested both at Pylos and Knossos: j-
women appear as collective land-holders on F! Eb 321 and
Ep '?04, as recipients (ki-ri-te-wi-ia-i, dat. p1.) of wheat rations
on RN E 777, as donors	 abl.-instr. p1.) of some
tribute on F! Un 3426, and as recipients of olive oil in a cultic
context on RN Pp 363.
As for the word --mi-ja, it follows from the fQrmal analysis
of the heading that, if ine-ta- is the place indication, do-g-j
is the name of the "owner", do-e-ra is the social term, and ki-ri-
te-wi-j - the occupational designation, this word can only describe
the type of the team. The only clue to its meaning may be found in
RN Lc 535 where it is opposed to the word --j-j ("allocation"),
both words being descriptions of two kinds of cloth (-we- and -
6
na-no)
The question which remains unanswered is the reason for the
registration of the double parentage of each group of women in An
607. The only economic document, known to me, where the status of
both parenta is indicated is the Sumerian record of the distribution
of cloths and some other unidentified commodities 7 from the Ui III
period: MVN VI 535. Its best preserved section reads:
I 3'. DIL 2/3 50 (sii-1 tg ma-ani-erui3 thimu-u'-bar
4'. DIL 60 (silk) 4 (ma-na) 8 lugal-usar-bar-ra
5'.A 1 1/3 30 (sila) 1 tg 1ugal-in-gur8-re
6'. duinu-ni-me
7'. ama-bi dumu-gi7
one cloth (to) Mansi1j the weaver 1
 ... (to) Lugal-usar-bara,
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one cloth (to) Lugal-ma-gure. They are his sons, their mother
is free".
In other words, the father of the last two persons is said to
be the weavsr (dumu-u-bar) and their mother is "free" (dumu-).
According to the colophon (IV 1-2), all the men registered in this
text belong to the social class called un-a which differed from that
of duuiu- 7 . Since children normally worked in teams with their mothers
in the Ur III period, it is possible that the status of the mothers
was indicated in this text because their sons had only recently been
transferred to the work-teams of adult men9 . This however cannot be
the explanation in the case of An 607, since nine women there inherited
their status from their fathers and four from their mothers. Only
if we assume that these women ceased to be do-g-j do-e-ra after
the transaction recorded on An 607 and became from now on
could their previous status be of some interest for the scribe.
The masculine form of the last expression is actually attested in
the land-register Ed 847:
1. o-da-a2
 e-qe-si-jo do-e-ro e-ko-si o-na-ta
2. ku-su-q to-so-de pe-mo GRA 1 T3 V4
t slaves' of the follower hold plots of land, altogether (erased)
so much seed: 1.3.4 GRA".
To sum up our discussion of An 607, the only thing that can
be said with some degree of certainty is that 13 women of "do-i-ia
class" previously dependent on a person or a deity called
were transferred by some authority to several unnamed "followers"
(e-q-ta-i). As for the social position of these women, they hardly
can be called "slaves" in the true sense of the word: as we have seen,
both ki-ri-te-wi-jA (which is the present status of six of them) and
e-g.-j-j	 (which Is probably their future status) are attested
as land-holders, and there was some authority at Py1DS which could
transfer them from one "owner" to another.
VIR 2
VIR)
VIR 2
'rIR 1
VIR 1
VIR 1
VIR 1
VIR 1
VIR 1
VIR 1
VIR 1
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2. An 128110
ii	 pJ-ti-ni-ja 1-qe-ja
2.t
	
3 -mo o-pi-e-de-i
3. a-ka re-u-ai-wo-qe
4. au-ke-i-ja-te-we i-qe-ja
5. o-.na-se-u ta-ni-ko-qe
6. me-ta-ka-wa po-so-ro
7. mi-jo-qa[ ]e-we-za-no
8. a-pi-e-ra to-ze-u
9.U	 ]-a-ke-si. po-ti-ni-ja re-si-wo
10. au_ke_i_ja-te-we[	 3 -ro
11. mi-jo-qa ma-ra-si-jo C	 3
12. nie-ta-ka-wa ti_ta_ra_[wo :i
13. a-.pi-e-ra ru-ko-ro
The text is divided into two sections, each marked by the word
---j ("the Lady") on lines one and nine. The first "Lady" is
specified by the adjective 1-a-j - "of the horses", and the second -
by the word [ 3-_ke_ which Is probab1y a place-name in the dative-
locative plural. Each section consists of two groups of personal names:
one in the dative (the same four names in both sections), and the
other In the nominative (twelve names followed by the ideogram VItR
and the numeral). Accordingly, the subject of the text seems to lbs
the assignment of men in the second group to those in the first. This
action is probably described in line two, which can be restored as:
[do_scj -mo o--e-de-± - "donation at the shrine (or at the statue)".
The structure of the whole text Is shown on table XXII.
The social status or occupation of the members of either group
is nowhere indicated in the text, but some additional information
about them can be found in the ration lists Th 50 and 867. Both texts
deal with the distribution of barley CHORD) to different groups of
personnel. Yn 50 ends with a list of four groups of ---j (dat.
p1.):
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Table XXII (PY An 1281)
location
recipient	 opi-edei	 Ci-akesi
potinija	 aka, reusiwo	 resiwo
aukeijatewe	 onaseu, taniko I ]-ro
metakawa	 pooro	 titarayo]
mijoqa	 ewezano	 marasijo
apiera	 tozeu	 riikoro
11. au-[ice_j -ja-te-wo do-e-ro-i HORD 1
12. mi-jo- [qa] do-e-ro-i	 HOED V3
13. a-pi-[e-ra) do-e-ro-i	 HOED V3
14.0 1-wo-L ]-ne[do-e-ro]-i.	 HOED T3
Names of the "oimer&' are in the genitive, and three of them
(Aukeijatewo, Mijoqa, Apiera) are identical with the names of the
"recipients" on An 1281. cki Fn 867 ii.2-A	 (dat. sg.) is
also found. The first line of this text which begins with the signs
1-a-L 3 should be probably restored as i--[L do-e-r,J.
Table XXIII
text No	 An 1281 Fn 50 Fn 867
ideogram	 VIR	 HOED
po-tlnija iqea	 2	 C 3
aukeijatewe	 3	 Ti
inijoqa	 2	 V3	 C 2
apiera	 2	 V3
These correspondences between three texts show that most pro-
bably the persons recorded on An 1281 became do-e-ro of their recipients
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after the transaction took place. It is even possible that they are
concealed by the unnamed 	 of ration lists.
The previous position of these persons remains uiiknown, unless
we accept their identification with ka-ke- ("bronze-smiths') of
the Jn series where five names of men from the second group (Reusiwo,
aseu, Posoro, Marasijo, Titarawo) also appear. The identification
of these men however, even inside the Jn eries, is problematic, since
different locations are attributed there for the same names. Their
distribution is shown on table XXIV.
Table XXIV
Jn 725	 Jn 706	 Jn 750	 Jn 845text No	 Jn 389	 Jn 601	 658	 Jri 692
place akasijone powiteja enipatewe naisewijo patowote asijatija £ •]
reusiwo	 x
onaseu	 x	 x
posoro	 x	 x	 x
marasijo	 x
titarawo	 x
None of these smiths is called do-e-ro or
("belonging to the Lady") though both these categories of smiths are
mentioned on Jn tablets (Jn 310, 413, 431, 605, 693, 750). Their iden-
tification with the personnel of An 1281 would mean that they were
transferred to one of these categories, as a result of the transaction
recorded on An 1281.
The use of the epithet 1-g-j and the expression
suggests that An 1281 deals with some group of cultic personnel. As
was shown in the previous chapter, the cultic personnel in Mycenaean
Greece consisted of three groups: (1) cultic personnel proper (priests
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and priestesses), (2) servants listed by professions, (3) peasants
attached to the lands of gods. It seems likely that the four recipients
of An 1281 represent the members of the group (1), being jointly in
charge of two shrines of the "Lady". As for the twelve men assigned
to them, they could belong either to group (2) or to (3). The uncertainty
is caused by lack of evidence about their employment after the assign-
ment. Since Aukeijatewe (in the dative) is mentioned three times on
Ub 1318 as the recipient of several animal skins (di--), it is
possible that at least his three 	 became leather workers11.
The distribution of personnel to temples is a common subject
of many documents in the Near Eastern economic archives. Such persons
were called a-ru-a in Sumerian or irku in Akkadian, both words meaning
simply "gift" or "offering" 12 . Unlike An 1281 they were usually re-
ceived not by the individual members of a temple's staff but by temples
themselves. Only five texts from the archive of the prison (
	
asTh'T)13
at Uruk dated in the reign of the local king Rm-Arium (early Old_Babylonian
period) have a comparable structure. They record the donation of
several persons to the gods, but received personally by the temple-
steward (L1um).
ki
	BM 16453. Obv. 1. 1	 awtL es-nun-na
	
I	 ki2. sa i-lu-ni issakkum awJ. es-nun-na
	
V	 ki3. sa is-tu mu-ti-a-ba-al
m.d4. da-gan-ma-an
'V
5. u-sa-ri-a-am
6.
 t
- 	 d
NIG.BJA 'arrim a-na ama'
Rev. 7. t125m_h] a-ar-ti mbardX
dv '8. SANGA samas
9. ZI.GA NIG.SU sn-'e-mi
10. wakil a-si-ri
U. itabum U 22-XMl
12. MtJ ri-un- a-nu-um arrum
"ama"-narr! man of Enunna (who is) of Iinr the farmer'5 , man
of Enunna. whom Dagan-mn sent here from Mutiaball6. &resnt of
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the king to ama. [Re] ceived by Ubar-ama ' the temple-steward of
Sama', removed from the authority of Stn-einT overseer of prisoners,
22th day of Shebat, year: 'Rm-Anum the king' (Rm-Anum ])".
3. Th 316
Another text dealing with cultic personnel is Th 31617 which
has the most complicated structure of all texts discussed in this
chapter:
Obv. 1. po-ro-wi-to-jo
2. 1-je-to-qe pa-ki-ja-si do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe
3. a-ke po-ti-ni-ja AUR *215 1 MUL 1
4. ma-na-sa AUR *233 1 MUL 1 po-si-da-e-ja AUR *213 1 MUL 1
5 ti-ri-se-ro-e AUR 216 1 do-po-ta *215 1
Rev. 1.
	
i-je-to-qe po-si-da-i-jo a-ke-qe wa-tu
2. PU-RO do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe a-ke
3. AUR *215 1 MUL 2 qo-wi-jaC 2ko-nia-we-te-ja
4. i-je-to-qe pe_re_*82_j o i-pe-me-de-ja- o) -qe di-u-ja-jo-qe
PU-RO do-ra-qe pe-re-po-re-na-qe a_ce) pe_re*82 AUR *213 1 MUL 1
6. i-pe-me-de-ja AUR *213 1 di-u-ja AUR *213 1 MUL 1
7. e-ma-a2 a-re-ja AUR *216 1 VIR 1
8. 1-je-to-qe di-u-jo do-ra-qe p8-re po-re-na-qe a-ke
9. PU-RU di-we AUR *213 1 VIR 1 e-ra AUR *233 1 MUL 1
10. di-ri-mi-jo di-wo i-je-we AUR *233 1
The main difficulty in the interpretation of this text is
the phrase: i-j-to-q GN(dat.-loo.) do-ra- 	 -re -re-na- a-ke,
repeated four times in the 	 18• Neither of the two translations
of this sentence so far proposed is entirely satisfactory. The main
weakness of the earliar translation of Ventris & Chadwick' 9: "(he)
sends to GN, brings gifts and leads offerings", is in the absence
of the obvious subject of this sentence. Palmer'a translation:
"consecration takes place at GN, gifts were brought and offerings
purified", is generally preferred now, but none of the forms proposed
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by Palmer as interpretations for 	 and	 is actually
attested 5n Greek21 . Moreover, this translation sounds more like a
passage from a chronicle or a ritual than a dry economic account.
There is little doubt however that the sole purpose of Th 316 was
to record a distribution of 13 gold vessels (do-a) and 10 men and
women (22.-re-na) to 12 gods at 6 shrines.
Table XXV (I'! Tn 316)
_____ 22.-re-naøhrine	 god	 - - -
sex N
	
description
pakijasi	 potinija *215 (goblet) MDL 1
manasa *213 (dish) MUL 1
posidaeja *213 (dIsh) . MDL 1
triseroe *216 (cup)
dopota	 *215 (goblet)
posldaijo	 *215 (goblet) MUL 2 qowija, komaweteja
pere_*82_jo	 pere_*82 *213 (dish)
	
MUL 1
ipemedejaqc	 ipemedeja *213 (dish)
diujajo	 diuja	 *213 (dish)	 MUL 1
___________ emaa2	*216 (cup)
	 VIR 1
diujo	 diwe	 *213 (dish)	 VIR 1
era	 *213 (dish)	 MUL 1
dirimijo *213 (dish)
AU men and women donated to these shrines are cafled -re-na -
"()fferiflg5 22 . The interpretation of this word as "human- victims"2'
is most improbable, regardless of the problem of human sacrifices
in Mycenaean Greece. It is found in the form -re-si (dat. p1.) at
Thebes on Of 26 as a description of recipients of wool among other
groups of women involved in textile industry.
The second paragraph of Tn 316 is exceptional in several respects:
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the name of the recipient deity is not mentioned, the word
- "town" appears in the introductory sentence, two women are
listed together with only one vessel, and the women are further
qualified as --j and -ma---j. The first word is bapax
and nothing can be said about it, but the second word appears at
Thebeø a designation of recipients of wool:
Of 35. 1. ko-ma-we-te-ja te-pe-ja ku LANA 1
2. ma-ri-ne-we-ja-i a-ki-a2-ri-ja-de ku LA1A 3
te-p-j. is a female occupational term attested both at Knossos
(Le 641) and Pylos (Ad 921), and a-ki-a 2-ri-jA-de is a place-name
in the allative • But ko-nia-we-te-jA and	 (dat. p1. f.)
both belong to a group of mysterious feminine adjectives in -jA
derived from the names of Knossian "collectors". Thus, ko-ma-we-to
appears at Knossos as a "collector" of sheep (Dk 920, 931, 1099, Dv
1272, 7176), goats (C 913), women (Ap 618), and textile products (Le
5629). Additionally, two men (VIR 2) are listed against a word of
the same derivation but of uncertain form - ko-ma-we-ta on KN B 798
which is a record of a "houshold" of uncertain character 24. While
the real nature of the Knossian "collectors" remains unknown, it
would be most realistic to treat them as the "owners" (whether human
or divine)25 of women described by the adjectives derived from their
names. Consequently, the words --jA and ----jA are pro-
bably to be understood as the indication of the former status of two
women donated to the shrine Posidaijo.
has a most exactparallel in the Hittite
cuneiform text KBo XVI 65 which is very helpful for the better under-
standing of its general background.
KBo XVI 65
if!Obv. I. 1. 1 LU 1 SAL IT-TI ini-se-e-ni cia-a-u-en
2. 2 Lme8	 TI 51i-ma-a-ta cia-a-u-en
3. 1 LU 1 SAL i- mp _e_li da-a-.u-en
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m4. 1 LU 1 SAL IT-TI zu-lu-li-ja da-a-u-en
'ci5. ki-e LUm	 ''ka-ap-pa-at-ta A-1tA E I[M 1-j
6. UIUhaahafat_ta LUm8
7. 6 hi.a L m UI%_1u_up_pa	 d1	 j
8. I-NA UlU_a ta-atta CJL.G1IKIN GAL.K.B[ABBAR]
9, a-ri-im-ma-a-'a I-TtJ GthIN U X.B BBAR]
10. iia -a -ii_ii- 1-j a-an-za na-an a-pl-e - L-]
11. j-ka-an-zi
. .	 Il-Il u-ut-ti-i-1iL
13. da-a-u-en 1 IXtJ	 "-	 L	 3
14. da-a-u-en
15. AN-NU-UT-TI L m' uruku..lu..up..pa a-pi--da-nI]
16. a-ra-a a-ri-i da-a-a '-ki-e- az -zi 3
17. IK]U giç11 GETIN ITTI L	 J
18.[cia_a_u_en]
Rev. IV. i'.[
	 J
2'. ki-i I-NA
3. LU	 i-1am-mi-e-e'[	 J
4'. tak-ka-1i-e-kan-zi 	 3
5'. -PI	 a-a'-ha-te-It-ta
6',	 pi
7?,	
-pi UTUka -ap-pa -at-ta
8'.	 -PI UTUtakkIIiV
9' • DUB 2-1kM 9-
§ 1. "One man (and) one woman from Miseni we took, two men from Ismata
we took, one man (and) one woman from Peli we took.
§ 2. "One man (and) one woman from Zululiya we took. These are the
men of Kappatta for the house of the Stt[orm] -god at Hashatatta,
(they are) vine-growers.
§ 3. "SIX houses of men of Kuluppa In the hoiise of the St[or -god
at Hashatatta, gold. vessel, salver] vessel and arimina-vessel
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laid with gold and s [iiveJ. They will iaspect1t tje[re].
§ 4. "One IKU of vineyard from Huttili we took, one 11W of vineyard
from [PN] we took.
§ 5. "These are the men of Kuluppa. thee ...] one will take for
another.
§ 6. "x IK]U of vineyard from[PN we tooj.
§ 7. "These at[...]men of the gate_house[...Jthey include[...J.
§ 8 • "Tablet of Hashatitta, tablet of Kistama, tablet of Kappatta,
tablet of Takkimis. Second tablet is ended."
The surviving text represents about a quarter of the original
tablet, which itself is the second tablet in a series. The use of
the first plural da--u-en ("we took") in the combination with the
preposition "with" (IT-a in Akkadian) shows that this text is probably
based upon a Luwian hieroglyphic prototype. Economic documents written
in this script regularly use the preposition CUI4-ni in a sense "from"
with the verbs for buying and selling, and the first plural form
j-ia-ini-na ( we...give ) is attested there as a standard formula
The sudden change from the preterite to the present-future on line
I. 11 also suggests that KBo XVI 65 was composed on the basis of some
previous document, probably during the inspection of the temple
inventory.
The most striking similarity between this text and Tn 316 is
the combination of men, women and gold vessels as an offering to the
temple. This parallel shows once again that the few surviving Hittite
economic documents reflect more than typological similarity with
Mycenaean Greece.
Two points are particularly noticeable in KBo XVI 65:
1. At least some donated men and women are called hi-lam-mi-e-e which
is the variant of the word hilammates - "men of the gate-house",
and as we have seen, this word probably corresponds to members
of cultic "households" listed by professions at Pylos.
2. Unlike Tn 316, several plots of land (six "households" and three
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vineyards) are given to the temple of the Storm-god together with
the personnel, but in a different village (1. e. in Kuluppa, while
men and women are from Kappatta).
This comparison shows that Tn 316 probably records the assign-
ment of personnel to several cultic "households" which were discussed
in the previous chapter. Two shrines mentioned in Th 316 - Pakijasi
and Posids.ijo - are indeed attested as the cultic "households" in
the ration list Fn 187 (in the allative: -ki-j . -na-de and - •j-
da-i--de). The goddess Diuja - one of the recipients of Th 316 also
appears as the "owner" of male and female "slaves" on An O7 (j-j.-j
do-e-ra) and On 1287 (di-u-ja do-e-ro). If this interpretation of
Tn 316 is correct, it would mean that 
-i- was the general term
for persons assigned to cultic "households".
4. Conclusions
There was some authority at Pylos which could transfer men
and women from one superior to another. The subjects of such transactions
were called PN(gen.) do-e-ro ("slave of PN") or were described by
the adjectives derived from personal names. Their 'Qwfler5fl either
before or after the transaction could be human or divine.
Table XXVI
text No former status	 later status	 recipient
An 607 do-qe-ja do-e-ra *e...qe_si_ja do-e-ra () a-ge-ta-i
Ani.281 ka-ke-we (? 	 PN(gen.) do-e-ro-i 	 po-ti--rxi-j
4P1
Tn 316 qo-wi-ja,	 po-re-na	 12 DN
ko-ma-we-te-ja
The very fact that these persons could be transferred from
one owner to another shows that they cannot be regarded as "slaves"
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in the classical sense 1. e. private property of other persons. Some
of them probably had their own plots of land. Thus, f or example, three
smafl-holders (---) mentioned in the land-register En 609/Eo
224 changed their superiors between the two redactions of this survey,
maybe as a result of the procedure similar to that discussed. It is
also not unlikely that persons described by adjectives derived from
titles, Buch as:	 --ka-te-	 (En 74, 609, Eo 160, 276, 371), 22.
ti-ni-j-we-j2 (Eb 364, Ep 613), ra-wa-ke-si-j (Ea 59, 132, 421,
782, 809, 814, 822, 823, 882, 1424), e--si-j..2. (Ed 847) belong to
the same group of the population.
Unfortunately, we have no information about the nature of the
authority which had the power to assign people to their superiors.
Usually it is supposed to be a "palace", but the texts themselves
are silent on this matter27.
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1. F. R. Adrados, Do--j, diosa micnica de la fecundidad, Minos
5, 1957, p. 53-57; S. Deger-Jalkotzy, The Women of An 607, Minos
13, 1972, p. 137-160.
2. See p. 9-12.
3. M. D. Petruhvskl, E-qe-te-i e-e-to te-re-te-we,	 15, 1966,
p. 352.
4. This place-name is attested (in the ablative-instrumental) on
N 396.
5. Not necessarily divine, on Cn 1287 di-u-j	 --ro ("slave of
the goddess Diuja") is recorded side by side with ---2.
do-e-ro - "slave of Kereta (Cretan 7).
6. M. Lindgren, The Peo ple of Pylos, tJppsala, 1973, II p. 78; see
also n. 173 for Chapter II (p. 105).
7. Perhaps barley and wool, since these commodities are measured
in dry capacity and. weight measures.
8. ma-na according to Rev. I 3. -nin 23 curu' 60 (silk) 4	 -
"altogether 23 men per 60 quarts and 4 minas each".
9. A work-team of a1a-dumu-g 7 - "free fullers" is attested at
MVN VI 70.
10. A. M. Jasink Ticehioni, Contributi micenei, SMEA 21, 1980, p.
212; Ii 'laboratorio NE' del palazzo di Pilo, Kadmos 23, 1984,
p. 16-18; 3.-P. Olivier, A propos d'une 'liste' de desservants
de sarictuaire dans les documents en 1inaire B de Pylos, Bruxefles,
1960, p. 133-1.36.
11. An 128]. and Ub 1318 were both found in Room 99 of the Pylian palace.
12. I. 3. Geib, The Arua Institution, PA 66, 1972, p. 5.
13. S. I. Feigi.n, The Captives in Cuneiform Inscrptions, AJSL 50,
1934, p. 220-228; 51, 1935, p. 22-24; W. F. Leemans, The as!ru,
RA 55, 1961, p. 57-76.
14. RIAA 250, MDP II p. 81, VS XIII 36, BM 16449, 16453 (Appendix
No 12 and U).
15. I1n! is of course the name OLf the last king of Enunna (3.-P. Kupper,
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RLA V p. 63), but in BM 16449 issued in the same day as BM 16453
(22/U R±m-Anum 1) another "i 'akkum man of Eninna" appears
(Munawirum). It seems certain that in this group of texts iakkuin
means "farmer" (often in plural) and not "ruler".
16. According to BM 16438 (Appendix No 33) this Dagan-m'.n sent from
luMutiabal group of 47 captives C -j-j.). Leemans suggested that
be was the king of Mutiaba]. ( 55, p. 72).
17. E. L. Bennett, PU-RO, vacat (I'! 1n 316. 7-10, v.. 13-16), CM, 1979,
p. 221-234. ; C. Gaflavotti, La triade Lesbia in in testo miceneo,
RF 34, 1956, p. 225-236; W. Merlingen, Deux observations concernant
Pylos Th 316, Athenaeum 36, 1958, p. 383-388; L.. R. Palmer, A
Mycenaean Calendar of Offerings (PY Ku >2), Eranos 53, 1955, p.
1-13.
18. The controversy over this sentence was summarised by J. T. Hooker
in his Linear B, An Introduction, Bristol, 1980, p. 1&D-l61.
19. Documeni 2 , p. 172.
20. L. R. Palmer, The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts, Oxford,
1963, p. 262.
21. They are supposed to be *4p (aorist passive from 4pu) for
' ,	 '. /
and otherwise unattested. verbal forms of tcpoC and xyvoC for
i-j-to and
V
22. c-grade of the stem whose e-grade is found in 4w.
23. J. Chadwick, The Mycenaean World, Cambridge, 1976, p. 92; G. Pugliese-
Garratelli, Miceneo porena, SCO 7, 1958, p. 7-3l.
24. Class 111.2, see p. 58.
25. See n. 4, 63, 178 for Chapter II ( p. 94, 98, 105).
26. J. D. Hawkins, A. Morpurgo-Davis, Buying and Selling in Hieroglyphic
Luwian,Serta Indo gerinanica ,innsbruck ,l982p. 96 ,l0b
27. In Middle Kingdom Egypt, for example, there was a special "bureau"
called ; ii dd rmt - "Office of the Provider-of-People" which
supplied labourers for public works (w. C. Hayes, A Papyrus of
the Late Middle Kingdom in the Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, 1955,
p. 54-56).
V AGRICULTURAL MANPOWER
(land-surveys)
Several groups of Linear B texts have been identified as land-.
registers: the E series at Pylos and Tiryns and TJf series at Knossos.
To these can be added several Pylian Na tablets dealing 'with f]ax1,
and, finally, land-holding terminology occasionally appears in some
lists of personnel from Pylos (An 724, 830) and Knossos (As 608, 625)
By far the most elaborate, detailed and well preserved are the tablets
of the Pylian E series, which rightly regarded as the most important
group of documents in the Pylian archive2 . They are subdivided into
nine sets, and five of them (Eb, Ed, En, Eo, Ep) are connected to
each other: Eb/Ep and En/Eo tablets are duplicates and Ed tablets
are their totals • Eb and Eo are sets of short tablets recording one
land-holding each, while the En and Ep sets summarise the information
recorded on Eo and Eb respectively. The Eb/Ep land-register deals
with the land called ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na, and Eri/Eo - with the land
called ko-- ki--me-. The relationships between these five
sets can be represented graphically:
Eb	 Eo
(93 tablets)	 (13 tablets)
Ej	 ii
(6 tablets)	 (4 tablets)
(5 tablets)
The special attention given to these texts by many scholars
is fully justified, since no other text reflects so directly the social
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structure of the agricultural society than the land-register.
Nearly all Linear B texts dealing with land-holding belong to
three broad categories according to their formula:
I Eq 213 (one example only):
GN(gen.)	 "so much seed".
II Simple land-holdings
a) KN Uf 835, 981, 1022, 1031; P1 An 724.11, Ea 28, 59.2, 803,
806, 811, 812, 821, 823, 882, Eq 146, Er 880, Es 650, Na 334.,
394, 405, 406, 514, 516, 543, 926, 928:
PN/title "has" (type of land) (measurement)3
b) P1 An 830.6, Ea 71, 756, 781, Er 312, Eq 36:
PN/title(gen.) (type of land) (measurement)
III Complex land-holdings
a) P1 Ea 29, 52, 56, 57, 59.4.7, 136, 208, 258, 259, 304, 439,
460, 773, 778, 782, 800, 814, 816, 822, 824, 825, 827, Eb/Ep and
Eo series:
PN1 (title) "has (type of land) -ro PN 2/da-nio (measurement)
b) KN Ut 983:
PN1 (gen) (type of land) £- PN2 (measurement)
c) P1 Ea 59.5, 805:
PN "has" (type of land)	 x(gen.) (measurement)
d) P1 Ea 59.3, JJD9, 132, 270, 305, 4.21, 480, 481, 754, 757, 771,
776, 799, 801, 802, 809, 813, 8Z1, 1424, En series.
"has" (type of land) PN2 (gen.) (type of land) (measurement)
e) Ea 782:
PNhas" (type of land)
	 PNgen.)_(type of land) (measurement)
Despite numerous efforts many of the most basic questions about
the meaning of these formulae remain unanswered, among them: the very
purpose of these texts, the meaning of various land-holding and social
terms which appear in them, the meaning of the relationships expressed
by prepositions (most commonly -) in the records of type III.
If the answer to the second question depends largely on the progress
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of Mycenaean philology, the other two questions concerning the purpose
and the formal structure of the texts require broad-scale comparison
with other available material of a similar nature. Though the need
for such a comparison is generally accepted4, the Linear B land-re-
gisters have never been seriously compared with any other similar
documents, with the sole exception of the Anglo-Norman Domesday Book5.
Meanwhile, there is no shortage of material for comparison: land-
registers of a different kind (so-called "cadastre&') are found in
almost every large economic archive from the very beginning of writing.
The principal published texts of a cadastral character can be listed
here in the chronological order:
1. The Uruk period (the end of the IV millennium B.C.) - one text6.
2. The Jemdet Nasr period (about 3000 B.C.) - six texts7.
3. Texts from archaic Ur (about 2800-2600 B.C) - 67 texts8.
4. The Fara period (about 2600 B.C.) - 45 texts9.
5. Pre-Sargonic Lagash (about 2450-2400 B.C.) - 50 texts10.
6. Texts from Ebla (21.00 B.C. ?) - 55 texts11.
7. The Sargonic period (about 2400-22) 0 B.C.) - 184 text2.
8. The Ur III period (about 2100-2000 B.C) - 72 textsU.
9, Texts from Alalakh (xv cent. B.C.) - 13 texts14.
10. The Neo-Hittites cadastres (XIV cent. B.C.)15.
11. Texts from Ugarit (XIII cent. B.C.) - 18 textsl6.
12. Wilbour Papyrus from Upper Egypt (XII cent. B.C.)17.
13. Assyrian Domesday Book from Harran (VIII cent. B.C.)18.
14. Cadastres from Heflenistic Egypt (II cent. B.C. - III cent. A.D)19.
15. Post-Dlocletian capitatio terrena from kegean islands and Asia Minor2).
16.Anglo-Norman Domesday Book (1066 A.D.)21.
17. Byzantine cadastre from Thebes (XI -XII cent. A.D.)22.
The most characteristic feature common to all the texts listed
above, despite their distribution throughout four millennia and the
wide geographical distribution, is the great attention given by the
cadastre-makers to the exact location of every field. Thus, if several
fields were held by the same person, they are listed one after another
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in the repetitive manner which is unmistakably the most reoonisable
"trade-mark" of every cadastre from any period and. place. Different
schools of cadastre-makera used different techniques of record keeping.
In Wilbour Papyrus three different formulae according to the type
of land-holding are used: "another measurement (mada) for him" (
, "another apportionment (made) for him ( p1	 and "the
land (cultivated) by him" ('t. . The similar expression: "PN also
holds" (isde PN tenet is found in the Domesday Book. In the Sumerian
"round tablets" from Lagash of the Ur III period small plots
are first measured and then a person responsible for their cultivation
(engar) is named. In a similar way but in a different order, in late
Roman capitatlo terrena from Astypalaia, Thera and Tralles, first the
owner of the latifundia (5cc7ToTx) is named and then his 	 are
listed and measured. In most other cases the name of the landholder
is simply repeated monotonously after each field. Thus, in the Hittite
"cadastre A" (KUB VIII 75) no less than 14 fields of the same person -
Tuttu-pittauriyas are listed.
Only one text among the Linear B land-registers has a comparable
structure - Eq 213 which is classified as a category in itself because
of its uniqueness (type I). Five place-names are listed there one
after another, all proeding the same word	 Since this word
is in the genitive, it can be regarded as the name of the "owner",
whether it is a person or an institution. The total area of all five
fields listed in this text is 94 GRA, and the same number is found
in the land-register Er 8) as a total of the land at the disposal
of the high official Ekera2wo, which can suggest that this was the
standard size of the land-holding of certain type or of the official
of certain rank.
The heading of Eq 213 confirms the conclusion that this is the
only existing Pylian cadastre in the true aense of the word, and it
reads:
o-wi-de a-ko -so-ta to -ro -qe-j o-me-no a -ro-u-ra a2-ri-sa
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"Thus saw .Akosota inspecting the a2risa fields". This is the only
piacjn the Linear B corpus where the Mycenaean word for field is
mentioned, which is the same word as in the cadastres from He].lenistic
Egypt ((poupcz). The reason for the composition of this text (("inspection")
is also the very common one in various cadastres: kurin7- in the
Sumerian field lists or C7TCKEJJg in Hellenistic Egypt.
The introductory particle o- at the beginning of the iheading
shows that Eq 213 could be the first text in the series, the other
texts of which did not survive or were never written. It is possible
however that the very fragmentary text Eq 36 belongs to the same series:
the professional term 	 Is repeated there twice (lines 2 and i),
preceded and followed by the place Indication (i.0 3--j.. -;
6.0 ]--j.-).
All other Linear B land-registers show little interest in the
exact location of any particular field. If one person holds more than
one field this fact Is simply recorded as "PN 	 --" -
"PN has two plots of kotona-land (in dual)" (Eb 338, Eo 278). In the
duplicates of these tablets, Ep 704.7 and En 467.1, even the word
"two" is omitted.
Only in two other cases several plots of the same land-holder
are listed one after another: Ea 59.3-5 and Ep 539.4-5, but these
plots stand In different relashionships towards the other land-holders.
It seems that these ralationship-s expressed by various formulae classi-
fied as "type III" were the matter of primary importance for the scribes
responsible for this group of texts and. not the exact location of
each particular field.
The difference in approach to the material In the land-registers
of types II and III can be easily demonstrated by a comparison between
the Pylian series En/Eo and Es • In both cases the lands of two very
similar groups of 14 landholders (in En they are called
are registered. In the En/Eo series however ten of these principal
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land-holdings are accompanied by small plots called 	 which
are held by other people (called
	
and the relationships
between each te-re-ta and his o-na-te-re are expressed by the pre-
position	 (type lila).
The Es series is composed along very different lines 23 : plots
of all 14 land-holders are simply listed on Es 650 according to a
formula of the type ha, then 13 of them appear again on the separate
tablets each as a contributor of offerings (2-2.-	 to Poseidon
and all of them together on Es 644 as donors of the annual contribution
(do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-1) to an unknown destination. This strong
connection with tributes of some kind (do-ao-) is typical of the
texts of type II: the land-register Er 312-880 is closely associated
with the record of offerings again to Poseidon (Un 718), and land-
holding records among Na series belong to the file dealing with the
delivery of flax as tribute in kind.
It would be easy to imagine the land-register dealing with
i4	 of En/Eo series in the same way as Es 650, but this is
not the case: the EnJp land-register as well as other texts of the
type III were obviously written for a different purpose.
If so, the crucial questions are: what this purpose is? why
was it so important to record the relationships between different
land-holders? And finally, what is the nature of these relationships?.
The heading of the En series found pn En 69).1-2 reads:
1. pa-ki-ja-ni-ja to-sa da-ma-te DA 41)
2. to-so-de te-re-ta e-ne-e-si VIR 14
I cannot agree with those scholars who interpret the ideogram DA as
a land-measure24 and even are able to calculate the ratio between
DA and GRA measures • The equation of 40 DA with 96 GM is made by
de Fidio on the basis of the total of all land-holdings recorded on
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En and Ep series, which is unjustified, since the first lines of En
609 are clearly the heading of En series only. The use of both DA
and GRA ideograms in the same text TI El 2, if both were measures
of land, is evidently superfluous. The use of DA ideogram in Linear
B fits well however with the original view proposed by E. L. Bennett25
that it is an abbreviation of the word -ma-te with the basic meaning
"household" or "homestead". In the case of En series this interpre-
tation is the most obvious one, since 39 persons are listed altogether
in this group of texts, and the absence of one is fully expected since
26
only 13 te-re-ta are actually present . Thus, the heading can be
translated as: "at Pakijana so many households: 40, so many tereta
are among them, 14 men". Unlike Eq 213, this heading does not mention
fields at all, but indicates that the En series (and its duplicate
Eo series) is the list of households. The importance of the relation-
ships between land-holders is indicated in the heading as well: of
40 householders 14 are the principal land-owners (--) and the
rest are o-na-te-re.
Since the Bennett's original research, it was too easily accepted
that o-na-to means "lease", o-na-te-re - "tenants", and the formula
of the type lila - "FN1 e-ke o-na-to	 PN2(dat.)" means "PN1 holds
the lease from PN2". However, the Greek equivalent of the Mycenaean
the preposition	 with the dative normally means "at", not
"from". The evidence of the Arcadian dialect (which is closely related
to Mycenaean) where the prepositions 	 k with meaning "from"
are used with the dative, is usually put forward to support this view
about the meaning of Mycenaean	 But Householder argued convincing-
ly that- in Arcadian these prepositions -are used withithe ablative,,
which in this dialect merged with the dative and not with the genitive,
as in Attic27. In Mycenaean, however, the ablative-instrumental is
distinguished from the dative-locative, at least In the plural, and
from the expression 
-ro ka-ke-u-si (An 129) it is clear that
was used with the dative-locative and not with the ablative28.
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At Pylos the preposition -ro is frequently used in lists of
personnel (An 129, 340)29 and lists of sheep and goats (Cc 660, Cn
40, 45, 131, 254, 418, 459, 599, 600, 925, 938, 962) with the dative
also, with this meanong "at", "in the disposition of":
An 340.1 pa-ro a-ta-o Via 6 - "at (the dispositon of) Atao six men"
Cn 131.2 pa-ro p1-me-ta x 0 1 1? 200 - "at (the disposition of)
Pimeta 200 rams".
This usage is hardly reconscilable with the traditional inter-
pretation of the formula lila. It is useful also to compare this for-
mula with the type Ilib which is represented by a single text from
Knossos Uf 983:
a.0 ] o-pi po-to-ri-ka-ta 	 C
b.	 ]-do-wo / e-ko-so ke-ke-me-naL
As was shown by KiUen30, the preposition -j with the dative
was used at Knossos with a meaning very similar to that of 	 at
Pylos: "at", "chez", "under the supervision of". This text can be
thus translated as: "plot of kekemena-land of 	 )-dowo at Ekoso (GN).
at (the disposal of) Potorikata (PN)". It can be regarded, in fact,
the Knossian equivalent of the Pylian construction with 	 but
in no circumstances can o-j be translated as "from".
There are a few other indications that the Pylian complex land-
registers of type III do not deal with leases of land by one person
from another. On Eo224 two men - Souro and Zdomoneu- - hold theii'
plots -ro Parako, and one woman - Posoreja -
	
Tataro • In the
parallel recordEri 609.10-18 all three persona are ealled o-na--
of Ainaruta. However, neither the size of the ko-to-na of Amaruta (2 GRA
3T) nor the size of all three o-na-to (3V, iT and iT 3V respectively)
were affected by this change (from either direction). It seems that
the three households were simply transferred from one superior to
another, which is inconceivable on the view that they were tenants
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leasing their plots from the landowner.
The traditional interpretation of the construction with
was heavily influenced by the comparison with the Domesday Book where
the formula "PN holds the land from the King, the Bishop. etc." is
frequently used, The comparison Is hardly reliable, however, since
only vassals (barons and knights) held their flefs from their feudal
lords, according to this cadastre, while peasant-tenants (villagers,
cottagers, smaliholders, freedmen, and serfs) are only listed without
reference to the size of their leases. This feature is typical for
other cadastres as well: in capitatio terrena the coloni are merely
listed after the description of the latifundia, but the size of their
plots is irrelevant for the cadastre-inaker, just as in the Domesday
Book, since in both cases the tenants did not pay taxes to the Crown.
As we have seen, the Linear B complex land-registers are not cadasres
at all, and their structure has no parallel among the texts of cadastral
type.
The only group of texts suitable for comparison with the Pylian
complex land-registers are the so-called Middle-Hittite land-donations
("Landchenkungsurkunden", abbreviation IS) from the XV century B.C.
There are 30 of this kind, 29 of them were published by Riemschneider3'
and one more by Easton32 . The purpose of these documents surely is
very different from that of the PylIan land-registers (whatever it
was): they are the royal grants of land to private persons and to
temples, with their characteristic preamble and final clauses • Never-
theless, the description of the donated land itself was probably copied
from the lists of households written. lnthe Diwian hieroglyphic script
on wooden tablets. Only one fragment of such a document, accidentally
written on lead, survived among the so-called Kululu lead strips (strip
No 3+fragment 2) and. it is closely similar to the descriptive part
of the land-donations. Strictly speaking, these perished lists should
be compared with the Linear B documents, but, if we assume that they
were faithfully copied by the acribes responsible for the composition
of the royal grants, the latter are still useful for comparison.
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By far the most detailed account of donated land is found in
the largest text - LS1, which records the donation of two estates
which previously belonged to the "scribe on wooden tablets" Suppilu-
liuma and the "overseer of the weavers" Hantapi, to the hierodoule
Kuwatalla. ,E%ach estate consists of "houses" (1) of personnel called
SAG.DU GEME.IRme - literafly, "the heads o the slave-girls and the
slaves". They are not however slaves in the classical sense: they
possess their own households and some of them their own slaves (Is 28).
The description of each household includes the enumeration of its
personnel (men, women and children), its cattle, and land. The
of Suppiluliuma consists of eleven such households and the "house"
of Hantapi - of two households. Texts LS 7, 9, 18, 21, 25, 26, 28
have a similar structure, but not much has survived from them. Texts
IS 2, 3, 4, 6, 20, and JCS 33 p. 8-9 are arranged in a different way:
only the land is recorded there, and a distinction is made between
the lands of the palace (A £ GAL , LS 3,4), of the temple (A E,
15 2), of private person (A <Ta_ar1-dta_me-, JCS 33) on the one
hand, and the lands of craftsmen (SA LUme
 g TUKITL, LS 2, 4) and
ploughmen	 me' URU4 .LL 1, IS 3, JCS 33) on the other hand.
Outside the land-donations a similar distinction between the fields
of the god (A.2 flINGIR) and the fields of the ploughinen (A.
1UURULAL) is found in the instructions to the temple-steward (KUB
XIII 4, Rev. IV 12-24). Already Riemachneider pointed out that this
distinction has its correspondence in 15 1 where in totals the oxen
me	 34of	 -sahhanas and those of SAG.GEME.IR
 are distinguished . The
word	 -sahhanas is found only in this text and in a corrupted form
in the instructions to the commander of the
!rontier-postJ MADGALTI, KUB XII 2, IV 28). It means "the house
of sahhan" • The meaning of the word sabhan is known mainly from the
Hittite law code ( 39-41, 46, 51, 54, and in the later version §
XXXVII-UXVIII 5 , and from two royal immunity graiits to Sahurunuwa6
and. to Ura-datta (KUB XXVI 58). It means basically the obligations
of service closely connected with the land-holding37 . From the Hittite
laws we know on whom and in what circumstances it was imposed, and
from royal grants - what kind of services it included. Thus, 	 -
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sahhanas means "the house of service", and it must refer to the land
of some kind, but where is this land. in LS 1?
Unfortunately, the obverse of the tablet is badly damaged, so
that only the total of the estate of Suppiluliuma is fully preserved.
But the account of the estate of Hantapi consiste of three paragraphs:
1) 8 IKU of field with the threshing-floor in the village Parkala
wihtout any refernee to the personnel or cattle;
2) the "house" of Tiwatapara which includes five persons (Tiwatapara
himself, his wife, one son, and two daughters), 58 sheep and goats,
6 oxen (of
	
-sahhanas I), one house and a pasture at the village
Parkala, 1 IKU of meadow, 3 IKU of vineyard and 82 fruit trees at
the village Hanzusra;
3) the house1t of Pulliyanni with 14 persons (2 men, 4 women, 3 boys,
3 girls, and 2 old women), 6 oxen, 2 donkeys, 2 cows, 1 calf, 17 goats,
one house, vineyard, olive-trees, and. fig-trees (not counted) at the
village Siyanuwanta, and Th IKIT of vineyard at the village Antarla.
Thus, the whole estate of Hantapi consists of 20 IKU of land,
of which 12 IKU are in the possession of his "slaves" Tiwatapara and
Puulyanni, while 8 11W with the threshing-floor are under the direct
authority of Hantapi himself. Despite the damaged state of the account
of Suppiluliuma's estate, it seems that it has the same structure:
the total gives the number of U "house of the slaves" of Suppiluliuma,
but the account is divided into 15 paragraphs, four of which ( 9,
10, 12, 15 = Obv. 44-51, 56-61, Rev. 7-U) seem to deal with the land
only, wihtout any references to the personnel or cattle, similar to
the first paragraph of the account of Hantapi's estate.
Between the total of the estate of Suppiluliuma and the beginning
of the account of Hantapi's estate there is one more paragraph (Rev.
20-25) where only lands are recorded (3 kapunu 121 11W of field, 28
11W of pasture, and 21 11W 3 gipessar of forest) with references
to their previous owners only:
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.1 -
24. ...	 E mkar_pa_ni E zi-It-a-ri-ja ku-It
25. na-ar-ta a-p(-e-ez ar-ra-an
"which is of the house of Karpani and of the house of Zithariya, and
it is cut off from that".
The editor took this passage as referring to the third estate
donated to Kuwatalla, which is omitted from the final total, since
it gives the number of 13 "houses" (U "houses of Suppi1uliuma' plus
2 "houses of Hazitapi"). It seems more likely that this is a referense
to the land directly administered by the land-owner, as the other
five paragraphs mentioned above. Thus, we can conclude that the whole
estate donated to Kuwatafla consisted of 13 households of the"slaves"
and at least six plots of land under the domain exploitation.
Among the other land-donations the most similar structure has,
paradoxically, the shortest one - LS 29, which is in fact a very brief
summary of the real or fictitious land-donation to the temple of three
gods at the city of Tanipiya quoted at the end of the Ifluyanka Song38:
KBo III 7 IV.24. 6 ka-pu-nu Al 1 ka-pu-nu 	 SAR.GE['Tfl(
'TIM'	 ia	 " me25. E— U KISLAU 3
	 SAG.GEME.ILR
"six kapunu of field, one kapunu of vineyard[oJ the temple with the
threshing-floor, three households (of) the heads of slave-girls and
slaves".
Another paraflel is provided by the late Hittite cadastres
where at the beginning of "text A" at least eight fields are listed
without any reference to their owner, and then at least 73 fIelds
(in the total 88) of 13 named persons are listed. The colophon reads:
KUB VIII 75 left edge 3.
LIMlu
tT.NIGIN.GAL 5	 25 PA frDtT E.GAL— MALEN.KA.K
"the grand total: 525 parTsu41 (of) the palace together with muknu".
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We can suminarise now all the Hittite evidence in the following
table:
Table XXVII
source	 (].) domain land	 (2) plots of peasants
' ' me1.8 1
	
-sahhanas	 A SAG.GEME.IR
'TIM	 ' 'met iIS 2	 SA LU	 g TUUL
me'	 TILS 3	 SA E.GAL	 Sit LU	 URU .LAL-
LS 4	 A .GAL	 g IiJ	 gis
' 'TIM	 'hia	 ' ineIS 29
	
SA E—
	SA(.GEME.IR
' in	 " 'me	 IMJCS 33 p. 8-9 Sit E Ta-an-da- -i Sit LU 	 RUJ .LAL-
LIM	 '4
KUB XIII 4	 A.SA DINGIR—	A.SA UURU .LAL
KTJB VIII 75	 , GAI.LII 	F K
It seems that	 -sahhanas was the most general Hittite term
for the land of the first category. For this reason it was so rarely
used - in most cases more specific description of land was needed
("of the palace", "of the temple", "of the god", "of PH").
If we return now to the Pylian land-register En/Eo, the conclu-
sion that the Hittite 	 -sahhanas corresponds to the 2.--na and
the plots of "slaves", ploughinen and craftsmen - to 	 seems
to be irresistible. The essence of the relationship between the two
types of land tenure in both cases was probably that the holders of
the smafl plots cultivated the domain land on behalf of Its owner
(whoever he was) on the basis of corve work.
The main difference between the Hittite and the Mycenaean systems
of land tenure is that we have no evidence that the central authority
controlled in any way the lands registered in the Pylian records.
But the palace probably did control the manpower of small-holders
(o-na-te-) attached to the lands (ko-to-na) of private persona
(te-re-). In other words, it seems that the central autho rity deter-
mined the relationships expressed by the construction with 
-I2. and
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the chief purpose of the complex land-registers was the control of
these relationships.
*	 *	 *
Several features of Mycenaean land tenure cannot be explained
with the help of the Hittite evidence. The most important of them
are the land tenure described by the formula
	
and the con-
ditions of the holding of the land called	 In both cases the
comparison with the Sumerian material appears to be most useful.
Both types of land are listed in the Pylian land-register Eb/Ep,
which deals with four groups of the land-holders:
1) 12 ko-to-no-o-ko - "holders of kotona-land" (Eb, 369, 377, 496,
5)]., 566, 747, 846, 874, 892, 893, 895, Ep 301). Five of them hold
their plots (o-na-)	 da-mo, and seven hold	 Eight
of them are also te-re- in the land-register En/Eo.
2) 13 holders of ka-ma-land (Eb 149, 152, 156, 159, 173, 177, 495,
842, 862, 1347, Ep 613.1-13). Their holdings are of three types:
ka-ma o-na-to and o-na-to -iv ka-ina-e-we (the holder of
	
is
called ka-ma-e-,
3) 33 "slaves of the god" (-o_-j do-e-/a) holders of --2
da-nio (Eb 169, 212, 347, 464, 498, 838, 858, 866, 871, 885, 890, 900,
905, 913, 915, 1174, 1344, Ep 212, 539.1-6, 613.15-2), '?05). Seven
of them are also the o-na-te-re of the land-register Fzi/Eo.
4) 5 high officials, most of them eultie: priest (j--re-, priestess
(-j--j, keybearer (ka-ra-wi--). Their lands are of the three
types: o-na-to -ro da-ino, e-to-ni-j and ko-to-na (Eb 294, 297,
388, 399, 472, 473, 477 1176, 1187, ,Ep 539.7-14, 04). Their 6 "slaves"
hold the plots -ro da-mo, but one female "slave of the god" hold
her plot as a "gift" (_ra) from the priestess.
The land is distributed among these four categories of the
land-holders very disproportionately. The largest holdings belong to
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ka-ma-e- and the group of cultic personnel: their lands together
occupy 75% of all the territory, while 33 te-o-j do-- possess
only about 10% of all the land.
The main difference between this land-register and the En/Eo
series is that in Eb/Ep the small plots (-p-) are not attached
to the large holdings (--n , but are held -ro da-mo. If my
interpretation of the construction with -ro is oorret, this means
that they were attached to the land of the mmun1ty (the "people"),
but where is this land? It cannot be the ko-to-na a-no-no listed
separately in the beginning of the Ep 301 witlxut reference to its
owner, since it is too small to be a "domaiia (1 GRA iT).
From the equation	 - -to--- in the dispute between
the priestess and the "people" recorded on Eb 297/Ep 704.5-6, Lejeune
concluded that the twelve -to--- listed on Ep 301 constitute
the community (-g,) . Their plots however are very small too (from
1 GRf& 4T 3V to 3V) and five of them are called o-na-to -xv da-nio
themselves, so they cannot constitute the "domain" of
	 To clarify
the picture we have to study more carefufly the precise meaning of
the word	 This word is probably related to the term
with a meaning "ration" or "wages". Both words are derived from the
, ,
verb ovtvpi. - "to be profitable", and the word o-na-to probably means
"land as a profit" or even more likely "plot of maintenance", being
thus a very close correspondence to the Sumerian g- 'uku. Through-
out the III millennium B.C. these "plots of maintenance" were distri-
buted to the agricultural workers under the obligation to cultivate
the "domain land" (g-en-na, later £-!¼)" of the state or temples.
On the other hand, the same wor& -uku was applied to the "plots
of maintenance" held by the priests, high orficials and the city-ruler
(ens himself45,
References to the community or the people are extremely rare
in economic documents from the Near East. In fact, this institution
is far better attested in Myeenaean Greece than anywhere else during
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the Bronze Age. ('ily in the earliest documents from archaic Ur do
we find the nearest correspondence to the Myoenaean	
-•
da-mo, which is () -uku--fl-ra - "plot of maintenance attached
.to the people" (UET II 163, 371). The lands of the free community
itself which were not under control of the temple or state are not
recorded in the documents found in the major economic archves. We
know about their existence only from private contract#f land purchase6.
It is possible that the lands of da- were not recorded in the Pylian
archive as well. It is far from certain that we have the information
about all the lands even of the best attested village Pakijana (EbJEp,
En/Eo, Ed series). The totals on the Ed. tablets are irreconcilable
with the actual amount of land recorded on En/Eo and Eb/Ep series,
despite many efforts to reconcile them by juggling the numbers47.
Several land-holders are only mentioned by name (Parako and Tataro
on Eo 224, 'otoJremata on Ep 539), but no information about their
lands is available.	 is mentioned among the donors of the tribute
to Poseidon on Un 718, but in the corresponding land-register Er 312-
880 it does not appear among the land-holders 48 . In this connection
the tablet An 830 is interesting (the first five lines are briken):
An 830. 6. a
a-te-re-w1-a e-so ko-re-te-ri-jo ke-ke-me-no DA 30
7.
8. e-sa-re-wi-ja ro-ro-ni-ja te-u'.po_ro[
9.(	 ]-zioDA5O
10.(	 Ti qo-u-ko-ro VIR 18L
11.[	 qo] -u-ko-ro ra-wa-ra-ti-ja VIR 66
12.-o-pi-da-mi-jo pi-82 qc_uko] -ro VIR 60
13. a2-ki-ja qo-u-ko-ro	 VIR
FOUr well-known administrative centres of the Pylian kingdom
(Aterewija. Esarewija, Rawaratija, Pi_*82) are mentioned here. The
territory of one of them (Pi_*82) Is called o--da-mi- (iri6r'uioC)
and 60 ox-drivers (-u-ko-) are listed there. Ci line 6 however
the territory of Aterewija is characterised by another expression:
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e-so ko-re-te-ri-j
	
ke-me-uo - "the interim r of the kekeniena-type
belonging to Icoreter". -. pxbably corresponds to the Greek aw
("inside") and two other words are adjeetives, first of which is de-
rived from the title koreter. The feminine form of the second adjective
ke-ke-ine-na frequently appears in Eb/Ep series where it Is found
always in the expression ke--me-na 2-to-na, and its meaning is
disputed49 . Here on An 830 land of similar type is mentioned, but
it is not measured, only the number of houseIlds (D. under the
authority of the ]cal korete is specified.
We may conclude that, as in the En/Eo series, the main Interest
of the palace official responsible for the composition of the Eb/Ep
land-register was in the control over the relationships described
by the -ro constructiDn, but unlike the En/Eo series, the domain
land of the community (probably under the responsibility of local
koreter) remains outside this land-register.
The ka-ina-lands are recorded in the same Eb/Ep series according
to a very different principle. The main characteristic of this type
of land is the presence of the so-called "formula of obligation" which
appears in several variants • The simplest is e-ke- wo-ze-g - "he has
and works", or - "he does not work". More complex variants
of this formula are:
1) o--ro du-wo- te-re-j-e	 wo-ze - "he
has to serve with two(tvice) but he serves with one (nce)Jhe does
not work;
c-na-to e-ke ... e--g , to-Jto-me	 - "he has onato
and for It he serves(?)5".
Outside the --land this formula Is found only once in con-
nection with the	 of Kapatija the keybearer (ka-ra---) on
Eb 388/Ep 7)4, where it has the form:	 du-wo- wo-1-e
o-u-wo-ze - "she has to work with two (twice), does not work". Neither
the exact meaning of different verbs describing 1'work" or "service"
(-i-iA. --j-ke, -) nor the adverbial use of the numerals
du-wo-, e-me-de is known.
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One thing is however certain: the central aut1rity was interested
in the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of the obligations towards this
kind of land, which is understandable only in the case of --land
being directly controlled by the state.
Expressions most similar to this "formula of obligation" are
found in one particular group of texts from Umma of the Ur 111 period:
51the so-called	 texts • These documents record the harrowing
of the public land (g-gQ. This particular work had to be done
two, three or even four times, therefore the g(-r-ra textø are charac-
tensed by the repetition of the expression a-r-2(3,4)-
	
- "twice
(3, 4 times)". Text Kang II 121 is particularly interesting since
it mentions also a failure to fulfil the work:
Obv. 1. 1 e 2 (iku) U (ear) iku tik le-kin-/ak 11 (ear) iku-ta
2. a-erin-na-bi 314-kam
a''3. 2 ese 3 iku gis-ur-a/-ra-2-kam
I,4. a-erin-na-bi 20-kam
'1%Rev. 5. a-sa-e kin-ak ba-U])
4'6. nu-uru4 a-sa e-lugal
7. ugula ur-mes
8. ki'ib lugal4-mah-e
9. girl gu-1-gu-a
ki10. iti muru mu hu-hu-nu-ri/ ba-hul
"1 ee' 2 iku U sar,p]oughed U ear per day, their work-force paid
as enIi for 34 days.
2 e 'e' 3 iku, harrowed for the second time, their work-force paid as
eri for 20 days.
On the field the work ..., (but) the field E-luga]. was not ploughed.
Foreman Ur-mes, seal of Iaigal-emahe, through Gu-ugua.
The fourth month, the year when Buhurauri wa.s destroyed (Amar-Stn ' ".
I would not insist on the identification of the "work" reported
in connection with the ka--land as harrowing, but the interest of
the authrlties in its fulfilment seems to indicate that ka-ma, unlike
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ko-to-na and o-na-to, was public land directly administered by the
state. In this case an expression "PN !- -" which alternates
with "PN ka-ma-e-u e-ke- wo-ze-" ("PN has kamajPN is kamaeu, he
has and works") does not mean possession of the p]ot but responsibi-
lity over the work done on it.
The three forms of	 holdings (ka-ma, ka-ina o-na-to, and
o-na-to -ro ka-nia-e-	 fit well into this reconstruction: we can
assume that for their supervision over the cultivation of the
land -nia-- received "plots of maintenance" called ka-ma o-na-to,
but they were cultivated in turn by the holders of 2!- -
ina-e-we attached to them. There are several further indications that
ka-ma, unlike other types of land, was not a family household.
The word ka-ina, denoting in Un 718 a donor of the tribute to
Poseidon, corresponds to e-re-mo in the land-register Er 312. The
last word can hardly be anything else than the Greek word pThD C -
"empty, deserted", but it carmot be the wasteland, since it contributes
to Poseidon wheat, wine, cheese, and honey. 	 in this case could
be an indication that the land is situated outside the territory of
the village, like Akkadian egel r1 ("field of the stepp") as opposed
to the egelli ("field of the city") 52 , or, alternatively, it could
mean that this territory is uninhabited, as opposed to the fields
of private bouseholds.
Further evidence about the position of ka-nia-e-we is provided
by the texts An 261 and 616. Four work-teams called 
--j-j are
recorded there, which consist of four heads of each team, 18 named
supervisors, and 5) unnamed workers 53 . After the totals on In 261 and
on the left edge of An 616 is written: --!- VIR 10 - "kama-
holders, ten men". Each ka-ma-e-u is thus responsible for five men
in addition to their other supervisors54.
This type of record is very similar to the Sumerian accounts
of agricultural work on public land from Lagash of the tir III period
£ Ur-sa6-ga
£ Ur-mes
1%
a-sa A-ka-sahar
Lugal-sipa
2 er1n
12 h'-dab
12 guru-
hun-ga
12 he-dab
g	 r-ri-ba-du7
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where ordinary workers are distributed not only among their supervisors
but also among the so-called engar t a responsible for each plot of
land (g). For example, three texts MVN VI 368, 399, BM 15406 (un-
published)	 deal with the ploughing of two fields a- PI.LI.HA and
A-ka-aahar. Workers of differeit kinds employed there - erf.n,
u'-hun-g ("hired men"),	 -dab5 ("conscripts"),	 -g	 ("ox-drivers"),
are divided between two supervisors (uu1a) and four p]Dts under the
responsibility of engars6.
Table XXVIII
text No
	
MVIi VI 368 I MVN VI 399 I BM 15406 I MVN VI 368 I MVN VI 399 I BM 15406
a-ta PI.LI.HA ugula Ur-'1Nu-mu-da
d
ugula Ur- Ba-U
22 guru- 20 gurus- 9 ern
hun-ga	 hun-ga
I	 •..
14 h-dab5 54 sa-gu4 3 h-dab5
1 guru-
hun- g.
2 gurus-
hun-ga
Conclusions
As in other Bronze Age societies, in Mycenaean Gresce two basic types
of land - "domain land" (--) and "plots of maintenance" (--)
were carefully distinguished. The Mycenasan agricultural system shares
some features with the Hittite and Sumerian systems. The Mycenaean
Ico-to-na corresponds more or less to the Hittite	 -sahhanas, but
, v•
the Mycenaean 0-na-to is more similar to the Sumerian g-suku, since
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it was held not only by agricultural workers but also by priests (Ea
776, Eb 399, 472, 477, En 74.16, £09.18, 659,4, Eo 224.8, 247.7, 444.3,
Ep 539.13, 704.3) and other persons of high standing (te-re-ta: Eb
159, 369, 747, 846, En 609.15, Eo 224.5, Ep 301.2-4, 613.10).
Several other features are unique for Mycenaean Greece:
1) the state control over the land, unlike the Near East, is not
attested anywhere outside the --1and;
the community (da- 	 is much better attested than in the contemporary
Near East, but has some parallels in the earliest documents from
first half of the III millennium B.C.
The main interest of the authority responsible for the composition
of the Pylian "complex land-registers" seems to be the determination
of the relationships between the owners of ko-to-na and the holders
of o-na-ta attached to them. The reason for this interest was probably
the control over the agricultural manpower (--j	 and other
groups of do-e-) exercised by the central authority. On the other
hand, we find several degrees of central control over the land itself:
1) the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of the obligations towards the
land is carefully recorded in connection with ]--land;
2) there is no evidence of state control over the ko-to-na of 13 te-
n-ta in the land-register En/Eo, but their size is reported, which
probably means that te-re-ta themselves were personally dependent
in one way or another on the palace;
3) the community land (da-	 probably was not recorded at all, only
some information about o-na-ta attached to it is reported in the land-
register Eb/Ep.
All three agricultural systems (Sumerian, Hittite and Mycenaean)
had at least one feature in comirvn: large land-holdings were cultivated
by the forced labour of agricultural workers who possessed their "plots
of maintenance" as a reward for this work. The peculiarity of the
J4ycenaean system was that the state did not control nest of the "domain"
land, but only supplied it with the work-force of the population dependent
on the palace.
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VI DA-PO AND D0-E-R0
(conclusion
We know next to nothing alo ut the upper echelons of Mycenaean
society. In sharp ntrast to later Greek epigmphic and literary
sources, Linear B documents provide little or no information about
kingship1 or political establishment, but they can be regarded as
a very rich source for the atructute of the productive population
of Mycenaean Greece.
It can be den,nstrated that this structure was characterised
by the dichotomy of two social terms: 	 and	 Both words
2have securely established Greek etymologies: ôcioC - " people" and
6cXo - "slave" 3 but, as has been alxwn several times, the later
Greek etymologies are of only limited value for the reanstruction
of Mycenaean social institutions 4 . Most dramaticafly the difference
between the two groups of population is underlined by the expression
da-mo do-e-ro (KN C 91,1) - "slave of the people". At Pylos too the
difference is evident from the following expression repeated 56 times
in the Eb/Ep series:	 do-e-Ja o-na-to
-ke ... -2	 - "slave of the god/priestess/PN has plot of
land at/from(?) the people".
3.. da-ino.
It is known from An 830 and Cn 608 that the territory of the
nine administrative centres in thePylian Either province was caUed
o-j-da-nii-j . Both texts deal with husbaadry5 and An 830 provides
us with the first professional designation of da-no - "ox-drivers"
located at the village Pi_*82. da- is also mentioned
in connection with three other Pylian villages: Sarapeda (TJn 7l
Palcijana (Eb/Ep serie " and the unnamed village surveyed in the
land-register Ea8 . None of the 64 persona mentioned by name in the
Eb/Ep series can be positively identified as a member of	 this
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word being mentioned only with the preposition -ro in the expression
discussed above. As was shwn in the previous chapter, the land of
probably remains putside the Eb/Ep series, where only plots
(o-na-) attached to it were registered. Nor can any of the land-
holders at Sarapeda registered in the land-survey Er can be identified
with	 of Un 718. The relationship between these two thouments
has often been misinterpreted 9 . In my opinion, they should be treated
in the most simple and straightforward way.
Table XXIX
Er 3l2-8J Un 718Sarapede.	 -
GRA	 % YIN
ekera2wo	 94	 55	 3
dat	 2	 33
wanaka	 30	 17.6
rawaketa	 10	 5.8 S2	 U
3 tereta	 30	 17.6
worokijonejo eremo/kama 6 	 3.5 Si	 5.5
Thus, da-mo is absent from the land-register Er, while wa-na-ka
("the Lord") and three te-re- are not found among the donors of
the offerings to Poseidon on Un 718.
In the Ea series we find a slightly different situation. The
expression	 da-mo is found twelve times there 11, but in the six-
teen other occurrences plots of land (o-na-
	 are said to be attached
to s-ta-o-..ta-o/me-r1-te-wo ]o-to-na - "estate of swine-herd!
ox-herd/bee-keeper". In all instances the size of the -to- it-
self, either of da-mo or of the three individuals, Is nowhere indicated.
This parallelism in the method of rerd keeping strongly suggests
that the "swine-herd" (oraC), "ox-herd" (8ouft TctC) and "bee-keeper"
(pc AticC) were the individual members of da-, thus providing us
with three more occupations of this category of the popuiatlonU.
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Poliakova in her treatment of the Py1ian On series'4 drew attention
to the fact that two different systems of record were used at Py]a
in connection with cattle-breeding in the On and Ae series respectively.
In the Cn tablets the sex and the species of animals are carefully
indicated, but the persons in charge of them ("shepherds") are never
specified by professions and the same persons are sometimes reported
to be responsible for animals of different species15 . Ae 27, 108,
134, 489, on the contrary are written aocording to a formula:
PN a3 -ki-pa-ta/po-me o-pi ta-ra-ma-ta-o e-to-ro-po-pi o-ro-nD-no VIR 1
"goat-herd/shepherd looking after 'quadrtipeds' of Taramata, one man".
In contrast to the On series, animals are called here indiscriminately
"quadrupeds", being distinguished only by means of the professions
of the shepherds:	 probably "looks after" goats and
(io wv) is in charge of sheep. Yet another oonsideratiin can be added:
unlike the animals of the Cn series, the "quadrupeds" of the Ae tablets
are not counted, only relationships between Taramata and four shep-
herds being indicated. The last point co:rinects the Ae tablets with
the way in which land of the a-mo is treated in the Ea and Eb/Ep
series. In both cases the information about the size of the property
itself, either land or cattle, remains omtside the control of ftlace
officials responsible for the record-keeping, but the relationships
of different persons involved are carefully recorded. Having in mind
that Taraniata bimselfl6 is one of the land-owners of the Ea series
and that all occupations identified so far for members of da-mo are
connected with husbandry, we can add "goat-herd" and "shepherd" to
the list.
It follows from the material about da-mo collected up to this
point that this category of people was mentioned only indirectly in
the land-surveys, but nre information about it can be expected from
the texts dealing with taxation (since the taxation units were probably
called o--da-mi-j2) or other kinds of tribute ( offerings according
to Un 718). This word however does not appear on Ma or Na tablets
which record the delivery of different commodities by taxation units
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of different size (18 districts in the Ma series, and about 100 vilages
in the Na series). Only one text seems to be helpful, as it shows
the personal composition of one sueh a taxation unit, being thus the
only Linear B census-list of one small village called incidentally
ko-ri-to - Korintho?7:
Nn 831. 1. ko-ri-Cto ri]_nodo_so_n
2. u_re_[u	 3	 SA 4
3. a-mo-ke-re [ 3 SA 1
4. e-re-e-u	 SA 2
5. qo-u-ko-xo [ 3 SA 2
6. a-ro-je-u [ ) SA 1
7. a-mu-ta-wo [ 3 SA 4
8. e-po-me-ne-u[	 SA 4
9. ko-re-.te L 3 SA 24
10. po-me-ne	 SA 2
11. ka-ke-u .
	
:i SA 1
flKori{to fl]ax donation (last word is erased): Uire[u]_ 4 SA-
units, Amokere - one, Ereen - two, ox-driver(s) - two, iA.rojeu - one,
Amutawo - four, Epomeneu - four, koreter - 24, shepherds (dual or
plural) - two, bronze-smith - one".
The total amount of 45 units of flax represent probably the
tribute actually delivered, but not the estimated norm for this village,
since according to another text some of the tax-payers listed on Nn
831 were partially exempted from taxation:
	
Xn 1357. 1. [
	
tJ -sa-de s-ma-a2 e-re-i-te-ra SA xJ
2. [	 to]_sa_de e-po-me-ne-we [e_re_u_te_ra sAJ
3. [	 to3 -sa-de ka-ke-we s-re-u-te-	 SA xJ
4. [	 ] to_sa_de ko-re-te-re e_re_u_[te_ra SA xJ
"[... so] much (flax) is rele[ased](from payment) for Hermes (?)
[ ...] , [... so] much is [released] for Epomeneu mJ , C soJ much
is releas[edjfor the bronze-smith [
...J so much is reiea[seJror
the koreter[...J't.
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It follows from this fragment that there was a shrine of Hermes
(probably with its own personnel) 28 at Korito which was completely
exempted from the delivery of flax, but Epomeneu, the bronze-smith
and the koreter were only partially exempted, since all three appear
also on Nn 831. Both texts combined together would produce a typical
Na balance account written according to the formula: "GN SA x
-ke-/PN e-re-u-te-ra SA y" - "GN x units of flax, so much is re-
leased for the bronze-smith/PN, y units".
Two out of four occupational designations mentioned on Nn 831
-u-ko-ro and -me have already been identified as possibly connected
with da-mD. To find koreter among them Is not at all surprising, since
this title is always found (both at Pylos and Knosso) 19
 in conjunction
with a particular place-name, including An 830 where it appears along-
side	 Bronze-smiths (ka-ke- , on the other hand, appear
on numerous Na tablets (Na 104, 106, 252, 425, 529, 848, 923, 941)
in the same position as on In 1357, as exempted from their tax duties.
Another two occupations . - ku--ke-ta-1 ("hunters" dat. p1. ) and
("ship-builders") are found In the same context on Na 248
20
and Na 5o8 respectively
Thus, the whole list of occupations connected with a different
degree of probability with da-mo includes ten professional designstiøns,
all of them non-agricultural:
qo-u-ko-ro
qo -qo-ta
su-qo-ta
me-rI-te-u
a3
 -ki-pa-ta
p0-me
ko -re-ta
ka-ke-u
ku-na-Icé-ta...j (?)
na-u-.do...mo
	 (?)
"ox-driver"
"cow-herd"
"swine-herd"
"bee -keeper"
"goat-herd"
"shepherd"
"local official"
"bronze-smith"
"hunters"
"ship-builders"
An 830, Nn 831
Ea 270, 305, 757, 802
Ea 59, 109, 332, 480,
481, 776, 822
Ea 481, 771, 799, 813,
820
Ae 108, 489
Ae 134, Nn 831
An 830, Nn 831, In 1357
Nn 831, In 3.357
Na 248
Na 568
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Finally, in the fanus dispute over the legal status of land
held by Erita the priestess, one variant (Ep 7O1) calls the antagonist
of the priestess da-, but in the other variant he is called --no-
o-ko (Eb 29'?). This word is not exactly an occupational term, but
rather an indication of social statVs - "owner of 	 It does
not reveal the real occupation of members of
	 since, for example,
cow-herd, swine-herd and bee-keeper of Ea series all have their own
ko-to -na.
The alleged association of these eleven words with	 does
not mean that all persons described by them necessarily belong to
this category of the population. Thus, according to the Jn series
beside the ordinary bronze-smiths, there were some designated as
and ---j--jg ("of the Lady"); five registered
on Ep 301 and one shepherd on Ea 82h. hold their plots of land -i2.
da-ino which probably indicates that they themselves were not members
of the da-mo.
To summarise our discussion of da-ino we can stress the following
points:
1. The category of population called da- largely remains outside
the control of the central authority of Pylo s • Neither land nor
cattle of	 is recorded in the .Pylian palatial archive, only
the relationships between 	 and people of other categories
being indicated there.
2. The main channel of communication between the central authority
and seems to be taxation (according to the use of the word
e-2i-da-mi-j and ether kinds of tributes -(ffn 718),
3. It is very difficult to identify the individual members of
ainee it usually appears collectively, as a community. As far as
such an attempt is possible,the occupations which can be associated
with da-mo are all non-agricultural, being connected with husbandry,
crafts, and perhaps also hunting.
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2. do-e-ro.
If we now turn to another major social category of Mycenaean
Greece - do-e-ro, we can find that it is much better attested in the
Linear B archives. The obvious Greek etymology of this word 6CDC -
"slave" rather confuses than helps us to understand the actual position
of do-e- in Mycenaean society 21 . It is well known that one group
of	 namely -a-i..2. -!-2. ("slaves of the god"), was the
largest group of smafl land-holders at Pylos22 . Contrary to the wide-
spread view, other groups of do-e-ro do not differ essentially from
this one • In the same land-register (E serie8 at Pylos) we can find
-e- of other gods and "private"	 side by side with --j
do-e-ro and "free" persons. On Ep 539 and the parallel Eb 1176, 1187,
1188 are recorded holdings of two do-e-ro of the priestess (i---j.)
Erita, one 2-- of the keybearer (-ra---) Kapatija, and
three do-e-ro of Apimede. The plots of these persons are not attached
to the land of their "masters", but are held -ro da-mo or p-ro
ica-ma-e-we23 . in the parallel texts En 609 and Eo 224 the boldings
of one more	 of the priestess are recorded. It is interesting
to note that the holding of her "mistress" (---j.
	
--j- -
priestess of Pakijana) is recorded on the same tablet, and both of
24them are coiled	 of the same person Amaruta • On Ed 847
holdings of several unnamed e-g-si-j 	 ("slaves of the foUower")
25
are separately summarised • On Es 650 two do-e-: Aikiwaro -te-mi-
do-e-ro ("slave of. Artemis?)2nd an unnamed we-da-ne-wo do-e-ro
("slave of Weda.neu ) , appear as land-owners in their own right,
together with other "free" persons, some of thea of high rank 28 . The
parallel records Es 644, 653 do .not even mention. that Aikiwaro is
a do-e-ro.
do-e-ro are found not only as land-holders but also as small
cattle-owners. On PY Cn.. 1287 two do-e-.ro, Mutiriko di-u-j do-e-ro
("slave of the goddess Diwija") and L2rakawo	 -e- ("slave
of Kereta"), are registered as owners of one goat each, with eight
other persons, some of them with professional designations: a--
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(n'cXoC - "messenger"),	 (yx4c	 - "fuller"),
(ccpctc	 - "potter"),	 --k.-u. (meaning unknown). At Knossos an
unnamed dc>-e- and his "master" Apiqota are recorded on the same
tablet as owners of ten sheep and goats each:
0915.AC 3	 OVIS]
B [ J pa-ro a-pi-qo-ta / pa-ro do-e-ro CAPE 10
"At (the disposa1 of)Apiqota 10 ewes, at (the disposal of) the 'slave'
ten she-goats".
Two texts from Knossos are particularly important for the under-
standing of the status of do-!-ro: C 911 and 912. Both texts are records
of sheep and goats registered against the names of their owners, which
specified in three different ways: by another name in the genitive,
ethnic (adjective derived from place-name), and one of the three words:
do-e-ro, -ku-ta or wo-we-u. All three possibilities may be combined
with one name:
C 911. io.0 iso a-pi-me-de-o p0-ku-ta ra-ri-di-jo 0VIS '
 140
"PN pokuta of Apimede from R 29 - 140 ewes".
Line 6 is exceptional and it was used as a starting point for
our discussion of the
	 - do- ,- dichotomy:
C 911. 6. qa-di-ja po-ku-te-ro da-mo do-e-ro CAPE
 70
"Q slave of the people of pokuta-type - '70 she-goats".
Thepoaitionof the words wo-j-u and- -ku-ta ia-so-closely
parallel to that of do-e-ro in these two texts that whatever their
etymology they must denote some social group very similar to
do-e-ro, or even components of the "de-e-ro class" • The occurrence
of all three terms with ethnics only, witut references to "owners"
(C 911 • 3. - j-	 -kj---i2 vo-we- 8. "ra-wa-ni -kn-ta
-ri-j-j, 13.
	
-.-i a---E2). confirms that they
were not slaves in the strict sense, but some group of the indigenous
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population.
Another word which can alternate with do-e-ro is the social or
occupational term	 which Is found on PY An 6)7 in
the expression --j	 parallel to
in the same text32.
Members of these groups of population similar to that of
are attested as land-holders too: two wo-we-u are mentioned in the
Knossian land-register Uf 836, 1023 (both of them in the district
Qara) and kl-ri-te-wi-j women are found as collective land-holders
at Pylos on Eb 321/Ep 704 (IxldIng their plots
	
-)
do-e-ro of different types and members of similar social groups
are also found in records of work-teams and quotas of conscripts.
At Knossos women of the work-teams are called do-e-ra In five texts:
Ai 824. 1. a-pl-qo-i-ta do-e-ra MUL 32 ko-wa me-zo-e 5 ko-wa me-wi-jo-e 15
2. ko-wo me-wi-jo-e 4
Al 1036. l.0
	
]*56_o_jo a-mi-ni-so / do-e-.ra
2.1
	
J
Ak(2) 7024. i.[
	
J2t.
2.t Jko-wo me_[
3.[ Jdo-e-ra MTJL
Ap628.l.A	 c
1. BC	 3-ja a-ke-wo do-e-ra MDL 4
2. C	 3 -ro do -e-ra	 [MULJ 1 di-qa-ra
3. C	 ]-ne-. o do-e-ra	 MULC
Ggi1-ma-rl-Tne-we / -do-e-ra---'ME+RI t—*20 9+AC
The last text is not a record of the work-team, strictly speaking
(it deals with the distribution of honey), but 	 ---w wo-i-
("house of Marineu") appears on As 1519 as the location of a male
work-team, and on TH Of 25, 35, the word ma--ne--j- (dat. p1.)
describes a group of women as recipients of wool in a textile context.
*
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The syntactical relationship of the words a---- and ma-j--we
on hi 824 and Gg 713 is uncertain, since both words could be only
in the dative or nominative, but not in the genitive. On Ai 1036 and
Ap 628, however, the word do-- is preceded by names in the genitive
(*56 .. O_j2 and a-ke-wo) and on hi 1036 it is also specified by the
place-name (Ainnissos).
The only occurrence of "slaves of the god" at Knossos (written
there te-o do-e-	 is found on hi 966, presumably also in the context
of a work-team (the text is badly broken):
hi 966. a.	 te-o do-e-ro[
b. a-ri-ke-u / ka-pa-so ja-.
At Pylos too three work-teams of 	 are recorded on he
26, 110, 303. They include respectively: fotzr
("slaves of Korudaro '0, an unknown number of ka-ra-wi- -ro -j
	
-e -
("slaves of the keybearer"), and 14 i-j-re-j do-- ("slaves of
the priestess")
Nine groups of -ku- are registered in the conscription records
from Knossos (in full writing B 815, 816, 985, 7035, 8006, and in
abbreviated form p B 808, 814, 5752, 7043), and at Pylos two teams
of ten p2.-ku-ta each are recorded as rowers (e-re-ta) on An 610, and
as conscripts from the village Waa2tewe on An 207. At Knossos
also appear on L 469 in a textile context. In two parallel texts L 475
and L 594 the same position is held by the 'designations of women common
to the "women series" (do--j Ap 629, da-te-we-j.! Ak 612):
L 469. a.	 me-C ] -ta
b.	 --ta
L 475.	 do-ti-ja TELA2+PU 5o
L 594. a. ]ri-ta pa-we-a
b. )da-te-we-ja TEL? 1 TUN+KI 1
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Three groups of --te-j-j-i (dat. p1.) from Knossos, Amnissos
and Phaistoa are recorded on IN E 777 as recipients of WO large measures
o grain each ror one month. They are recorded in this text together
with a-ze-te-ri-, the Knoaslan equivalent of 	 one
of the most frequent female occupational terms used at Pylos, Knossos
and Thebes to describe women working in the textile industry35.
ckiiy one group of texts from Knossos (Al 1037, 5976, 7745, B
822, 988) speaks in favour of the servile status of 	 All these
texts use the verb j-ri-jA-to, and comprise the formula:
PN1 (nom.) qi-ri-ja-to PN2 (acc.) PN3 (gen.) do-e-ro/a VIR/MUL 1
Since -ri-j- hardly could be anything else than the Mycenaean
2	 /form of Greek (E)7rptcrtD - (he) bought (3 eg. aor. limed.), its generally
accepted translation is: "PN1 bought PN2 slave of PN3". If this inter-
pretation is correct, we can assume that Mycenaean 
--i2.' like the
word ôot in later Cretan epigraphic sources (Code of Gortyn IC IV
/
72) covers both purchase slaves called in classical Crete xpuontot
(Athen. VI 263 e-f) and s serf-like population called by Cretan authors
ijvoct and	 irzi (Hybrias PLG III 651 ap. Athen. XV 695 f, Sosicratos
FGH 461 Fr. 1 ap. Athen. VI 263 f, Dosiades FH 45& .Fr. 3 ap Aihen.
ibid.), or KkpwTXt - by Greek writers from outside Crete (Callistratos
FGH 348 Fr. 4 ap. Athen. VI 263 e, Ephoros FGH 70 Fr. 29 ap. Athen
ibid.) 36. At Pylos, for example, when group of 13 -!- was trans-
ferred from one superior to another (An 607) they are said to be simply
"sent" (e-e-) to their new "masters"37.
To sum up, Mycenaean do-e-ro, unlike classical óo'AoC, seems
to denote some social group independent economically (land- and cattle-
owners), but dependent in some uncertain way on private persons (if
they are not representatives of the central administration), gods
(named and unspecified Oc in the expression --j do-e-), and
da-. The members of this group of population were also subject to
conscription in order to work in teams, and it is very important to
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notice that the same components of the "--ro class" are found both
as land-holders and as members of work-teams.
Table XXX
personal status	 land-bolders	 work-teams
teojo/teo doero	 P1 Eb/Ep, En/Eo series KN Al 966
ijereja doera	 P1 En 609, Eo 224
	
P1 Ae 303
karawiporojo/kapatija doera 38
 P1 Ep 539	 P1 Ae 120
Iciritewija	 P1 Eb 321, Ep 'O4
	
KN E 777
Only small portion of persons mentioned in the Linear B archives
can be positively identified as members or either the 	 or the
do-e-ro classes. Is it possible to determine the social status of
those numerous workers and conscripts who are listed by names, ethnics
or professions?
Here again the village of Korito comes to our help. On Ad 921
a team of --j-	 ("Sons of --j women") is registered
at o-j-. On An 209 thirteen personal names are listed under the
heading -j-j-j2
	
and on An 207, which is a list of con-
scripts, unknown number of "tailors" (--) with the same ethnic
appear among other professional groups from different places. a-ri-
si-j is probably an ethnic derived from the place-name -j-
(Kopvai.oi) 39, ra-- and --j are both connected with the
textile industry, since the last word is attested as a female oc-
cupation in the textile context at Knosao (I.e 641) and Thebes (Of
35), and	 is connected with sheep-breeding, being an occupational
term derived from the word ta-to-mo (crrzO C) found on Cu 4 and 395.
Thus, the whole population of Korito, as It is recorded in the
Pylian archive41 , has the following structure:
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Ko rito
(I) taxation records (Nn 831, Xii 1357) (II) work-teams and conscripts
(Ad 921, An 207, 209)
da-ino (?)
	
do-e-ro (?)
1 ko-re-te	 31 C?)	
--L-a
1 ka-ke-u	 13 ta-te-re
1 C?)
	 C i i--r.
2 (?)	 !-2.
6PN
As can be seen from this representation, none of the occupations
of group (II) appears in group (I), which was previously identified
as possibly connected with da-mo. There are several reasons for the
possible Identification of workers in group (II) as members of the
"do'-e-ro class" (in a broad sense):
1) women and their children recorded in the Aa, Ab, Ad series at Pylos
are more likely to be members of this class, since In the parallel
Al, Ak, Ap series at Knossos they are sometimes called
	 (Ai
824, 1036, Ak 7024, Ap 628);
2) the word ta-te- is connected with the Cii series (through the
term ta_to_mo) 4, which seems to record cattle o f the centralised.
"household" in the framework of the whole Pylian state44;
3) five groups of are lieted on An 2)7 aide by side with
a team of -ku-ta who have a1readr beeen identified as members of
the "do-e-ro class";
4) three individual ra- Tiridaro, Ero2qo and Zepu2ro appear in
the Ea series (Ea 28, 29, 56, 325, 460, 754, $13) as small-holders
whose plots are attached to estates of private persons (Ea 29, 56,
754), da-mo (Ea 460), and the "bee-keeper" (Ea 813) in a way parallel
to the description of holdings or various do-e- In the Eb/Ep, En/Eo
series.
Let us exaniune more carefully An 2)7, since it seems to be one
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of the st representative conscription recxrds:
An207.4.0
. 1	 Jpi-ri-je-te-re
6. re-ka.. ta] -ne a-de-te-re
7. re-ka-J_ne ke-ra-me-we
8. re-ka-ta-ne da-ko-ro
9. wa-a2-te-we po-ku--ta
10. a-nu-wa ku-ru-so-wo-k
ii. [ ]-ic me-ri--ma-te
12. C	 J-jo to-10-so-wo-ko
13. a-pi-no- e_wi-jo
14. so-ro-.pe-o ra-pte-re
15. ko-ri-si-jo ra-pte-re
16. ka-ro-ke--e ra-pte-re
17. ra-ni-jo-ne ra-pte-re
18.0 )-ka-si-da ra-pte-re
VIR 10
VIR 2
VIR 2
VIR 2
VIR 12
VIR 10
VIR 4
VIR 2
VIR sC
3VIR C
C.
C
EvIR
VIR
VIR 20
• .Jten men, sword-makers from 45 tGN1 two men, lrrigators('?) 46 from
[Rekatne two men, potters from Reka[ta]ne two men, dakoro from Rekatane
twelve men, pokuta from Waa2tewe ten men, g1d-smiths from Anuwa four
men, ineridamate from [NJ two men, arrow-smiths from [GN] five men,
from Apino[ewijo xJmen, tailors from Soropeo [xjmen, tailors
from Korito [xJ men, tailors from Karokee [xjmen, tailors from Ranijone
[x] men, tailors from [GNJ 20 men".
Anong the nine professions mentioned here, -ri--- are
attested as members of the "houselold" recordedon An7- and Fn. 1h27;
a-de-- appear as land-holders on Eq 36; "potters"
i8 the occupation of ene of the te-re-ta mentioned on En 467/Eo 37148;
da-ko-ro appear in two other lists of conscripts (An 424, 42'
ku-ta were already discussed in connection with 	 (p. 174. 17;
(and the variant me-ri-du-ma- appear in conscription
lists (An 424, 427) and in records of another "house11d" (An 39,
594, i 5)); ra--re are found in quotas of conscripts at Pylos
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(An 172, 298, 424)51 and Kno8sOs (V l5 , and they were already mentioned
as land-holders in the Ea esries (p. 179)
Thus, again we face the situation similar to that reflected
in Table XXX: the occupations attested for the land-holders appear
also in the records of conscription. In the case of An 207 they are
a-de-te-re,	 and	 The nest interesting thing
is, however, that the professions of large land-owners (-- and
small-holders (---
	
appear in the same list (ke-ra-me- and
• This is not an exception or a coincidence: at Knossos
te-re- appear in quotas of conscripts together with "carpenters"
(te-ko-to-ne, Am 82 , "planters" (2--i& and. "tailors" again
(both on V 159).
The assumption that	 at Knossos differed from those
at Pylos52 cannot help much: at Knossos too -re- are found as
land-holders (UI' 839, 97), 980, 9g.)) , and at Pylos, as we just have
seen, men with the same professions as e-- appear in lists of
conscripts, not only on An 207, but also on An 424 where te-u-ta-ra-
ko-ro is found53 . The third attested occupation of te-re-ta - "fuller"
(ka-na--u, Eo 269) is found on Cu 1287 together with two
(p . 173-174) . These observations are so strongly contradicted by
everything that has been written so far about	 that we must
pause in our preoccupation with the Mycenaean material and try to
understand what the "do-e-ro class" really was in a broader context
of other Bronze Age societies.
3. Conclusions
Thanks to the collective efforts of many scholars and above all
Djakonov and Geib, It became clear that the social structure of many
Near Eastern societies in the III and II millennia B.C. was characterised
by the coexistence of two major groups of population: (1) independent
members of free rural communities, and. (II) dependent rural population
under the direct authority of the state 55 . Group (:0 is attested mainly
in legal documents, but it is scarcely mentioned in large state or
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temple archives, so that even the fragmentary information about da-mo
found in Linear B documents looks an exceptionally rich source about
population of this type. Group (I includes such social elasses as
Sumerian £uru, Old Bbylonian mu'knum, Middle Egyptian 	 nsw and
Ugaritic	 56• To find some members of the upper class in this
group of the population is not at all surprising, since a large part
of the governmental bureaucracy was recruited not from members of
the free community, but from the population dependent on the state.
The following words of Djakonov can be fully applied to Mycenaean
-re-: "Apart from labourers creating material wealth in the form
of food and clothing, the state sector embraces also other royal and
temple servants: functionaries ... , professional warriors, master
craftsmen etc. Many of them were in a position to reach a very high
standing in society and had practically a share in the income from
57the exploitation of the lower group o f the royal personnel"
The best analogy to the da-ino - -e-ro relationship is found
in the Middle Assyrian institution of 	 This social term is
derived from the word	 - "community" and it is found usually in
- - -
	 58a construction l alaau of PN2 . It means not a "community member,
but a dependent person wkx carried on a corve service (ilku) instead
of his master, a real community member59.
It seems likely that, contrary to the Ugaritic evedence, the
similarity in the approach towards the taxation an conscription found
in Linear B documents (for example 1'! Ac and Ma serie) 	 does not
mean that members of da- were really summoned for their service,
but rather that they sent their do-e- (like any-other--commodities).
do-e-ro however cannot be called slaves in any sense, and least of
all according to the Marxist definition (used by Djalconov), since
they possessed their own "means of production" i. e. plots of land.
On the other hand, the relationships between do-e-ro and their masters"
(including members of -) were controlled by the state, or at any
rate, these relationships were the matter of great importance for
those responsible for the composition of the Mycenaean palace archives.
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The distinction between auch groups of population as da-uo and
-e-ro probably goes back to the very primitive conditions surrounding
the origins of agriculture which, as a direct continuation of food
gathering, was regarded as a women 1 s occupation. The first men assigned
to the agricultural work were probably members of defeated tribes
or prisoners of war6l. It is a great temptation to use the ethnographic
material of ndern primitive societies or at least of those described
by Europeans in the past, in order to verify our reconstructions of
ancient social institutions. Any such attempt encounters the difficulty
of a methodological character: aU our reconstructions are based solely
on documentary evidence, but nearly all pre-cobnial societies of
Africa, America or Oceania were illiterate, and even those of them
which developed some form of writing did not leave economic archives
suitable for comparison. Methodologically, however, documents should
be compared with documents rirat, and only then, if they are found
similar, reconstructions can be compared with descriptions.
The only possible exception could. be
 Easter Island where a local
script known as kohau ron-rongo was developed. According to the
latest attempt at its decipherment made by Fedorova62 some of the
surviving inscribed wooden tablets from this island contain, contrary
to all expectations, not mythological or ritual compositions, but
various lists • I am of course not in the position to judge the validity
of this decipherment, but its results fit so wefl into the general
history of writing (which developed both in Mesopotamia and Crete
primarily for the purpose of account keeping) that this consideration
alone encourage me to consider seriously Fedorova t s conclusions.
According to Fedorova, two tablets: a Santiago small tablet
and a London tablet (which. are duplicates) contain a list of people
called kb. If this interpretation is correct,. here for the first
time arises the possibility of 11?lking written documents with the
descriptions made by European travellers of the XVIII-XIX centuries.
The social class of kio is thus described by Metraux:
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"The were defeated people wbo were obliged to serve
their conquerors or to pay tribute to them with the produce of
their lands. Roussel translates kio to mean farmer or servant.
On Mangareva a kb was a farmer wk had put himself under the
protection of a rich landowner or who cultivated a piece of land
leased to him by some wealthy man. The kio were the lowest class
of small farmers.
After a tribe had been defeated, those who were not kifled
and eaten were reduced to the condition of &• Their suffering
and humiliation have beem. described by Rouasel (19), p. 424)
wlxse information seems to have been obtained first-hand"63.
Lists of	 from Easter Island probably record the booty taken
during the inter-tribal, wars on the is1and6 , not dissimilar from
the Hittite lists of NAM.RA, for exampie6 . When conditions of such
people like Eastern Polynesian
	
became permanent, they could provide
one of the sources of such social class as Mycenaean do-e-.
We are in a much better position concerning the ultimate fate
of Mycenaean social institutions than in respect to their origins.
The da-ino -
	
dichotomy survived the destruction of the Mycenaean
civilisation. Both on Crete and in Southern Peloponnese of the classical
period we find highly organised communities of and dependent
population called on Crete still by its Mycenaean name - ócn, or
Cl. ,irrc in what later be came Sparta (Laconia and Mess enia).
Unlike their Mycenaean forerunners, however, helots and other
similar groups of dependent peasants of Classical Greece were no longer
organised in work-teams. They were aasigned to Kktp) t of their masters
(hence one of the Cretan social terms - cprit) and paid to them
a tribute according to a fixed rate66.
We find a very similar development in Mesopotamia after the down-
fall of the Third Dynasty of Ur. During the following Old Babylonian
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period the distinction between free community members (aw!lum) and
dependent peasants (miJknuui) continued to exist, but public land
was not cultivated by work-teams of conscripted labour, as in the
III millennium, but wan divided into family plots of mutknri who paid
a tribute to the Crown67.
This observation explains why several very close parallels to
Mycenaean documents were found in Ur III
	
. Anong them the
most important are those parallels which enable us to identify the
and the --j- tablets and Aq series as possibly records
of agricultural work. These parallels a1uld not be overestimated,
however. The Mesopotamian alluvial plain was very different physically
compared with the hills and small valleys of Greece. The "palace
economy" was wiped out in Greece after the destruction of the Mycenaean
citadels, while it continued to exist in different forms throughout
most of Mesopotainian history.
The real parallel to Mycenaean society was probably the Hittite
Empire. Unfortunately, the loss of the economic archives of the Empire
period restricts severely the prospects of the comperison. Neverthe-
less, even among only five surviving Luwian hieroglyphic documents
(Kululu lead strips) one (strip No 2) was found to be the most exact
parallel to one of the Pylian ration lists (Fri 187). The discovery
of the Kululu lead strips is also important from another point of
view: knowedge of their formulary made easier to identify more Hittite
cuneiform texts as based upon genuine eccnomic documents. A large
part of such texts belong to the cultic sphere, since most of the
wooden tablets which were recapitulated in the cuneiform script were
temple inventories. Neverthless, the only close parallel to such a
peculiar feature of any given society as land tenure, is found also
among the Hittite documents.
Texts from Ugarit and Alalakh, on the contrary, were found to
be much less useful than might have been expected. Though these texts
undoubtedly belong to very similar categories, they are arranged usually
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in a different way. In the Linear B archives there are no lists of
households or census-lists so typical of Alalakh68 . Neither the g
structure nor the"guild-organisation" which are the most characteristic
institutions of ugarit69 can be identified in the Mycenaean material.
Of course the present research was limited to the problems of
manpower as they are reflected in lists of personnel, ration lists,
and land-registers. Many important documents, such as texts dealing
with the textile Industry, organisation of bronze-smiths or distribution
of weapons, remain beyond of Its scope. Utilisation of these texts
can bring significant corrections to the conclusions offered here.
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1. J. T. Hooker, The wanax in Linear B Texts, Kadnios 18, 1979, p.
]OO-111.
2. The principal studies of da-ino are: 14. Durante, Etymologie Greche:
&t/daiqota; pcC/dairo; 6/dopota; lID Xy/&oAy, SHEA U, 19'O,
p. 49; 14. Lejeune, Le damos dans la societe inycenienne, REG 78,
1965, p. 18-21 ( =MPM III, 1972, p. 135-154); K. Wundsam, Die soziale
Struktur in der niykenischen Residenzen nach den Linear B Texten,
Wien, 1968, p. 153-165; '• • 11onsIcoBa, CoLuqanLHo—nonwTwqecKasl
cTpylcTypa nnnoccxoro onecTBa, M. 1978, c. 29-258.
3. A. Tovar, Indo-european Etymology of Doero, Acta Mycenaea,II p. 324.
4. The best example is	 -n
5. Cs a heading:	 - "opidamilo
(p1.) will feed pigs", followed by the list of nine "towns" of
the Hither province registered against a certain number of pigs
(ideogram SUS+SI =
	
An 8.30 was discussed in the previous
chapter (p. 156-157).
6. -u-10-ro - OUK)O is translated here as "ox-driver" to distinguish
this word from g-g-ta - 8ouic - "ox/cow-herd". See: H. Lindgren,
The People of Pylos, Uppsala, 1973, II p. 131-132.
7. This place-name in fact is not mentioned on Eb/Ep tablets, they
are usually supposed to be connected with Pakijana because of
their prosopography which Is common with the /Eo series. See:
14. Lejeune, I.e recapitulatif du cadastre Ep de Pylos, Cambridge
Colloquium, p. 2-264 (=MPM III , 1972, p. 107-111).
8. For suggestions see: L. R. Palmer, The Interpretation of Mycenaean
Greek Texts, Oxford, 1969, p. 220; L. Deroy, 14. Grard, Le cadastre
mycnIen de Pylos, Rome, 1965, p. 31.
9. Documents2, p. 265; M. Lejeune, Le dossier sa--- du scribe
24 de P1os, Mims 14, 1975, p. £O-76; 14. Lindgren, o p. cit. II
p. 153-154. I see no posibility for the identification of
with e-ke-ra2-wo, as well as no evidence for the identification
of da-mo either with three te-re-ta or a-ki-ti-to.
10 • Wine was chosen for comparison as it is the only conunodity delivered
by all four donors of Un 718.
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11. Ea 52, 59.4,7, 136, 258, 259, 463, 773, 778, 808, 816, 824.
12. With 2-ro: Pa 822, with "genitival construction": Ea 59.3, ]Ø9,
132, 270, 305, 4&3, 481 (twice), 757, 771, 776, 799, 802, 813, 8Z.
13. --ta - 11. Lindgren, op. cit. II p. 139;	 -g-ta - ibid. p. 130;
me-ri-te-u - ibid. p. 97.
14. r. . flonglcoBa, CouwanbHo-nonwTwecKaR CTPYKTYP •., C. 209-
211.
15. For example: sheep and goats with Maranijo and Kukaraso (On 643,
719, both at the same place - Pi_*82), Netiano (On 40, 599 at
Wanojo wowo), Mara (Cn 328.8,9), Awekeseu (On 285.5,6) ; sheep
and pigs with Ezoro (On 40, 599) and QetaI (On 45, 630, 570).
16. Ea 336, 778, 821, 825; M. Lindgren, op. cit. I p. 114.
17. The identification of Pylian	 with the Isthmian Corinth
is nevertheless defended by B. Sergent in his, Pylos et Corinthe,
Minos 17, 1981, p. 35-66.
18. According to Th 316	 receives one man (VIR 1).
19. M. Lindgren, op. cit. II p. 84-86; at Knossos: C 9)2, V 865.
2). Na 248. a.	 e-re-u-te-ro
ta-mi-ta-na ku-na-ke-ta-i SA 30
"Tamitana, released (from payment) for hunters 30 (units of flax)".
Na 568. A.	 e-sa-re-u ke_<u)_po_da e-re-u-te-ro-se SA 5
B.0 J-wa SA 20 to-sa-de na-u-do-mo o-u-di-do-si
" GN 23 (units of flax), so much ship-builders do not give, Esareu
Keupoda released 50 (units of fax)".
21. The principal studies on the position of do-e- in Mycenaean
Greece are: 11. Lejeune, Textes mycniens relatifs aux esciaves,
Historia 8, 1959 (=MPM II, 1971, p. 63-Ba); M. Lindgren, op. cit.
lI-p. 36-39; K. Wundsam,-op. cit. p.-169-l79; r.. flonsIKoBa,
... c. 135-1k5, 172;
H. )IeHLWaH, Pa6CTBO	 MWXHCKO W rouepoBcRo* rpeIMx, M. 1963.
22. A. Tovar, Talleres y oflcios en el pa1ac1 de Pylos: teojo &ero-ra,
'domestico-a del rey', Minos 7, 1961, p. 101-122. For further
references see: H. Lindgren, op . ett. II p. 38-39.
23. M. Lindgren, op. cit. II p. 70-71.
24. He is te-re-ta, see: ibid. .1 p. 25, II p. 144-145.
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25. M. Lejeune identifies them with three "slaves of Apitnede" on Eb
1187, 1188/Ep 539 (MPH III p. 105-111).
26. For a discussion of this name see: C. Sourvinou, A-TE-MI-T0 and
A-TI-MI-TE, Kadinos 9, 1970, p. 43; T. Christidis, Further Remarks
on A-TE-.MI-T0 and A-TI-MI-TE, Kadmos 11, 1972, p. 125-128; A. M.
Jasink Ticchioni, Contributi micenei, SHEA 21, 1980, p. 221.
27. On Wedaneu see: P. Ilievski, The Recipients of the Es Tablets,
Cambridge Colloquium p. 238-244; M. Petruevski, Diwijeu, Pereuronijo -
Diwijewe, Wedanewe, A 15, 1965, p. 136; M. Lindgren, op. cit.
I p. 127-128, II 134-136.
28. For example a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo who is e-g-ta according to An 654,
see: M. Lindgren, op. cit. I p. 31.
29. This place-name is not attested. elsewhere, but it alternates with
an attested toponym, such as
30. --u may be somehow connected with the word 	 (Greek po -
"boundary"). The etymology of 	 is completely obscure,
and it may be of non-Greek origin. See: H. Lindgren, op. cit.
II p. 118-119, 159.
31. This word may be connected with the Greek word for barley KplOr,
but othenterpretations are posible, see: ibid. II p. 81-82.
32. See p. 126.
33. ThUrpose of these three texts is uncertain, "slaves of Korudaro"
are said to be -pj
	
("in charge of x" or "at PN" ?), "slaves
of the priestess" are 	 -u-- i-j-ro-j -("on account
of the sacred gold") ,and Ae l]D is broken .in the middle of the
--
34. See p. 56.
35. See p. 49.
36. On Cretan dependent population see: E. Kirsten, Das dorisehe Kreta,
I Die Insel li-eta tin fnf ten und vierten Jahrhundert, Wrzburg,
1942, p. 9'7-119; D. Lotze, ucta 'AcuO&ujv xz\ 6o?v, Berlin,
1959, p. 4-25; R. F. Willette, Ancient Crete, A Social History,
London, 1965, p. 95-102; Aristieratic Society in Ancient Crete,
London, 1955, p. 33-56.
37. See p. 124-127.
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38. Kapatija is "keybearer" (ka-ra-wi-2.-) according to Eb 388/Ep '04.
39. M. Lejeune, L'assibilation do 1'aspire sourde dentale devant I,
Atti Roma, 1969, P . 733-743	 III, p. 225-235).
40.See p. 51, n. 61 for Chapter II(p. 98)
41. This of course does not mean that it is the whole population of
Korito.
42. The numeral "30" is erased. Does it mean that they were released
from service? There are no corresponding Aa and Ab tablets.
43. Two of the names of An 209 in fact appear on Cn 328, 719 (ra-mi-ni-j2)
and Cn 655
44. r. . flonsjxoBa, CouwanBHononTxtlecKaR cTpy-xTypa ... c. 2II-2I2
45. All place-names are in the dative singular, and in the Mycenaean
dialect the locative and the ablative are not distinguished in
the singular, so it can mean either "at" or "from". The presence
of at least one ethnic in -j2 on line 15 (and possibly one more
on line 12) suggests that these place-names stand for the indication
of the origin of workers.
46. 14. Lindgren, op. cit. II p. 16.
47. See Table XVI p. 89.
48. ko-to-na ... ke-ra-me-wo wa-na-ka-te-ro - "estate of the potter
of the Lord".
49. See Table XIV p. 86.
50. See ibid. and. Table XVII p. 90.
51. Table XIV.
52. J. L. Melena, Review of Knossos Tablets IV, Minos 13, 1972, p. 1)3.
53. 14. Lindgren, op. cit. II p. 145-146.
54. They were proposed to be "barons" C L. R. Palmer, The Concept
of Social Organisation in Indo-European, Hommage Max Nieder,narin,-
Bruxelles, 1956, p. 259-261), "initiation priests" (F. R. Adradoa,
El culto real en Pylos y la diatribueiSn de la terra en poca
micnica, Emerita 24, 1956, p. 353-416), "magitrates" CL. Deroy,
14. Grard, op. cit. p.79), "heads of clans"( A. H. TWMeHeB, TepeTa
rnuIOCeKix aagnmcei,	 4, 1954 , c. 24-32.
55 I. 14. Djakonoff, Socio-Economic Classes in Babylonia and the
Babylonian Concept of Social Stratification, CRRAI XVIII, 1972,
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p. 41-52; Slaves, Helots and. Serfs in Early Antiquity, Wirtschaft
und Qeseflschaft im Alten Vorderasien (ed. 3. Harmatta, C]. Komoroczy),
Budapest, 1976, p. 45-78; I. 3. Geib, From Freedom to Slavery,
CRRAI XVIII, 1972, p. 81-92.
56. I. M. Djabnoff, Wirtschaft and Gesellschaft ... p. 58-59.
57. I. 14. Djakonoff, CRRAI XVIII, p. 43-44.
58. KM 7, 167, KAV 1 VI 52 (Middle Assyrian Law Code 45) , A0 20 .154
(Assur 3, p. 19-20)
59. M.-J. Aynard, 3.-M. Durand, Documents d'epoque Mdio-Assyrienne,
Assur 3, 1980, p. 23-29; 3. N. Postgate, Land Tenure in the Middle
Assyrian Period: a reconstruction, BSOAS 34, 1971, p. 496-497;
I1. M. Jbs1xoHoB, Pa3BTwe 3eMeJU,HbIx OTHOfflMH B AccMp,
31. 1949, c. 69-72.
The original view of Djakonov was misinterpreted by Postgate.
It does not follow from Djakonov's analysis that "if they (community
members A.U.) had not done this (transferred their obligations
to 'lju A.U), they would themselves have liable ... to ilku
a.1iti 'service of community membership'" (BSOAS 34, p. 496-497).
In the Russian text of Dja1onov's book it is explicitly stated
that community obligations were normally performed by àTh.1u and
not by community members: "We witness here the emergence of the
class of people owning land in the community, but not performing
any obligations, and class of dependent persoimel working on their
own land and on the land. already passed to rich community members,
performing all obligation, for themselves and for their masters"
(p. 72, my translation).
60. See Table XV p. 88.
61. G. Hunt, Wars of Iroquois, Madison, l9EiJ,p. 7.
62. P1. K. ezGpoa, 14ccneoBaHwe panaHy4cKwx TeKcToB, 3a6uTe
cIcTeMbz nwcbMa, M. 1982, c. 66, TeKCT& ocTpoBa flacx,
C3 I, 1983, c. k2-'53.
63. A. Mtranx, Ethnology of Easter Island, BDnolulu, 191S), p. 139.
64. Apart of the list of	 Santiag small tablet seems to contain
list of edible plants (-ruma), pearl chest decorations (nuku-
and human victims (). P1. K. egopoBa, 3a6ITwe cwcTeMbI
nciva, C. 56, 62, 71.
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65. HT 4, IBo XII 52, 53, KUB XXVI 54.
66. 82 mediinni of grain, according to Plutarch (Lyc. VII])
67. B. Kienast, Zu muk&ium = au1, CRRAI XVIII, 1972, p. 99-30 3;
H. Klengel, Elnige Bemerkurigen zur Sozia1konomieschen Entwicklung
in er Aitbabylonisehen Zeit, Wirtschaft und Geseflsehaft ... 1976,
p. 249-257; J. Klfma, Lu ewigen Banne der muknum-Prob1ematik?
Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft ... p. 267-274; CAD X 2, p. 272-276.
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dumu-gaba 34, 46
duniu-g17 126, 127
dumu-inf 34, 46, 47
dumu-mf-gaba 34, 47
dumu-nita 34, 46, 47
duinu-nita-gaba 34, 47
duinu-u-.bar 126, 127
31, 89
-dubba 3
/e-ga-na-ki-na 32
-ga1-gibil 32, 35
-geni-ba 32
-kflckn 39
-nam-dumu 32
/
e-u8-bar 3
engar 36, 71, 144 1U
enaf 34, 155
erra 68, 69, 'a), 71, 80,- 83, 93, 160
ern-nu-uru4
 '0
erCn-TUR-TIJR 43
gn 71, 144, 1)
gn-dab5 80
gafl-gU4 155
gn-ciku 155, 1(i)
gaam 90
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gein29, 30, 35, 39, 43, 44., 47
genie-a-I 39, 47
geine-duinu 29, 30, 32, 93
geine-e-gal-gibii 35
getne-e-gibil 35
gein-'1-sur-ra 35
gein-kikkn 32, 34, 35, 43
, ,genie-lu -sa-ir-ra 90
geni1u-gi4
 47
gein-u '-bar .31, 34, 36
geni-u '-gd-da 35
g(n-1 90
jir-s'-ga 34, 36
glr"I 70
gJ'-ur-ra 158
gub-ba 69, 90
guru '
 29, 30, 35, 36, 43, 44,
70, 182
'1gurus-un-ga 71, 1
guru '-u-bar 42
h-dab5 160
un-g 90
•131
'I-du8 36
17-da 69
Li 30
mi I'e-ba-a 33
ka-gur7 70
karat 44.
ki-dfm 90, 91
31
kun-zi-da 69
kuruin7-ak 8, 32, 145
libir 34, 36, 47
lu-gu 36
lugal 34
lukur 40
mu-a 15
mu-mm--ma 15
mu-turn 8
nagar 90 91
nam-ra-ak 32, 44, 45, 47
nl-kas7-ak 8
nI-uku-un-hjr-ra 156
n 'g-en-na 155
ninda 31
nu-band. 31, 32, 34, 42, 46, 69, 70
nu-dab5 36, 37, 80
NUxIJ-si 15
s(g 31
simug 90, 91
su11-lurn 9, 31
-gi'-kin- ti 9)
71, 16)
abra 34
se 31
'e-ba 9, 30, 33, 36
e-ba-jtj-da 36
'e-ba-kiljb-ba 36
'e-ba-zag-mu-ka 36
see-gal o9, 7)
u ba-ti 8
i-gi4 34, 36
su-nigin 32, 36
tu-ra 9)
tg 31. 126
tug-du8 36, 90
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-na-a-du11 33
ugula 32, 34, 46, 47, 69, 70,
1&)
un-i]. 35, 36, 71, 127
zadiin 9, 91
zi-ga 8
z'1 31
zilulu 34, 46, 47
zfz 31
Akkadian
]ijau 182
1u 182
a'at wardT 'arrim 43
awllum 185
bel kakk! 67
b1	 narkabti 67
bt as!rr 131
btu 89
eqel 1i 159
eqel gri 159
hp1ru 67
ilku 182
]putu 69
limmu 24
mitu 43
1u;r 43
muk'num 152, 182, 185
najj1u 93
parTsu 152
bi 67, 68
angun1 131
irku 131
ummnu 68
Hittite
lU1,ZZjwjtA$5j3 117, 120
117, 120, 136
hilainmies 136
kapuessar 5
linkija 65
pir-salihanas 15.), 151, 153
pitarhaita 117
sahhan 15)
tarrauwan 117
dauen 136
dubbaja 5
Luwian
hawin 115
hurnala 115
lalarni 5
piyainina 136
sarkunala 115
tarpala 115
taru 119
tarusa, taruti 115, 119
uriyali 115
uzakali 115
warpasi 2.17
vatara 115
Uaritic
argmn sps 87
bnm 86
bn nilk 88, 182
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gt 186
dt tb'ln b 87
1?mrm 87
rsm 87
ymm 86
mdr1m 86
brd 86
pbu anyt 87
qrt 88
Egyptian
lmy-wrt 71
nt ncist 71
Iswt 71
'ndt 93
't.f L44
W;dt 71
prt 71
nnw nsw 182
ky p' n.f 144
Icy ;y n.f 144
t; wr 71
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2. IND OF TEXTS
Linear B
KN Ai 824
966
1036
1037
5976
7746
Ak 612
615
624
629
630
7024
Am 568
597
630
631
819
826
Ap 618
628
629
639
769
5748
5864
As 40
602
604
605
638
175, 176, 179
176
175, 176, 179
177
177
177
176
26
26
25, 26, 176
26
175, 179
53
53
54
54
55
26, 134
176, 179
25, 26, 176
93
93
53ir 93
93
52
52
52
52
141
625	 141
1516	 51, 57
1517	 JO, 51, 57, 58, 72,
74
1519	 51, 89, 91, 175
152)	 51
1,493	 £0, 81, 82
5941	 55
B 779	 55
798	 58, 89, 134
799	 51, 57
800	 51
8)4
	
51, 57
806	 51
8)8	 56, 176
810	 54.
813
	
54
815	 56, 176
816	 56, 176
817	 56
822	 177
827	 54
985
	
56, 176
988	 177
1055	 58, 83
5752	 56, 176
7334	 56
7335	 56, 176
7)36	 55
7)43	 56, 176
- 2)3 -
IN B 7047
8006
82)6
Ce 3)
59
C 911
912
913
915
1044
1582
5734
Da 1461
Dk 920
931
1099
Dv 1272
7176
E 777
847
Fh 364
Fp 363
Ga 464
519
Gg 71.3
Lo 534
535
Le 641
5629
L 469
475
594
Uf 836
839
56
56, 176
51, 57
78
78
167, 174
174
134
174
78
78
78
92
134
134
134
134
134
25, 48, 126,
177
25
81, 82
126
79
79, 83
176, 179
126
134, 178
134
176
176
176
175
181
970
98)
983
990
3023
V 52
59
60
655
665
756
3.00 2
1003
1004
100 S
1043
1523
1583
7670
7964
PY Aa 699
779
792
Ab 189
19)
Ad 664
671
679
683
684
690
697
921
Ae 26
27
181
181
142, 148
181
175
119
55. 181
67
52
59, 93
52
52
52
52
52
52
53. 58. 92
52
52
52
49
47
24
24
49
25
26
26
24
18, 49
26
48
45. 134, 178, 179
176
169
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PY Ae 108
L34
303
489
634
An 1
5
7
18
35
37
39
129
172
207
209
261
298
340
424
427
519
594
£07
610
614
616
169, 171
176
169, 171
176
169, 171
26
11, 12, 48, 54, 59,
84, 85, 87
52, 84, 85
58, 59, 180
54, 84, 85
54, 84, 87
54
58, 89, 180
57, 58, 72, 73, 147,
148
52, 84., 86, 181
56, 85, 86, 176,
178, 179, 180, 181
51, 178, 179
57, 72, 73, 159
56, 85, 86, 181
53, 58, 148
56, 85, 86, 180,
181
56, 85, 86, 1a
56, £0, 62, 63, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79
58, 89, 180
81, 82, 124, 126,
127, 137, 175
48, 58, 59, 85, 87,
176
56, 57, £0, 62, 76
57, 72, 73, 159
654
656
657
661
724
830
852
1281
1282
Aq 64-218
Co 660
Cn 3
4
395
608
1287
Ea 28
29
56
59
109
132
2'
305
325
56, 60, 63, 64, 75,
76, 78, 79
56, 60, 62, 63, 65,
66, 75, 76, 77, 78,
79, 82, 1)9
56, 60', 63, 65, 75,
77, 79, 84
56, 60, 63, 65, 67,
75, 76, 77, 79
58, 59, 84, 85, 87,
141
61, 141, 142, 156,
157, 167, 171
54, 85
119, 124, 128, 129,
130, 131
55, 58, 89
75, 78, 79, 80, 81,
84
8, 148
75, 77, 78, 81, 82,
84
178
178
61, 167
137, 173, 181
142, 179
142, 179
142, 179
138, 142, 145, 171
L42, 171
138, 142, 171
142, 171
142, 171
179
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PY Ea 421
460
481
754
757
771
776
799
802
809
8L
813
814
820
823
824
882
1424
Eb 159
297
321
338
364
369
388
399
472
477
747
846
1176
1187
1188
138, 142
142, 179
142, 171
142, 171
142, 179
142, 171
]42, 171
242, 171
242, 171
142, 171
138, 142
4.9
142, 171, 179
138, 142
142, 171
138, 142
142, 172
138, 142
138, 142
154, 161
6, 119, 154, 155
172
49, 126, 175
14.5
138
154, 161
157
154, 161
154, 161
154 161
154, 161
154, 161
154, 173
154, 173
173
	
Ed 847	 227, 138, 173
	7 	 138, 161
	
467	 145, 180
	
609
	 138, 147, 148, 161,
173
	
659
	
161
	
69)	 ]46
	Eo 24	 238, 148, 156, 161,
173
	
247	 161
	
269	 181
	
276	 2.38
	
278	 2.45
	37 	 138, 180
	
Ep 301	 154, 155, 161, 172
	
539	 120, 145, 156, 161,
173
	
613	 138, 154, 16].
	
704
	
6, 49, 119, 126, 145,
154, 155
	
Eq 36	 119, 142 , 145
	
213	 8, 61, 142, 144, 145,
14.7
	
Er 312	 ].46, 156, 168
	
8a	 144, 146, 156, 168
	
Es 644	 ].46, 173
	6 	 76, 3.20, 142, 146,
173
	
653	 2.73
	
dO3	 220
	Fg 253	 24
	
Fri 5)
	
58, 128, 129, 180
	
187	 107, 109, 12.2, 113,
12.5, 137, 185
	
324	 49
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PY En 867
1427
Gn 428
Jn 431
601
829
845
881
Na 103
104
]06
245
248
252
361
396
405
425
514
516
529
543
568
848
923
926
928
941
1021
1027
Nn 228
831
Pn30
Ta 711
Th 316
128, 129
58, 18)
112, ]]3, 114
80, 130
80, 130
ED, 6].
80, 130
ED, 61
75
88, 171
88, 171
75, 77, 88
88, 171
88, 171
76
76
76, 142
88, 171
76, 142
76, 142
88, 171
76, 142
77, 88, 171
88, 171
88, 171
76
76, 142
88, 171
75
75
75, 76
1', 171, 179
8
12
45, 124, 132, 134,
137
Ub 1318
Un 219
718
1426
Va 482
Vn 48
267
851
865
1191
Wa 917
Xa 1419
Xn 1357
MY Au 102
657
658
6E0
Fo 101
Oe 112
oi 'oi
'O2
Ue 661
V 659
662
TH Of 25
26
34
35
36
37
38
39
TI Gb 4
Ef 2
61, 131
112, 114, 115
109, 113, 146, 167,
168, 169, 172
126
8
110, 113
8
93
51
93
8, 81, 82
112, 114
171, 179
52
51, 52
52
52
74, 93
92
110
110
in
93
92
92, 175
45, 133
27, 46
92, 175, 178
11]., 113
45
92
46
78
147
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Sumerian
AB XXV 43
An.Or VII 2)6
Ashm. 1924.668
ASJ II 54
60
62
75
III D 8
169
BE III D7
no
BM 1.3661
13837
14526
14626
15245
15406
159)2
16376
17741
28417
CT III 18344
IX 2125)
CUOS III 95
DP 132
133
173
226
280
281
HLC I 248
HSS IV 3
4
15
40, 41
40, 4].
31, 32
31, 32
31, 32
31, 32
31, 32
43
34
34
71, 72
31, 32
31, 32
43
31, 32, 33
31, 32
45
45
31, 36, 37, 39
34
35
31, 32
43
43
43
43
15
15
34
39
115
17
18
49
lOS 37
Xang II 121
MDP XIV 11
51
61
MVN II 175
176
V 266
VI 71
75
96
]D5
131
183
189
245
335
359
368
399
423
426
656
469
472
492
532
535
538
41
31, 32
34
31, 32
158
30
30
30
34
34
31, 32, 41
31, 32, 35, 38
31, 32
31, 32
35
70
70
31, 32
31, 32
160
16
31, 33
43
31, 32, 35, 38
31, 32, 35, 38
69, 'R:
70
31, 32
31, 32. 35, 38
126
35
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MVN VII 141
442
NAT 449
Nebraska 42
Nik. I 19
II 329
NY 12)
BA 24 p. 45
RTC 266
STA 4
10
14
15
16
TCL V 5666
6)39
TM 75 G. 273
TS 627
ThT 139
UET III 711
712
863
1033
10
LP4
1449
1474
1482
1483
1484
1485
1488
1489
1493
1494
31, 32, 35, 38
69
11, 12
39
43
42, 44
40, 41, 42
31, 32, 42, 44
15
34.
34
40, 41, 42
43, 41, 42
40, 41, 42
43
42, 44
43
15
7), 7].
17
17
17
34
34
31
42
9)
90
93
90
90
90
90
90
90
1497
1519
IX 45
63
65
66
76
107
410
542
553
586
595
910
TJNT 15
18
YBC 128, 3666
YOS IV 67
Akkadlan
a. Alalakh
AT 180-182
b. Chagar-Bazar
A 974
982
987
993
C. Ugarit
PRU III 11.830
15.172
16.257
VI 93.131
d. Uruk
BM 16453
90
34
31, 32, 42
31, 32, 42
31, 32, 42
34
31
31
17
90
90
90
90
34
31, 39
31, 39
42, 44
31, 32, 42, 44
67
43
43
43
43
86
87
87
86, 87
131
Kahun XIV 7	 93
XIX 64	 93
XXII 49-61	 11, 12
P. Berlin 10048	 115
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Hittite	 Uaritic
I'RU V 106
	
11,12
KTU 4.610
	 88
UT 64
	 86
83
	 87
108	 86
109
	 86
113
	 86, 87
1024	 87
204)	 86
2042
	 86
2071	 86
IB3T I 31
JCS 33 p. 8-9
KBo XVI 65
66
KUB VIII 75
XII 2
XIII 4
35
XXI 38
XXVI 58
mx 33
62
mviii 12
LS1
2
3
4
6
7
9
18
20
21
25
26
28
29
6
15)
45, 134, 136
68
6, 144, 152
15)
150
S
5
15)
68
68
115, 116, 117
150, 151
153
150
150
15)
15)
150
15)
150
15)
150
150
15)
152
Egyptian
Luwian hiero Elyphic
IKarkeinis A 3
Kulu.lu strip 2
3+f. 2
u6
115, 117, 185
149
bAPPENDIX
The following are thirteen Sumerian and Babylonian texts which were
discussed, quoted or otherwise mentioned. The texts are presented
in cuneiform copy, transliteration and translation. BM 15245 and
BM 16453, which were already transliterated and translated in the
main text (pp. 33 and 131 respectively) are given in cuneiform copy
only.
I. 1. [13 woinenJ per )00 (quarts)
2. (149J women per 60 (quarts)
3. L6184 women per 40 (quarts)
4. [199 women per 30 (quarts)
. [i93 children per 20
(quarts)
6. [1)41 children per 15
quarts
7. [ 34 children per 3D
quarts
8. r521 old women per 20
(quarts)
9. their barley 181 bushel
45 quarts
3D. they are female weavers
11. 3 men per 60 (quarts)
12. 2 men per 5) (quarts)
13. 2 men per 40 (quarts)
14. their barley 1 bushel
EQ quarts
15. they are un-si of the
house of the weavers
16. nnthly barley rations
17. 11 men per 4 bushels
18. 6 men per 2 (bushels)
120 (quarts)
19. [1 mJan [perj 2 (bushels)
II. 1. 2 '1ax-workers per 2
(bushels) 120 (quarts)
2. 1 tailor per 2 busthels
120 (quarts)
3. their barley 102 bushels
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No 1 (EM 28417)
I. 1. [i3 (7) geincJ 100 (sil.) -ta
2. 49 (7)] gem 6 (si]a)-ta
3. [6)84 gem 40 (si])-ta
'• [2)00 ]^-1 gems 30 (si]i) -ta
5. [2] 00 1-1 dumu 20 (siJ) -ta
6. [1)41 dumu 15 silk-/ta
7. L J4 dumu 10 (sii) -ta
8. r5i gem-u-gi4 /20 (si])-ta
9. 'e-bi 181 (gur) 45 /si1.-gur
10. gem-u'-bar-ine
11. 3 gurJ 60 (si1)-ta
12. 2 guru 50 (si].)-ta
13. 2 guru 4) (si)i)-ta
14. ' e-bi 1 (gur) 60 (siI)-gur
15. un-'1-_u-/bar-me
16. e-ba-iti-da
17. 11 guru' 4 gur-ta
18. 6 gurus 2 (gur) 120 (si1.) -ta
19. [j. gur]u 2 (gur)-[ta3
II. 1. 2 lu-gu 2 (gur) 120 (sila)-ta
2. 1 tug-du8 2 (gur) 120 (si])-gur-(ta)
3. 'e-bi ]02 gur
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4. riu-dab5-me	 4. they are not holding (p]Dts of land)
5. e-ba-zag-mu-ka	 5. annual barley rationa
6. gfr_su	 6. at Girsu
7. 3]. gems 30 (eil)-ta	 7. 31 women per 30 (quarts)
8. 1 dumu 20 (si])- ta	 8. 1 child per Z1 (quarts)
9. 10 dumu 15 si1-ta	 9. 30 children per 15 quarts
10. 5 dumu 10 (si]) -ta	 10. 5 children per 10 (quarts)
11. e-bi 3 (gur) 25) (ella) -gur 11. their barley 3 bushels 25) (quarts)
'ki	 -12. a-URUxKAR	 12 • at URUxKAR
13. 12 gem 40 (sii)-ta	 13. 12 women per 40 (quarts)
14. 74 geme 30 (sila)-ta	 14. 74 women per 30 (quarts)
15. 10 dumu 20 (sil)-ta	 15. 10 children per 20 (quarts)
16. 20 dumu 15 sifa-ta	 16. 20 children per 15 quarts
17. 23 d.umu 10 (sil -ta	 17. 23 children per 10 (quarts)
18. 2 gem- 'u-gi4 20 (si3)-ta	 18. 2 old women per 20 (quarts)
19. e-bi 11 (gur) 1' (sil)-gur 19. their barley U bushels 170 (quarts)
20. [	 a-me	 2. they are	 J
III. 1. e-biL	 12 (si].)-gur III. 1. their barley[ Jbushels[. Jiz
(quarts)
2. 'I-du8--J-bar-/me	 2. they are porters of the house of
the weavers
3. 8a-lagas	 3. at Lagash
4. 1 gems 100 (si]i)-(t) 	 4. 1 woman per lCD (quarts)
5. 4 gem £0 (si].)-ta	 5. 4 women per £0 (quarts)
6. ge 50 (stla')-ta	 6. 8 women per 50 (quarts)
1. 9% gse 40 (sila)-ta	 7. 98 women per 40 (quarts)
%. 52.6 geh 30 (st3)-ta	 8. 526 women per 30 (quarts)
9. 54 dutau 20 (at1.)-ta	 9._54 children per 20 (quarts)
10. 93 dumu 15/ silt-ta 	 10. 93 children per 15 quarts
11. 124 dumu 3D (si1) -ta	 11. 124 children per 10 (quarts)
12. 16 gem_u_g[i4 ]/20 ( si] )-tt 3 12. 16 ol[djwoinen tperJ 20 (quarts)
13. e-bl 8 [i (gur) 17] / si[i-gurJ 13. their barley 8[i bushels l 5
quatsJ
14. geme_u[X_bar_me]	 14. [they areJ female we[aversJ
15. 25L	 :1	 ].5.25C
3	 l6.0[	 J
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IV.1.].0
	
3	 3
2.1[
	
2	 2.lL
	
2
3.2C	 3	 3.2C	 ]
	
J	 4.11.
5. e-bi	 3	 5s their barley C.	 J
6. g1r_[s_ga__ubrmeJ	 6. [they areJ pers[onnel of the
house of the weavers]
7. 2 a[1ag (fl]
	
7. 2 ful.ers (7)]
8. e-bi(,.	 8. their barley
9. e-ba-.ti-da ('1)]	 9. ionthly (?)J barley rations
.o	 C.	 3	 10. att	 J
u.it
	
ii.1[
12101.
	
3	 12.ID(	 3
	V. 1'. 6EOE gems leO (sifa)_/Jt2
	
V. 1'. 6ED[ wsmenjp[er 4P (quarts
2'. 3381[gehj/30 (sil)-tLa3	 2'. 338l[wonienJper)30 (quarts)
3'. 5) la-2 guru 30 (sil)-]	 3'. 48 men [per] 30 (quarts)
4'. 183 duinu 20 (sil)-tta 	 4'. 183 children [per] 20 (quarts)
	
5' • 700 duinu 1 [5 sii-ta]	 5' • 700 children [per3 1 [5 quartsj
6'. 1020 l-1 dutnu [10 (siii-t 	 6'. 1019 children [per 10 (quartsj
7'. 123 geni- ['u] -/gi4 2 [o (silk) -ta]	 7'. 123 Col] d women [per] 2[0
(quarts)]
8'. e-bi 420C 2/1 (gur) 180 [(sii)-gurJ 8' • their barley 42)[ 211ushels]
180[ (quarts)]
9'. gem_u'_b[ar-meJ	 9'. [they ar female wea[versj
3D'. 255 [gurus 60 (sil)ta ('zfl	 10'. 255 [men per £0 (quarts) (?J
11'. 20 guu 5) (si1)-ta (7)]	 11'. 20 in[en per 50 (quarts) (2]
	• j [gurus 40 (si]a)-ta (7]	 12' • ' tfl per 40 (quarts) (?)
VI. 1'. a_gu_a)b_b[a1	 VI. 1'. at Gu[a']bbCa)
2'. u-nign 17 gems i (sii) -ta	 2' • total: 17 women per 1)0 (quarts)
3'. u-nign 210 l-1 gems El) (ai]a)-ta 3'. total: 2)9 women per 60 (quarts)
4'. u-nig(n 20 1-1 gems s (ei3)-ta 4'. total: 19 women per 5) (quarts)
5'. u-nigfi 1574 gem 40 (silk)-ta	 5'. total: 1574 women per 40 (quarts)
6'. u-nign 61 gurus 40 (sil)/-ta	 6' • total: 61 men per 40 (quarts)
7'. u-nigCn 4E04 gems /30 (sifá)-ta	 7'. total: 4604 women per 30 (quarts)
8'. 'u-nign 4.8 guru 30 (si].)-ta	 8' • total: 48 men per 30 (quarts)
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9'. u-nlg^n 473 dumu 20 (si] -ta	 9,. total: 473 children per 20
(quarts)
10'. u-nig^n 1035 dumu 1/5 silt-ta	 10'. total: 3035 children per 15
quarts
U'. u-nig1n 1633 durnu /1) (sil)-ta U' • total: 1633 children per 30
(quartâ
12'. u-nign 2(0 1-2 gem-{u}-/	 1.2'. total: 198 old women per 20
u-gi1
 20 (sifa) -ta	 (quarts)
VII. 1'. u-nig^n 32 [guru( ) (sl1)]_ta VII. 1'. total: 32 [men] per
(quartaJ
2'. u-nlgn 34 guru	 (slJ)-ta	 2'. total: 14 men per 5) (quart
3'. su-nign 7 gurus ) (ails) -ta	 3'. total: 7 men per hO (quarts)
4'. u-nlgn 31) l-1 guru 30 (si1)-ta 4'. total: 9 men per 30 (quarts)
5'. u-nigfn 2 dumu 20 (sii,)-ta	 5'. total: 2 children per 20
(quarts)
6'. u-nign 6 dumu 15 siJi-ta	 6'. total: 6 children per 15
7'. u-nign 8 dumu 3D (sil -ta
quarts
7'. total: 8 children per 10
8'. e-bi 10 (gui-) 200 (sil -guT	 8'.
9'. gur-s- ga-a-- ut-bar/-me
3D'. 983 (gui-) 23) (ail)-/gur
U'. e-ba-itj-da
12'. u-nign 11 guru' 4 (gui) -ta
13'. u-nigCri 6 gurus' 2 (gur) 120
ta
VIII. i'.[ J-[u8
 ()
2'. a1ag[	 3
184 gur J
4 . se-ba-zag-mu-ka
5'. e-ba-ki].ib-ba
V6'. geme-us-bar aslag u/
%.	 , Vgi.r-se-ga-e -us-bar
10'. 983 bushels 230 (quart
11'. monthly barley rations
12'. total: 11 men per 4 (bushels)
(sifa)- 13'. total: 6 men per 2 (bushels)
32) (quarts)
VIII. 1'. [ Jporer(s) (]
2'. fuller(s)[
3'. 184 b[ushels	 3
4' • annual barley rations
5' • final account of barley
rations
• female weavers, fullers and
personnel of the house of
the weavers
7'. gr-su-ta
8'. ,guj ab_baU_
9'. uJ ha -ar-i/
[iiu-inur-tJ ki ba-hul
7?• from Girsu
8'. to uabba
9'. [yeai3 when !a4 arahi (and)
[HumurtJi. were destroyed
( 'u1gi 48)
No 2 (BM 13837)
Obv. 1. ID gein 30
lugal-ta
(silá.) e (gur)/-
7. 11th month
8. year when ICarhar was destroyed
for the third time (ulgi 34)
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Obv. 1. ID women per 30 (quarts) of
barley (according to) "royal"
(bushel)
2. 1 gem-i-gJ i4 [z (sii)-taJ	 2. 1 ofija womazi[per	 (quarts
3. 1 umu 15 sil-t	 3. 1 hild per 15 quartsJ
4. 2 dumu 10 (si1.)-[t]a 	 4. 2 children [pjer 10 (quarts)
Rev. 5. e-bi 1 (gur) 55 si[i-gurJ	 Rev. 5. their barley 1 Lbushelj 55 qua[rt
6. se-ba-geme-kikken	 6. barley rations for female miflers
7. iti 'e-gur-kud -
8. mu kar-har a-Ira 3-kam-a ba-hul
No 3 (BM l452
Obv. 1. 11 geIn 30
lugal-ta
2. 3 gem-è 30 (sil)-ta
3. 1 geni-u-gi4 20 (s11.)_(ta)
4. 3 dumu 15 silk-ta
esaLimpression (illegible)
5. 1 dumu 10 (si]) -(ta)
Rev. 6. e-bi 1 (gur) 195 silk
/
7. se-ba-geine-kikken
A
8. kI. inim-ba-U k-dab -ta
seal impression (±l5egible)
9. kisib ur- sul-pa-e
Obv. 1. 11 women per 3D (quarts) of
barley (according to) "royal"
(bushel)
2. 3 women of half wage per 30
(quarts)
3. 1 old woman per 20 (quarts)
4. 3 children per 15 quarts
5. 1 child per 32 (quarts)
Rev. 6. their barley 1 (bushel) 195
quarts
7. barley rations for female miflers
1
8. from Inim-Ba-U the "employer"
9. seal of Ur-Sulpae
V(sila) se (gur)-
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10. iti ezendba.6
11. mu an-a-an/ ba-hul
No 4 (BM 15245) see p. 33
No 5 (BM 15902)
Obv. 1. 4 gein 3 ma-na s'g_ta]
2. 5 dumu 1 ma_nCa_Ja
3. ugu1anin-si-s
4. 5 genie
5. 6 dumu
6. ugula
7. 2 genI-gu
8, 4 duniu
9. ugula hu-zi-ra
10."igu].a 1_dnin_dar_a
Rev. 11. u-nign 11 genie
12. u-nign 15 dumu
13. ugula lugal-Xu-mah
14. mu d[Jdf ku4-ra
10. 8th n,nth
11. year when Ansban was destroyed
( 'u1gi 3
Obv. 1. 1+ women prJ3 minae of wool
2. 5 children ('pjer 1 minraj
3. supervisor Nin-si-sa
4. 5 women
5 • 6 children
6. supervisor Ku-Ba-f
7. 2 female flax-workers
8. 4 children
9. supervisor Huzira
10. supervisor Lu-Nin-dara
Rev. U. total: 11 women
12. total: 15 children
13. supervisor Lugal-su-mah
14. year when (god)nu'da entered
(his) houøe (u1gi 1J)
No 6 (BM 14626)
Obv. 1. 1 dam ur_dnin_gil_zi_Iaa
2. 1 dam lu-gu-la
/3. 1 dam ur-gar dumu 1u-ura
4. 1 dam na-di
5. 1 daIqj ur-ul
6. 1 d[amj ur-nig.n-gar
7. 1 d[amj ur-a6-ga
8. 1 dLamj ur-gar eLa-ni
9. 1 [dam uJr_]IL
• 1 [dam ur_t1..) ga-lam-ma
U. [.dam	 Ja
12. [L dam	 JNA.DT
Obv. 1. 1 wife of Ur-Nin-gi'-zida
2. 1 wife of Lu-gula
3. 1 wife of Ur-gar son of Lu-ura
4. 1 wife of Na-di
5. 1 yife of Ur-'ul
6. 1 w gfeTj of Ur-nigin-gar
7. 1 wfeJ of Ur-aga
8. 1 wafe] of Ur-gar his brother
9. 1 [wife of uJr-iai
10 • 1 [wife of Ur_uJ galamina
11. [i wife of PNJ
12. [i wife of PNJ
17. 1 ab-ba-sukkal-gal
18. b-dab5
No 7 (Ahm. 1924.668)
I. 1. 4 si1 -gi
2. dumu-tur-ra
3. 3 me-ni-ku
4. 3 igi-si4-si4
5. 3 nin9-kal-la
6. 3 nin-ku-zu
d7. 3 sa-at- ma-mi
8. 3 nin-a-zu V
'gis9. zah geme- gigir
10. 3 nin-en-a6
11. 3 ine--ga1-ta
12. 3 nin-izkum-zi
13 3 'I-kal-la
14. ug6 ki-na
15. 3 ninebaan'a6
16. 3 geme- a-dug
17. 3 ama-kal-la
18. 2 nin-nam-mah-zu
19. 2 nm-me-a
2. 2 nin-e-gal-e
21. zah dihili%
22. 3 nin-m-gur8-ri dumu
23. 3 gem-kiiib-1
24. 3 nin-izkum-zi
25. zah ama-gi-na
26. zah ama-ur4--gi dumu ur_/ps
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13. [i dam
14. ji. dam
Rev. 15. 1 ki-lul-la
d v16. 1 ur- naaise
J-x	 13.	 wife of PNJ
14. [i wife of PNJ
Rev. 15. 1 Ki-luila
16. 1 Ur-Nanre
17. 1 Abba-sukkal-gal
18. "employers"
I. 1. 4 quarts of sesame-oil
2. (to) Dumu-turra
3. 3 (quarts to) Neniku
4. 3 (quarts to) Igi-sisi
5. 3 (quarts to) Nin-kalla
6. 3 (quarts to) Nin-kuzu
7. 3 (quarts to) Lt-Mamni
8. 3 (quarts to) Nin-azu
9. fugitIve Geme-gigir
V:10. 3 (quarts to) Nin-en-sa
11. 3 (quarts to) Me-egalta
12. 3 (quarts to) Nin-izkumzi
13. 3 (quarts to) Ikalla
14. dead Kina
15. 3 (quarts to) Nine-bana
16. 3 (quarts to) Geme-Adug
17. 3 (quarts to) Ama-kafla
18. 2 (quarts to) NIn-nammahzu
19. 2 (quarts to) Nin-mea
20. 2 -(quarts to) Nin-egale
21. fugItive Mami-hilisu
22. 3 (quarts to) Nin-magurri
daughter of Lmu
23. 3 (quarts to) Geme-kiib1a
24. 3 (quarts to) Nin-izkumzi
25. fugitIve Ama-gina
26. fugitive Ama-urragI daughter
of Ur_Lme
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II. 1. 2 a-gal-zi dumu inim-ara
2. 2 nin4-gal-e dumu
3. 2 inwlus-sig5 dumu 1i-gu-/1a
4. 2 nin9-gi-na dumu ur'niami
5. 2 nin-izkum-zi duinu eg-ka1-1a
6. 2 nin-izkuna-zi duinu 1-du10-/ga
7. 3 geme_da_dug dumu a-a-kal-la
8. 2 me-e-gal-ta dumu lu-/nir-gal
9. 3 aina-gi-na du!nu 1G-Jdu-ga
dumu gal5-la-gal
d..'10. 3 ha-la-ama-na duinu /ur- sul-pa-e
II. 3 nm-ping duinu tur-ra-ni
12. ugula dumu-tur-ra
13. 4 nin-inim-gi-na
, dv14. 3 genie- sara
15. 3 genie- asnan
16. 3 nin-a-zu
17. 3 lukur-kal-la
18. 3 nin9-ku-li
19. 3 dumu-tur-ra
20. 3 genie- dutnu-zi-da
21. 3 nm-zag-ge-si
22 • 3 lukur-kal-la
23. 2 nin-iam-ah-zu
II. 1. 2 (quarts to) Agaizi daughter
of Inim-Sara
2. 2 (quarts to) Nin-egale daught€r
of Eue
3. 2 (quarts to) Nunus-sig daughter
of Lu-gala
4. 2 (quarts to) Nin-gina daughter
of Ur-Mami.
5 • 2 (quarts to) Nin-izkumzi
daughter of bes-kalla
6. 2 (quarts to) Nin-izkunizi
daughter of Lu-duga
7. 3 (quarts to) Geme-Adug
daughter of Aya-kalla
8. 2 (quarts to) Me-egalta
daughter of Lu-nirgal
9. 3 (quarts to) Ama-gina daughter
of Lu-duga son of Galla-gal
10. 3 (quarts to) Hala-amana
daughter of UrJulpae
11. 3 (quarts to) Nin-pirig
daughter of Turrani
12. supervisor Duinu-turra
13. 4 (quarts to) Nin-iniin-gina
14. 3 (quarts to) Geme-Sara
15. 3 (quarts to) Geme-Anan
16. 3 (quarts to) Nin-azu
17. 3 (quarts to) Lukur-kalla
18. 3 (quarts to) Nin-kuli
19. 3 (quarts to) Duniu-turra
2). 3 (quarts to) Geme-Duinuzi-da
21. 3 (quarts to) Nin-zaggesi
22. 3 (quarts to) Lukur-kalla
23. 2 (quarts to) Nin-naminahzu
6. 2 ama4-mah-e dumu /inim-ma-dinglr
7. 3 gein-'ara dumu 1i_/Cmnanna
8. 2 nam-nin-a-ni-dug dumu /da-da
9. 2 gem-nir-ga1 dumu iuga1-/-mah-e
10. zah nin9-kal-la dumu ur-sig5-mU
11. zah	 dumu amar-si4
12. 2 nin-idigna dumu Ia-a-ha-ma-ti
13.2 gem-nir-ga1 dumu ga-ti-e
14. 2 aTna-kal-la duinu lugal-/murub4-e
15. 2 njn-en-a6duinu /ki-zu-mu
16ugu1a nin-inim- gi-na
IV. 1. 3 
_1i-Cnig]_ba
2. 3 [nin-ba-ur4-ul-du10-ga1
3. u-nign 2 1ukur 4 si1 -ta
4. u.-nig^n 33 lukur 3 sil -ta
5. u-nign 21 lukur 2 si1-ta
6. '1-gi-bi 15) 1-1 si1
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III. 1. 2 nin-izkurn-zi	 III. 1. 2 (quarts to) Nin-izkutnzi
2. 3 ki-dam	 2. 3 (quarts to) Kidam
3. zah me--zi-ta	 3. fugitive Me-ezita
4. 2 geni_dii7_si4 dumu ur_da_dUg	 4. 2 (quarts to) Geme-Lisi
daughter of Ur-Adug
5. 2 gein_ditaran dumu /1uga1-a-ni-a6 	 5. 2 (quarts to) Geme-I'taran
Vdaughter of Lugal-ani-sa
6. 2 (quarts to) Ama-emahe
daughter of Ininia-dingir
V
7. 3 (quarts to) Geme-Sara
daughter of Lu-Nanna
8. 2 (quarts to) Nam-nin-ani-dug
daughter of Dada
9. 2 (quarts to) Genie-nirgal
daughter of Lugal-emahe
ID. fugitive Nin-kalla daughter
of Ur-siginu
11. fugitive Gerne-Enlilla
daughter of Ainar-si
12 • 2 (quarts to) Nin-Idigna
daughter of Aya-hainati
13. 2 (quarts to) Geme-nirgal
daughter of Gatie
14. 2 (quarts to) Ania-kalla
daughter of Lugal-inurube
V15. 2 (quarts to) Nin-en-sa
daughter of Kuzumu
16. supervisor Nin-inim-gina
IV. 1. 3 (quarts to) E-1u-igJba
2. 3 (quarts to)in-baurubJduga1
3. total: 2 lukur per 4 quarts of
oil
4. total: 33 1ukui per 3 quarts
5. total: 21 lukur per 2 quarts
6. their sesame-oil 149 quarts
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7. -ba-lukur-ara
8. ki ur-ul-pa--ta
9. ba-zj
• mu xn _den_ki_ia ba-ab-du8
7 • oil rations of lukur of ara
8. from Ur-ulpae
9. taken
JO • year when boat of Enki was opened
(Su-Sn 2)
No 8 (BM 13661)
i. Ij gu4-numun-gn-ba' 	 , .	 purchased ox for sowixQ
2. r1 gu4-numun dfljfl_ki_1	 2.	 ox for sawing (os) Ninmark
3. 1 gu -numun	 3. 1 ox for sowing °r
4. 1 gu numun Vur.. 1ama	 4. 1 ox for sowing (of) rur_Lam
5. 13 gurus- hun-ga engar 	 5. 13 hired men (under) farmer
6. '...gu,	 iugai_ti_ra_a_U(?i6.	 ox-drivers upervisor
	
•	 sa-gu4 ugula a_kaiLla
r /	 d78. 4 erin uguJ.a ur- nanse
• r
4 erfn ugula 1ugai-sipa
r10. 3 erin ugula .r-mu
.
12. rh_dab..me
-' 'Id13. Igan lu - riin-gir-su
14. r1 gu4-numur-gn-ba
15. r1 gu4nuufl a-kal-Ia
i6. r1 gi_gi_diri
r	 -17. 4 gurus -hun-ga engar
18. 112 erfn ugula 1 ur-cane
dL. d -19. Igan ur- sara- ba-U
20. rI- gU4-flumun 1 gu -grin
21. r1 gu gi_d1 i
II. 1. tu)r_dn1n_tu e'-Ji
	
2.	 guru'-hun-g sang1
3•
4 3 r.hun sanga1
vV5. lu-dingir-'ra sea-gal
6. 15 er(n ula rrm
7. 7 ox-drivers supervisor Akal1 Ia
8. r4 er(n supervisor Ui-Nane
. 
r4 ern supervisor Luga]? -sipa
3 er supervisor Irmu
11. r3 uz!.i
12. they are rnscriptl
13. rj)lot (o f) L? -Ningirsu
14. rox for sowin
15. fl ox for sowin(of) Akalla
16. additional r0 in a yoke
17. r4' hired nei (under) farmer
18. r12 ern superviso Ur-Nan'e
I,.	 /19.plot (of) Ur- Sara-Ba-U
20. r1 ocfor owin sx,ttedx
21. rj [additioJa]. iI J .n a yokej
II. 1. []rrNintu e-ji
2. 1 hired men nde) temple steward
3 rNin..e_N
4. 3 rhfrd men 4mde4 temple stewar
5. Lu_dingirrra e-g
6. 15 ern supervisor rIrmit
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7. gn ur..drningiX_zida
8. 2. gu4-1nun ur- rdnin_gi_zi. da
9. 1 gtl4-nunlun urdba.YTJl
10. 1 gu4-nuulUfl sanga
U. 10 guru-hun-g sanga
12. urnjri_tu re_g-i.'
13. 6 guru_iun-g sanga
I'	 ki14. geme-e-.nina
/	 ,q
15. 9 guru'-bun-ga ugula ur-Tha-U
16. 5 uruL.bun-g ugula lugal-ti-ra-a
7. p]t (o r_rNiflgJJ'Z ! da
8. lox for sowing (o&' Ur- Ningizi!
da
9. 1 ox for sowing (of) Ur.Ba
2.0. 1 ox for sowing (of) temple
steward
1]. • 20 hired men (undex) temple
steward
12. Ur-Nintu
23. 6 hired men (undex) temple steward
14. Geme-e-Nina
15. 9 hired men supervisor Ur-Ba-U
16. 5 hired men supervisor Lugal-
Vtiras
2.7. 12 gurus-hun-ga sanga	 17. 12 hired men (undex) temple stewarc
18. lu-dingir-ra see-gal 	 18. Lu-dingirra ses-g
19. 7guru'-hun- ugula lugal-sipa 	 19. 7 hired men supervisor Lugal-aipa
20. gan lu-pad-da	 20. plot (of) Lu-padda
21. 2. gu4-numun-gn-ba	 2].. 1 purchased ox for sowing
22. 1 gu -numun-hun-g ur-mes	 22. 1 hired ox for sowing (of) Ur-mes
23. [1 gu4-Jgi' uru -bi	 23. Ci oxJ in a ke (provided by ?)
its "town"
24.[	 Jur_dikur	 24. [	 3 Ur-I?'kur
III. i.1
	
Jur4u-ga-/iam.-ma	 III. 1. j	 Jur-ugalamma
2.	 gurtjJ - rhun...g l
 <ugula) ur_dnane 2. C iire neJ xi (supervisor) Ur-Nan€
3• t41 (er1) ugu:12 .r-mu	 3. l4 (er supervisor1 Irmu
. 
6 rDIL 
-gu ugula a-ka].-la	 4r6 (1 absent ?)
supervisor Akalla
s. [ sja-gu4
 ugula1 1uga1-ti-ra-a'	 5. [ oJcc-.drivers supervisor1 Lugal-
tiras
6. gn ].uJ ga1-dumu-	 6. [Plot (of) I.Jgal-dumJe
7• Tf [guJ	 ng--rum	 7. 1T CoxJor sowing1 (of) Nigurum
r1	
ur-ki-gu-].a	 8. r1 ox for sowinj (of) tTr-kigula
• r13 (erA) ugu].11uga1-sipa 	 r33 (erix) áupervisor' Lugal-aipa
30. r11 DII? (er1) ugula ur_dba_U
	
	 ii (1 absent ?51 (erfr supervisoi
Ur- Ba-U
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d11. gan ur- baLUJ
12. r1 gu1 -gi '[ 3-gu
13. r9 (ern) ugula	 nane
14. r
r15. 1 gu4-numun -gan-ba
16. 151 -gu4 ugula 1uga1-ti-ra-a'
17. (ern) uguia1ur_dnanre
18. r5 (ern) ugula1 lugal-sipa
-	 ,19. 'gan lu- giri17-zal
20. ra.. 1 en-nu-lum-ma
21. 1 gu4-numun-gn-ba
22 • ]O 1-1 (ern) ugula .ur_dba_U
23. 5 -gu4 ugula 1uga1-ti-ra-a-U (7)
,	 (o1 Ur-Ba,jT,
12. r1 ox' for sowing [of PNJ
1 9 (er) supervisor UrNan'e
14. rpt' (of) Ninmarka
15. L1 purcthasedx for sowiQ
16. r5 ox-drivera supervisor
Luga1-tira
17. r5 (ern) supervisoiUr-Nan'e
18. r5 (er(n) supervisor1 Lugal-sipa
19. rpit (of) Lu2 girizal
20. rfielci' Enriulumma
21. 1 purchased ox for sowing
22. 9 (ern) supervisor Err-Ba$
23. 5 ox-drivers supervisor Lugal-
tira
24. 5guru-hun-g engar
25. gan ur_(ld)_gu_la
iv.	 J
2. 20 gu4_nuinunJ
1+ [un_iiJ
91	 ru-bun-gJ
140	 u a-gu-nie
3. ugula 8ga_d )nin_g'r_su
4. 1 g-numun-3gn-ba
5. 8 [dumu_dab5_ba] rugu1a nain-mah
6. gn [urdJ1ia_ja
7. 1 gu4
- [ J 'iuga1-dingir-mt1
8. 5 dumu_@ab5_ba ugula] rnam_mahl
9. gan e-a- 1u-bi
10. 1 gu4numun-gn-b
•	 V	 -I11. 5 duniu-dab5-bacigula --!.t'
-	 rki'12. ganJ lu-sag- ub
24. 5 hired men (under) farmer
25. pt (o Ur-kigula
. :1..
2. they are: 20 Coxen for sowing)
C-J
91 Cured menj
140 Cer and ox-driver1
3. supervisor S[.nga-JNingirsu
4. 1 purchased oc for sowing)
5. 8 conscripted men) rsupervisoi
Nammah
6. plot (of) Cur-] rHayl
7. 1 oxE
	
)of)rLugal_dlflgil.flllr'
8. 5 Coons criptedJ men fupervisorJ
ammah
9. plot (of) Ea-1iubi
10. 1 rp .Chaaecj' ox for sowing
11. 5 conscripted men upervisor
u-I'tar
12. LPlOtj (of)	 _sagrub
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ri	 r'	 113. 1 gu 1 -numun- gan-ba
r d'14. 1 gu4-numun-hun-ga ur- sul-/pa-e
15. O • duiu-dab5-ba ugula r'
16. t 1  urdtThcui
17. 5 gu4!iumun'
301&-2 dumu- ciab5-ba'
18. rugu] a-1u-gu
r'19. a-sa lugal-nam-tar-ri
20. tu13 r13_,i
21. [iti3 rzen_du_gj
r1 purchased1 ox for sowing
14.'f hired ox for Bowing (of)
Ur-Sulpae
15. X' conscripted men suprvisor
Su-Istai1
16.r ] ' (of) UrJi2kui
17. 5 oxen rfor sowinj
28 onscripte men
18. rsupervisol AlgugI1
19. ie1d Luga1-namtarr
2). rl3}' Eday] (of)
21. t7f$ [monthJ
No 9 (BM 13110)
Obv. 1. 1 gu4-numun-gn-ba
2. 1 gu -numun ka -a
3. 1 gu4-numun nm-mar -ka
4. lguçnunlun iuga1-dumu-
5. gan lu-giri17-zal
6. 1 gu4-numun-gn-ba
7. 12 guru-hun-g sanga
•Oby. 1. 1 purchased ox for sowing
2. 1 ox for sowing (of) Kaa
3. 1 ox for sowing (of Ninmarka
4. 1 ox for sowing (of) Luga1-dumiie
5. plot (o Lu-girizal
6. 1 purchased ox Ibr sowing
7. 12 hired men (wider) temple
steward
8. a-kal-la 'e-ga1
d	 v9. gari ur- nin-gis-zi-da
Rev. 10. a- en-nu-lu-ma
11. u4 6-kam iti ezen_d/ba_
8 • Akaila 'e'-g.j
9. plot (of) Ur-Ningiizida
Rev. 10. field Enriulumma
11. 6th day (of) 8th month
No :io (BM 154D6)
Obv, 1'. rxxL	 3	 Obv. 1'. r'r
2'. a-L PI.LI.[HAJ
3'. g'n
4? 1 gu4-numun 2	 u'-hun-g al-lO-
51 a-sa a-ka-sabar
6'. gn1uga-sipa
2'. field PI.LI.[HA)
3'. plot (of) UrJ'aga
4t• ]. ox for sowing, 2 hired men
'[j J spade
5'. field Akasahar
6'. plot (of) 1j,uga]jsipa
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7'	 4 gu44udul
10 ]1-1 ern
2 guru'-hun-g
d8'. ugula ur- nu-mus-da
9'. 1 gu4-numun 3 h)-dab5 1 gurus
hun-g--ku5
10'. a-^ PI.LI.HA
11'. an ur-mes
	
Rev. 1.	 2 ern-a1
2 gu4-numun 12 h_[dab --ku5
2. a-fla' a-ka-sahar
3. g.n ir-ri-ba-du7
4. 3 gu-uru4
15 he-dab5
/2 erin 1 gurus-hun-ga
d '5. ugula ur- ba-U
7'. 4 yoked oxen
9 ern
2 hired nen
8'. supervisor Ur-Numuda
9'. 1 ox for sowing, 3 c[onJscripts,
1 hired man cutting grass
10'. field PI.LI.HA
11'. L'J°	 (o	 Ur-mes
Rev. 1.
	 2 er^n (with) spades
2 oxen for sowing, 12 or€criptsJ
cutting grass
2. field Akasa?nar
3. plot (of) Urribadu
4. 3 ploughing oxen
15 conscripts
2 ern, 1 hired man
5. supervisor !tlr-Ba-U
No 11 (BM 16453) see p. 131
No 12 (BM 16449)
Obv. 1. (.] a_wi_il_dna_bi_uni	 Obv. 1. [i] Awfl-Nabium
2. mar ra -bi-er-e-tim awfl. es-nun-na 	 2. son of A b!-eretim man of
Eshrnmna
3. a mu-na-wi-rum i'akkum ait!1 _nun_nak13. of Munawirum the farmer, man
of Eshnunna
1+ . a dda	 4. wlx,m Dagan-mn
5. i'-tu mu_ti_a_ba_alki	 5. from Mutiabal
6. '4'a-ri-a-am	 6. sent here
Rev. 7. fGJBA arrim a-na dra_ma_,_nu_um	 7. reJsent of the king to
RaLma , num
8. nam-ha-ar-ti. i .um-I-].^ 	 8. receive& by I3.um-i1
9. L4J L4Jra... 1aj -flU-Ula	 9. temple atewar of Ran num
10. [zi) rag' NIG.0 d_e_mi	 10. reJ r,i,,eãl from the authority
of Sn-seni
11. L11J a-si-ri
12.[itij atum U 22-KAM
13. MU ri-im- a-nu-um 'arruin
11. oversesr of captives
12. 22d day of Shebat
13. year "Rm-Anum the king"
(R±m-Anum 1)
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No 13 (BM 16438)
Obv. 1. 1 a-ha-.am-ar-i
2. aw!1 J-nun-na
3. 47 a-si-ri
4. aw!lu es-nun-na sa da-gan-ma-an
p ,
5. u- sa-ri-a-øu-nu F,
I-	 dRev. 6. na rn-bar -ti a-pil- arnurrum
7. mar ir-i-ja
8. ZI.GA NIG.'U dv1
9. wak!]. a-si-ri
10. U 30-KAM
ii. [.iu r]i_im_ a-flu-urn LUGAL.E
Obv. 1. 1 Aharn-ar'i
2 • man of Eshnunna
3. among 47 captives
4. men of Esbnurmna whom
Dagan-mn
5. sent here
6. re	 ved by Apil-Arnurrum
7. son of Iriya
8. removed from the authority
of Sn-em
9. overseer of captives
10. 30th day of[Shejbat
U. [year "RJrn_Anum the king"
(Rm-Anum 1)
The text in the Ashmolean Museum (1924.668) is unpublished
and may not be quoted in print until the authorized first
edition has been published by Dr. J-P. Groire in his
forthcoming catalogue of Sumerian Non-Literary Texts in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
